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Foreword

With the semiconductor market growth, new Integrated Circuit designs are pushing

the limit of the technology and in some cases, require specific fine-tuning of certain

process modules in manufacturing. Thus the communities of design and technology

are increasingly intertwined. The issues that require close interactions and collabo-

ration for trade-off and optimization across the design/device/process fields are

addressed in this book. It contains a set of outstanding papers, keynote and tutorials

presented during 3 days at the International Conference on Integrated Circuit

Design and Technology (ICICDT) held in June 2008 in Minatec, Grenoble.

The selected papers are spread over five chapters covering various aspects of

emerging technologies and devices, advanced circuit design, reliability, variability

issues and solutions, advanced memories and analog and mixed signals. All these

papers are focusing on design and technology interactions and comply with the

scope of the conference.
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Synergy Between Design and Technology:

A Key Factor in the Evolving

Microelectronic Landscape

Michel Brillouët

1 Introduction

Microelectronics’ impressive success can be attributed to three major factors:

l The transition for analogue to digital circuits as Gordon Moore predicted as early

as in 1965 in his visionary paper [1]
l A virtuous innovation circle which fuelled the exponentional growth in revenue

of this industry
l The decoupling of process and design flows with clear interfaces and sign-offs

So, why an enhanced synergy between design and technology is becoming now so

important? This paper will address this question in the domains of the classical and

equivalent scalings (the so-called ‘More Moore’ domain), of the integrated solu-

tions (or ‘More-than-Moore’) and of the emerging research devices and architec-

tures (or ‘Beyond CMOS’). Finally it will discuss the interplay between this need

and the present evolution of the microelectronic landscape.

2 Classical Scaling

2.1 Lithography

Patterning is a key enabling technology allowing reducing steadily the minimal

dimension in an integrated circuit. However as we entered the sub-0.18 mm regime

the critical dimension became lower than the wavelength of the exposure light.
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What had predicted to be impossible proved to be manageable – namely printing

sub-wavelength features – at the expense of more complicated pattern enhancement

techniques. As shown in Fig. 1, additional sub-resolution patterns need to be added

to have the designed feature be printed – without this correction the pattern may

simply disappear from the wafer – and with the correct shape and size. However it

turns out that the computation necessary for defining the added features is combi-

natorial and thus extremely CPU-time consuming. It results in huge data files and

very long and complex mask writing increasing the cost exponentionally with the

circuit complexity.

The question arises whether having the pattern printed as designed is absolutely

necessity. In some cases – e.g. a contact hole – the pattern should having an

appropriate size is needed, in other cases – e.g. the gate to isolation overlap or for

double patterning – the relative alignment of two patterns on two different layers is

critical, in some other cases – e.g. empty spaces filled with ‘dummy’ patterns – only

the presence of the pattern is needed. One may thus expect that in the future the

design intent – i.e. the functionality and criticality of the pattern – is fed in the OPC

process, as it is done in mechanical engineering, in order to have ‘just enough’

correction and to reduce the overall cost of the process: more interaction is thus

needed between the design community and the lithography engineer beyond what is

presently done through OPC.

Fig. 1 Without optical proximity correction (OPC) a designed feature will not print on the wafer

as expected. A pre-accentuation technique is needed to transfer the pattern as designed on the

circuit

4 M. Brillouët



2.2 Interconnections

As the integrated circuits are growing in complexity more IP blocks are reused and

assembled into more complex functions. It was assumed for some time that inter-

connecting those blocks was a functionally-neutral process. As N.S. Nagaraj [2]

showed through many examples it may not be true anymore.

By adding more metallization layers it was necessary to planarize more the

surface of the wafer in order to relax the burden on the lithography and etching

processes: that had been obtained by applying Chemical Mechanical Polishing

(CMP) at each metallization level. This technique induces however long-range

waviness which is pattern-dependant. It does translate in the fact that the placement

and orientation of the IP block will have an impact on the electrical characteristics

of the block especially in analog applications. This can be mitigated by adding

dummy patterns between the active features of the blocks, presenting thus a more

uniform pattern density in the CMP: the drawback is that these added features may

enhance cross-talk between active blocks. A deep understanding of the intercon-

nection technology is thus needed to avoid that carefully characterized IP blocks

don’t behave as expected in the final product.

Routing interconnection lines over or near pre-characterized blocks may also

induce marginality or failure in the integrated circuit as signal carried through these

lines adds noise in the underlying blocks. The issue of signal integrity in complex

circuits is however daunting: using distributed RLCG models one faces complex

multi-scale physics of dynamic electromagnetic phenomena, with no simple return

path of current in the wiring network, non-regular layout and exponentionally

growing computation time. As stated in the ITRS [3], “reusable cores might require

characterization of specific noise or power attributes (“field of use” or “assumed

design context”) that are not normally specified”. One more time a deep under-

standing of the interplay between the expected functionality and the physical

implementation calls for a stronger synergy between design and process.

Even simple ideas may prove to be painful to implement. For years wiring

was drawn only in the x and y directions in the so-called Manhattan routing. In

allowing wires in all 45� directions one can expect a reduction of 20% in intercon-

nection length and 30% in the number of vias. However the whole supply chain

from design tools and IP block redesign to mask and wafer manufacturing and

control has to be adapted. A real assessment of the benefit of such a technique has to

be made in real products through a strong cooperation between product designers

and manufacturing people.

2.3 Yield Enhancement

Improving the yield of complex integrated circuits is a field where the synergy

between design and technology is the most needed and apparent. Pinpointing physical

Synergy Between Design and Technology 5



defects in a circuit is like looking for a needle in a hay stack. Only in combining test

data, critical area analysis to predict potential vulnerable layouts and advanced

physical characterization techniques one may hope to find the defect responsible

for the circuit failure [4]. Through this analysis one may potentially mitigate further

occurrence of this defectivity by improving either the manufacturing process and/or

by optimizing the layout – e.g. in adding redundant via holes or by spreading out

wires if there is enough room to do that way.

However many yield detractors can’t assign to a specific type of physical defect

and this trend is exacerbated in the most advanced technology nodes [5]. Actually

deterministic yield limiters results from an inaccurate modelling of the process –

device – product interactions which results in functional failures or marginalities in

some blocks. Using worse case design methodology will induce too much penalty

and a statistical design approach will save some margin in the final circuit. Regular

layouts, transistor architectures less prone to variability of electrical parameters – e.g.

by using undoped channel in SOI-like structures – can also mitigate the impact of

these effects, but more research is needed, especially for the most advanced CMOS

technologies, to address these issues.

In summary the gain expected in promoting more synergy between design and

technology in classically scaled-down CMOS devices is driven by the need to

guarantee manufacturing worthy products.

3 Equivalent Scaling

Just scaling the feature size is not enough anymore to pursue the performance

increase at the transistor level. New materials – like high k dielectrics and metal

gate, Ge or III–V compounds – and new technologies – e.g. strain engineering –

need to be introduced to keep the historical pace. This general trend is called

equivalent scaling in that it has the same effect as scaling dimensions without so

much detrimental effects.

Especially important is to keep the electrostatic control of the gate on the canal

while reducing the channel dimension: new transistor architectures are proposed

like SOI or FinFET. This is however not design-neutral: new models and libraries

are needed which take into account the specific effects of these new structures –

e.g. the floating body behavior and the memory effect in PDSOI circuits . The huge

effort needed to develop new libraries may be a real showstopper for introducing

new MOS-like devices in complex design.

New design styles may have to be introduced. For example in the case of the

FinFET the width of the transistor is quantized adding specific constraints in digital

and analog bocks [6]. By a careful analysis of the different blocks needed in a

library and taking into account the limitation in pitch of the most advanced

lithographic technique, it brings to the conclusion that FinFET may be less dense

than FDSOI for many IP blocks.

6 M. Brillouët



In conclusion by assessing new performance boosters from an IP design perspective

one may be able to judge the real benefit of specific technological approaches.

4 Integrated Solutions

Scaling the digital part, how important it is, is not always enough to bring added

value in the final product. Integrating in a single package with the scaled CMOS

differentiated technologies, like interfaces between the digital blocks and the

outside world which is fundamentally analog, is a challenge which the microelec-

tronic industry faces more and more.

3D integration is in that respect an active research field. It may provide much

higher performances for a digital system in reducing the footprint of the whole

system and the number of I/Os and in shortening the inter-block wires. It may also

be an answer to the present limitation of interconnecting heterogeneous parts in a

single package. At the same time the resulting process can be rather complex and

mismatch in wiring pitch and die size limit strongly the available options.

Though this 3D approach was demonstrated many times in laboratories, it is still

a strong focus of many conferences. But this is more than just developing new

specific manufacturing processes like high aspect ratio and dense Through Silicon

Vias (TSV) or bonding of ultra-thin wafers. The benefit of 3D integration for a

given application depends strongly on the design approach, including system

partitioning, needed redundant periphery circuitry and 3D specific rules. C. Ababei

has shown [7] that moving a memory array into three different levels may results –

if not optimized – in a mere 8% enhancement in speed and 6% in energy per data

access rather than the expected 40+% improvement. ASIC may bring added con-

straints like spreading blocks or adding thermal vias in order to mitigate the thermal

load, managing electromagnetic interferences of the different layers as well as

insuring the functionality of the thinned dies before and after 3D integration.

In summary a careful design of heterogeneous technologies integrated in a single

package is a key enabler for adding more value in a given system.

5 Emerging Research Devices and Architectures

5.1 Bottom-Up Approach

ITRS [3] provides regularly a thorough discussion of the potential of emerging

research devices which could complement or replace the existing CMOS digital

gate. The analysis can be summarized as follow:

l Is the new device useful? Does it bring an interesting new functionality to the

system?

Synergy Between Design and Technology 7



l Is the device usable – e.g. does it allow room temperature operation –?
l Is this device really needed – i.e. significantly better than the “ultimately scaled”

CMOS gate?
l Is the development effort worthy, having in mind the huge legacy and deep

knowledge accumulated regarding the scaled-down MOS transistor? Is the new

device improvable – e.g. scalable –? Is it versatile enough to address a wide

range of applications?

Answering these questions brought the microelectronic community to the conclu-

sion so far that for a digital switch there was no real alternative to the scaled down

CMOS. Regarding very dense memories the statement is less definite and some

proposals could prove their viability.

5.2 Top-Down Approach

This “technology-push” bottom-up approach is rather disappointing, but there is

another way to look at the question of how emerging devices could enhance the

system functionality. Starting from the system side, is there any innovative archi-

tecture which could benefit from the unique properties of these emerging devices?

This “application-pull” top-down approach is somehow newer and fewer answers

exist as a systematic methodology for addressing the question is missing. One of the

reasons for this situation is that many architectural solutions can be derived from

system specifications and these solutions, which lie in a design space resulting from

many tradeoffs between technologies and resource constraints – e.g. area/volume,

timing/speed, power/energy, memory size, error rate, etc. –, can translate into the

use of many more devices and blocks.

J. M. Rabaey has outlined the growing importance of error rate as a specific

design resource to be traded off with e.g. the circuit complexity and/or the power

consumption (Fig. 2). Indeed in a deeply scaled technology the devices are expected

to be less reliable. In this approach [8], a specific computation is performed by a

Fig. 2 In a deeply scaled-down technology gates are less reliable and the results of complex

computation may be far from exact. By comparing the result of the full computation through a

computing block with the estimation made by a much simpler and more reliable estimator, the

reliability of complex computations can be enhanced. However error rate has to be traded off with

the circuit complexity

8 M. Brillouët



complex computing block. In parallel the same input data are processed giving an

estimate of the result through a less complex block where the gates are more

conservative and thus more reliable. A circuit compares the results of the exact

computation and its estimation: if the outputs of the two blocks are near enough the

computation is assumed to be exact; if not the data can be processed again.

The information processing may also be more efficiently performed using analog

blocks for a limited depth of computation [9]. The signal is then restored by

“mapping” the distorted and noisy output on “attractors”, i.e. well defined signal

levels (Fig. 3). This approach may appear unlikely to succeed: it is however this

principle which is applied when adding repeaters in an interconnection line.

5.3 “Morphic” Systems

The latest version of ITRS [3] outlined an attractive approach called “morphic”

system: “morphic systems refer to architectures adapted to effectively address a

particular problem set, often gaining their inspiration from biological or scientific

computational paradigms.” It should be outlined that the information processing

should be still generic enough to have a chance to displace the present computa-

tional paradigm.

A wide set of such “morphic” systems are “self-relaxing” systems (Fig. 4). In such

an approach a physical setup, initially in a stable state, is brought in an “excited” state

by forcing inputs as new boundary conditions. By some more or less controlled

mechanism the system relaxes to the “ground state” which represents the expected

result. This result is read by looking at some outputs. Unfortunately this approach

is most often less attractive than expected. If one has many different relaxation paths

the computation time may become rapidly unpredictable. Furthermore the system can

be stuck into metastable states which will provide wrong results. There are ways

around these limitations, like applying a complex clocking scheme (e.g. in Quantum-

dot Cellular Automata or QCA), adding noise (e.g. in probabilistic CMOS), implement-

ing simulated annealing, etc. Unfortunately these approaches add a significant

optimum depth
before restoration

filter
input restored

output
or

distorted output
mapping

on ‘attractors’

analog
processing

A
D
C

A
D

C

Fig. 3 Using analog processing with a limited computation depth may be a more efficient way to

process data than a pure “brute-force” digital computation
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complexity to the system and in some case (e.g. QCA [10]) are unlikely to beat even

the present CMOS technology in complex computations.

In summary assessing emerging devices and architectures through the tentative

design of some function of medium complexity ensures a reality check which avoid

unrealistic claims and hypes.

6 What Business Model?

Having described few examples where the synergy between the design and tech-

nology communities is beneficial it is worth checking if the present evolution of the

microelectronic landscape will continue to favors this synergy.

For decades the turnover of the microelectronic industry has grown 15–17% per

year. This has been obtained through a technology push where new technologies

created new markets which generated more revenue and margin, allowing more

research effort to generate new ideas (Fig. 5). This virtuous circle is the real

innovation engine which fuelled the exponential growth of this industry.

Unfortunately despite the optimistic statement of Gordon Moore –that “No

exponential is forever, but we can delay ‘forever’ ” [11] – there are many signs

that the microelectronic industry undergoes major chances at an accelerated pace.

Since the mid 1990s the CAGR is merely in the range of 5–8% and the microelec-

tronic industry is more and more driven by financial considerations than by the

“technology push” it used to be. Moreover the R&D cost tends to grow faster than

the industrial revenue [12] owing to the formidable technical challenges we have to

face in scaling further down the minimum feature sizes.

Fig. 4 A “self-relaxing” system is a physical setup which perform some processing on inputs

defined as forced boundary conditions. This processing is obtained by letting the system relax in its

“ground state” and the result is read at the outputs

10 M. Brillouët



This trend was particularly clear when major ASIC companies announced in

January 2007 that either they gave up the development of advanced digital CMOS

by themselves, relying of foundries, or that they joined major consortia to further

develop their expertise in the domain. The supply chain – especially for these

applications requiring ASICs – seems to evolve along the following lines (Fig. 6):

more
R&D

new
market

m
or

e
re

ve
nu

e
ne

w
te

ch
no

lo
gi

esFig. 5 The steady

technological progress

created new markets which

generated more margin for

increased R&D funding. This

virtuous circle was the motor

of the sustained exponential

growth of the microelectronic

industry

Fig. 6 Over time the integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) outsource more and more the

hardware part of ICs, while moving up the supply chain towards richer software offering in their

products. It brings some question mark about the way the interaction between process, design and

manufacturing will take place in the future (From [13])
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l In the past – till the late 1980s – integrated device manufacturers (IDMs)

addressed a significant part of the IC manufacturing, sometimes developing

new equipments and materials, mastering the process development and produc-

tion along with the design of integrated circuits
l More recently – basically in the 1990s – IDMs outsourced the development of

equipment and materials to specialty companies, while most of the back-end part

of manufacturing process (i.e. packaging and test) was subcontracted. Part of the

IC manufacturing was also subcontracted to foundries which provided over that

period more and more advanced processes. At the same time the IDMs moved up

the value chain integrating more and more embedded software in their products.
l From the mid 2000s it appears that the foundry – fabless/fablite model gain

acceptance, owing to the huge investment needed to develop and manufacture

the most advanced CMOS processes. At the same time IDM’s move towards

more system-level software inclusion in their product along with some consid-

eration towards system inter-operability (IOT).

What will be then the future for the synergy between the design and process

communities, looking at this increasing fragmentation and specialization in the

supply chain? For the biggest companies which can still afford and/or need to keep

process development and manufacturing in house, this synergy will probably be

stronger than ever. For the major players which choose the foundry / fablite model,

new ways of cooperation need to be put in place. Interacting only through device

modeling and design kits will not be enough to take full advantage of the newly

developed processes: new supplier – customer relationships should be invented for

staying competitive outside of specialty markets.

7 Conclusion

Synergy between design and technology is more and more needed to take full profit

of the advanced devices and processes and this has to be done at the earliest stage of

the R&D in order to build competitive advantages in the world competition. More

specifically this interaction is beneficial in the classical CMOS scaling to ensure

manufacturability of products and in the equivalent scaling to make a better use of

innovative devices. Integrating system solutions in package will be more and more

driven by the applications which will pull the development of new technological

approaches. Finally this interaction between circuit design and emerging research

devices and architectures is strongly recommended as a reality check for new

ideas in order to prevent hypes and dead ends. It remains to be seen if the present

de-verticalization of the microelectronics industry will allow developing new

models of synergy between the two communities.

12 M. Brillouët
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New State Variable Opportunities Beyond

CMOS: A System Perspective

Victor V. Zhirnov, Ralph K. Cavin, and George I. Bourianoff

1 Introduction

HERE is an international effort underway to discover a replacement for the CMOS

transistor which will, within about one decade, not submit to further feature size

scaling. There are many different candidates to replace the CMOS FET, but

according to ITRS [1], none of them appear at this time to offer functional proper-

ties that are universally superior to the extremely scaled FET.

In seeking new device opportunities, it is important to understand not only the

device characteristics, but also how connected systems of these devices might be

used to perform complex logic functions. A taxonomy is offered for information

processing devices in this paper. Performance estimates at the limits of physical

scaling are described for those devices whose physics of operation is governed by

the creation and control of energy barriers and these estimates are employed to

begin investigation of the role of computer architecture on achievable limits for

energy-efficient operation of the system. In Fig. 1 below, implications of the choice

of state variable on system performance at various levels of abstraction are

depicted. Metrics for binary switch operation include size, Lsw, switching time,

tsw, and switching energy, Esw. Communication can range from local device-to-

device connectivity to on/off chip connectivity by wired or wireless means. In any

case, we show in the sequel that the energy required for communication is propor-

tional to the number Ncar of information carriers employed. System capability in

Fig. 1 refers to the performance m achievable by the system given the device and

communication technologies with which it is implemented. The measure of
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technology capability is binary information throughput b. Finally, many system

applications are narrowly focused, and novel device functionality may enable

system scaling as measured by M, i.e. the device count per function.

2 System Capability

One indicator of the ultimate performance of an information processor, realized as

an interconnected system of binary switches, is the maximum binary throughput
(BIT); that is the maximum number of binary transitions per unit time per unit area.

It is the product of the number of devices M with the clock frequency of the

microprocessor f:

b ¼ Mf (1)

The computational performance of microprocessors m is often measured in

(millions) of instructions per second (MIPS) that can be executed against a standard

set of benchmarks. It seems reasonable that there would be a strong correlation

between microprocessor performance increases and corresponding improvements

in integrated circuit technology, which are reflected in b. Performance data, m, for a
family of Intel microprocessors ranging from the 8080 to the Pentium 4 is plotted on

a log-log scale against the technology metric, b in Fig. 2. The correlation is evident

and to a good approximation,

m ¼ f bð Þ ¼ kb p (2)

For the selected class of microprocessors, k ¼ 10�7 and p ¼ 0.6.

Communication

System
Capability

System
Complexity

Lsw, ,tsw, Esw Ncar

m =  f (b )

Ebit = Ncar × Esw

M

Device

State
Variable

Fig. 1 State variable and different facets of information processing system
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Note also from Fig. 2, that the human brain performance projection lies above

the projected microprocessor line, giving rise to the hope that there may exist

alternate technologies and computing architectures offering higher performance

at much lower levels of energy consumption. Moreover, (1) suggests that there may

be some fundamental relationship between the ‘work done’ by the processor in the

sense of Turing and the underlying physics of the implementation technology. This

is called the Turing-Heisenberg rapprochement and it is the purpose of this paper to
offer a possible pathway to resolving this hypothesis.

Several alternative information processing technologies are being evaluated as

possible adjuncts to CMOS. An important question is how these technologies will

impact computing architectures, and more to the point, what is the functional

relation between capabilities of these technologies and computer performance? In

the next section, we briefly outline some of the candidate technologies in the

context of the properties of a generic device.

3 Alternate Device Options

The basic computational element in digital information processing systems is

binary switch (Fig. 3). In its most fundamental form, it consists of:

1. Two states 0 and 1 (state variables), which are equally attainable and distin-

guishable

2. A means to control the change of the state (WRITE)

3. A means to read the state

4. A means to communicate with other binary switches (TALK)

1.E-01

1.E+00

1.E+01

1.E+02

1.E+03

1.E+04

1.E+05

1.E+06

1.E+07

1.E+08

1.E+09

1.E+09 1.E+12 1.E+15 1.E+18 1.E+21 1.E+24

b, bit /s

m,
 M

IP
S

Brain

Fig. 2 Empirical relation between binary throughput and computational performance for several

generations of Intel processors [2–4]
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The state representation, controls, and the outputs (READ and TALK operations)

are all physical entities such as particles, quasi-particles, collections of particles,

etc. and in the sequel, we call them tokens. Each token has a set of physical

attributes associated with it, e.g., charge, mass, spin, etc. and it is the physical

interaction between the token attributes within the device structure that determines

the operation of the device. In most cases, an attribute can assume several values

and for this reason, we call them variables.
When implementing circuits from devices, it is usually beneficial from an energy

and space standpoint to choose tokens and their associated variables such that trans-

formations are not required between input, output, and control variables. There are

many ideas for future information processing devices for logic and we have mapped

many of these devices into the taxonomy described above in Table 1 below.

4 Device and Interconnect Abstractions

4.1 Device Scaling Physical Limits

The purpose of this section is to lay the groundwork for estimating the performance

limits of an information processor beginning with fundamental device physics. In

order to do this, it is necessary to relate the device and interconnect system

properties such as switching energy and times, number of electrons, etc., to the

physical layout of the processor. It will be argued that the layout geometry can, in

the limit, be viewed as an assembly of small square tiles, to each of which is

associated size, energy and travel time parameters derived from basic physics. In all

0 1

WRITE

READ

TALK

Data Transfer Token

State Variable

Control Variable

Fig. 3 A generic information

processing device
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cases, in order to minimize energy consumption estimates, the device and intercon-

nect systems will be assumed to operate at the threshold of failure.

As the authors have argued in a series of papers [5–7] all known binary devices,

regardless of the physics of their operation, can be represented by the generic

barrier model of Fig. 4.

The energy barrier is needed to preserve a binary state in the presence of classic

(thermal) and quantum (tunneling) errors (noise). The barrier properties, namely

barrier height, Eb, and barrier width, a, determine the lower bound on the opera-

tional energy and size of binary device. The minimum Eb can be estimated from the

Boltzmann probability of thermally-induced over-barrier transitions:

Perr ¼ exp � Eb

kBT

� �
(3a)

RequiringPerr � 0.5 (error probability less than 50%), from (3a), we obtain the

minimum Eb:

Table 1 Taxonomy for candidate information processing devices

Device

Information

token Control variable

State

variable

Data transfer

token

FET – Novel Materials

(2I-V’s, carbon-based,

etc.)

Electron Charge Charge Electron

SpinFET Electron Charge and spin Charge Electron

Spin-torque Electron Spin Spin Electron

Spin-wave Electron Spin waves Spin Electron

Photon

Tunneling transistor Electron Charge Charge Electron

Molecular transistor Electron or

atoms
Charge Charge Electron

NEMS Atoms Charge Charge Electron

Atomic switch/

electrochemical

metallization

Atoms Charge Charge Electron

Memristor Atoms Charge Charge Electron

Magnetic cellular

automata

FM domain Magnetic dipole Spin FM domain

Moving domain wall FM domain Magnetic dipole Spin FM domain

Multi-ferroic tunnel

junction

FM domain Spin Charge Electron

Optical or plasmonics Atoms or

electrons
Charge Optical

Density
Photons

Exciton Excitons Photons Charge Excitons

(or photons)

Thermal transistor Phonons Thermal energy Temperature Phonons

Phase change Atoms Thermal energy Charge Charge

Quantum interference

devices

Electron Charge Charge Electron
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Emin
b ¼ kBT ln 2 � 10�21J T ¼ 300Kð Þ (3b)

The minimum barrier width should be sufficient to suppress tunneling, and it can

be estimated from the Heisenberg coordinate-momentum relation:

D xDp � �h

2
(4)

Tunneling is significant when a � Dx. In this case, aH is the Heisenberg
distinguishability length for “classic to quantum transition”. Specifically,

D x � �h

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mEb

p ¼ aH (5)

From (3b), obtain the Heisenberg-Boltzman limit for electron-based devices

(m ¼ me, the electron mass):

aHB � �h

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mekBT ln 2

p � 1nm (6)

Relations (3–6) govern the operations of all binary devices operating in equilib-

rium with the thermal environment, independent of their physical realization.

4.2 Device Density: Tiling Considerations

The binary switch one-barrier-and–two-wells energy diagram of Fig. 4a also

suggests a generic topology of the ultimately scaled device, which is shown in

  
a

a

Eb

Eb

w 

w w a 

a

b

Fig. 4 A barrier model for a

binary switch: (a) Schematic

energy diagram, (b) Generic

floorplan
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Fig. 4b. Note that, while the smallest barrier size is limited by tunneling, the

smallest well size, w, is limited by the quantum confinement. Interestingly, they

both can be approximated by (5) and (6), and in the limiting case, wmin ¼ aHB ¼ a.
Thus, the two-dimensional floorplan of a smallest possible binary switch is 3a � a
rectangle consisting of three square tiles of the same size a. The most compact

layout for an array of devices must allow at least one tile between each device for

insulation as shown in Fig. 5. The tiling representation of binary switches allows

one to calculate the maximum theoretical packing density of binary switches on a

2D plane [12]:

nmax ¼ 1

8a2
(7)

Substituting (6) in (7) the maximum device density nmax � 1013 cm�2 is obtained.

4.3 Minimum Device Switching Time

The next pertinent question is the minimum switching time, which we refer to as

“Heisenberg time” tH. This can be derived from the Heisenberg relation for time

and energy:

DEDt � �h

2
(8)

or

Dtmin ffi �h

2DE
¼ tH (9)

Fig. 5 Most compact device

layout
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Equation 9 is an estimate for the maximum speed of dynamic evolution or

the minimum passage time. It represents the zero-length approximation for the

switching speed.

For the Boltzmann’s limit, Eb ¼ kBTln2, obtain

tHB ¼ �h

2kBT ln 2
� 2 	 10�14s (10)

Note that in physical systems, the Heisenberg speed limit is approachable only in

‘dimensionless’ systems, i.e. where the material particle is moving a distance not

exceeding the Heisenberg length. One example of such system is electron transi-

tions in atoms. It is straightforward to show that if the travel distance L is larger than

aH, the minimum travel time is increased as

t � L

aH
	 tH (11)

4.4 Energy Per Bit Operation

For a more accurate estimate of the lower boundary of energy per bit or switching

energy, Esw, again consider the device abstraction in Fig. 4a. The minimum energy

needed to suppress the barrier (e.g. by charging gate capacitor) is equal to the

barrier height Eb. To restore the barrier (e. g. by discharging gate capacitance) the

expenditure of the minimum energy of Eb is also required. Thus the minimum

energy of a full switching cycle is at least 2Eb. Next, in order to enable rapid and

reliable transition of an electron from state ‘0’ to state ‘1’, an asymmetry in energy

between the two wells needs to be created (not shown in Fig. 4a). It is easy to show

based on the distinguishability arguments that minimum energy difference DEw

between two wells is also given by Eq. 3b, and more generally DEw ¼ Eb. If the

number of electrons per switching transition is Ne, the total switching energy is

ESW ¼ 2Eb þ NeDEw ¼ Ne þ 2ð ÞEb (12a)

For example, if N ¼ 1 and Eb ¼ kBTln2 then

ESWmin
¼ 3kBT ln 2 (12b)

Each device consists of three tiles and thus the switching energy per tile in a

device is

ed � kBT (12c)
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4.5 Interconnect Costs for Electronic Circuits

Devices must communicate to support computation, and there is an energy cost

associated with communication. In charge based devices (e.g. CMOS) this implies

that when the electron passes from state ‘0’ to state ‘1’ in one binary device

(sending), it needs to control several downstream devices (receiving). The barriers

(gates) of these receiving devices are electrically coupled to at least one well of the

first device (Fig. 6). To model this, the length of the sending well is extended to

accommodate the gates of receiving devices. In practice, this extension is achieved

by interconnect systems (Fig. 6b). Note that the interconnect system can be

represented as a combination of the square tiles as it is shown in Fig. 6b. It is

straightforward to show from both topology and physics considerations that in the

limiting case, the size of the interconnect tile is equal to the device tile a.
We now assess how reliably the charge in the extended well of the sending

deviceA in Fig. 2a controls the receiving device B orC. Assume that one electron is

needed to control the barrier of the receiving device, and one electron passes from

one well to another in 0–1 switching (N ¼ 1) of the sending device. After device A

switched to ‘1’ state, there is one electron on the right-hand well of A.

The electron can freely move along the line of length L and the probability to

find this electron only in gate B or only in gate C is given by

PB ¼ PC ¼ a

L
¼ 1

k
(13)

(Note that L/a ¼ k, the number of tiles needed to form an interconnect system of

length L).
To increase the probability of successful control, the number of electrons, Ne, in

the interconnect line needs to be increased and the resulting probability of placing

an electron on gate B as:

PB ¼ PC ¼ 1� 1� a

L

� �Ne

(14)

The solution of (11) for Ne is

L

A

a b

CB

2a

Fig. 6 Device abstraction of connected binary switches: (a) Barrier model, (b) Generic floorplan
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Ne ¼ log1�a
L
1�Pð Þ ¼ ln 1�Pð Þ

ln 1� a
L

� � ¼ log1�1
k
1�Pð Þ ¼ ln 1�Pð Þ

ln 1� 1
k

� � (15)

The number of electrons Ne needed for communication between two binary

switches connected by a wire of length L is given in Table 2 for several probabilities

of success. It can be seen from the Table 2 that communication at distance is a very

costly process.

4.6 Fan-Out Costs

For logic operation, a binary switch needs to control at least two other binary

switches. The probability that Ne electrons in the interconnect line of device A will

be found on the gates of both B and C is:

PBANDC ¼ PB 	PC ¼ P2 ¼ 1� 1� a

L

� �Ne

� �2

(16)

In general,

PF ¼ 1� 1� a

L

� �Ne

� �F

(17)

where F is number of receiving devices, or fan-out.

Solving (17) for Ne obtain

Ne ¼
ln 1� ffiffiffiffi

P
Fp� �

ln 1� 1
k

� � (18)

From simple geometrical considerations illustrated in Fig 4b, the minimum

interconnect length in 2D topology is

Lmin ¼ 2aF (19)

Table 2 The number of

electrons Ne for

communication between two

binary switches for

probabilities of success 0.5

and 0.99

L/a ¼ k Ne (P ¼ 0.5) Ne (P ¼ 0.99)

2 1 7

10 7 44

100 69 459

1000 693 4603
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and, thus the a/L term in (15) becomes ½F for minimum interconnect lengths.
Table 3 presents the number of electrons needed to guarantee the specified

reliability for the minimum interconnect length given by (19).

4.7 Energy Per Tile

According to (12a) the switching energy per connected switch in the Boltzmann’s

limit is

ESW ¼ Ne þ 2ð ÞkBT ln 2 (20)

Using (18–20), one can calculate the switching energy per interconnect tile.

Figure 7 displays the energy per tile for different interconnect lengths (measured in

the number of tiles) for different fan-outs. It can be seen that in the limit of long

interconnects, the energy per tile is constant and it varies from about 0.7 kBT/tile to

1.8 kBT/tile for F ¼ 1–4.

Now, assuming that F is distributed between different fragments of a circuit in

equal proportions, obtain average energy per interconnect tile to be:

eih ilong ¼ 1:33kBTðk ! 1Þ (21a)

and

eih ishort ¼ 1:18kBT ðk ! kminÞ (21b)

Comparing (12c), (21a) and (21b), obtain:

ed � eih i � kBT ¼ eh itile (21c)

i.e. in the limit, the average energy per functional tile of both devices and

interconnect is approximately the same.

4.8 Digital Circuit Abstraction

An arbitrary circuit of interconnected binary switches can be presented as a 2D

plane of densely packed device tiles (e.g. as in Fig. 5) and another 2D plane of

Table 3 Fan-out costs

F

Ne

(P ¼ 0.5) Ne (P ¼ 0.99)

2 5 19

3 9 32

4 14 45
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interconnect tiles. According to the above analysis, the circuit parameters such as

switching energy and speed scale with the number of the functional tiles k:

Esw ¼ k 	 eh itile (22a)

tsw ¼ k 	 tH (22b)

To estimate the minimum number of interconnect tiles per device, assume that

for each of three tiles of the device, at least one contacting interconnect tile (3 total)

is needed and one connecting interconnect tile (3 total) is needed. This results in six

interconnect tiles per binary switch (average interconnect length Lh i ¼ 6a), Thus
the total number of tiles per device, k ¼ 3 + 6 ¼ 9, and from (22a) and (22b)

obtain for a limiting case:

Esw ¼ 9kBT ¼ 3:73 	 10�20 J

device
(23a)

tsw ¼ 9tHB � 0:2ps (23b)

Now, for a circuit of M binary switches obtain:

EswðMÞ ¼ 9

2
M 	 kBT (24a)

2
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/t
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Fig. 7 Interconnect energy per tile
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tswðMÞ ¼ 9M 	 tHB (24b)

(The factor of ½ in (24a) reflects the fact that not all n devices switch simulta-

neously. A 50% activity is assumed).

5 Energy/Performance Analysis of a Minimal Turing Machine

There is a growing need to increase the performance of microprocessors per unit of

energy expended to better support mobile applications and to reduce the overall

demand on energy systems by desktop applications. Ultimately, this leads to the

question of the role of computer architecture in not only providing high perfor-

mance but also in simultaneously reducing energy consumption. We know of no

theoretical results that characterize the maximum computational efficiency of

architectures, for example, in the spirit of the bound on efficiency of heat engines

obtained by Carnot. In the following, we offer a framework for an approach to

obtaining such a bound. Careful consideration must be given to defining the

measure of “useful work” done by the processor since this ultimately is crucial to

the definition of the energy-efficiency of the processor. One step in this direction is

to investigate the system scaling limits to determine the minimum physical dimen-

sions a universal automaton can occupy. Each automaton contains a certain number

of discrete elements (e.g. transistors, resistors, diodes, etc.). The internal complex-

ity of the system (i.e. the number of discrete elements M) defines the system

capability. As von Neumann put it [8], “if one constructs the automaton (A)
correctly, then any additional requirements about the automaton can be handled
by sufficiently elaborated instructions. This is only true if A is sufficiently compli-
cated, if it has reached a certain minimum of complexity”. In other words, a system
cell must surpass a certain internal complexity threshold if it is to perform arbi-

trarily complex tasks by virtue of elaborate software instructions. We call the

number Mmin ¼ n the ‘von Neumann threshold’, which is the smallest complexity

of the system to emulate general-purpose computing.

To estimate the von Neumann threshold, consider a 1-bit general purpose

computer, which is referred to as the Minimal Turing Machine (MTM),

and which contains an arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) and sufficient memory.

Further, we analyze the operation of MTM based on the results from the digital

circuit abstraction obtained in previous section.

5.1 Minimum Instruction Set 1-Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit

The 1-bit ALU (Fig. 8) input consists of two 1-bit operands X and Y, and an

additional 1-bit carry input C0. The ALU has 1-bit result represented by the output

Z and 1-bit carry output C1.
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The minimal ALU does only four operations on two 1-bit binary numbers X and Y:

Operation 1: X AND Y

Operation 2: X OR Y

Operation 3: (X + Y)

Operation 4: (X + (NOT Y))

This is a minimal set, and all other operations can be implemented by combinations

of these four basic operations.

The command language consists of four words, which requires 2-bit word length

(w ¼ log24): 00, 01, 10, 11.

To implement these four operations, the ALU contains four independent logic

circuits: AND, OR, and two full adders. In addition, there is a NOT gate (inverter)

to implement NOT X in Operation 4. Also the carry outputs of the two full adders

are connected to the C1 terminal via an OR gate. Finally, a selector switch is needed

to choose the value (out of four) on the output Z terminal according to the

implemented instruction. Thus a 4-to-1 multiplexer is needed. Figure 9 shows the

ALU schematics showing all functional units.

The element count [10, 11] for each block of the ALU is shown in Fig. 9. The

basic ALU would require a total of about 98 elements (e.g. transistors).

5.2 Energetics of the Minimal ALU

The average energy per ALU operation can be estimated from (24a) obtain for

M ¼ 98:

EALU ¼ 9

2
	 98 	 kBT � 440kBT (25)

ALU Output Data

Instructions

X

Y

C

Z

C1

Input Data

Fig. 8 1-bit arithmetic logic unit
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It is instructive to analyze the energy efficiency � of the minimal ALU, which is

defined as

� ¼ Eop

EALU
(26)

where Eop is the energy required to implement a given operation by a stand-alone

circuit (e.g. AND gate).

For example, the AND operation requires a minimum M ¼ 3 devices, and thus

EAND ¼ 9

2
	 3 	 kBT � 14kBT (27a)

�AND ¼ EAND

EALU
¼ 14

440
� 3% (28b)

AND
3

33
3

3

2

27

27

OR

OR

ADD

4:1 MUX

NOT

Y

ADD

Cin

Cout

X

Z

I0

I1

Fig. 9 1-bit ALU schematics showing all functional units and their element count
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On the other hand, for an adderM ¼ 27, thus EADD � 122kBT and �ADD � 28%.

These efficiencies are reminiscent of that of the Carnot cycle for heat engines.

The reason for the low ALU efficiency is that in each operation, all four units

execute even though only one output is used. One might hypothesize that the overall

efficiency of the ALU could be increased by utilizing a different architecture, such

that the inputs are de-parallelized. One way to implement such an approach would

be to only provide inputs to the instruction that is to be executed. In order to do this,

two additional 4-to-1 de-multiplexers (1:4 DMUX) would be needed at the inputs to

the ALU. Each DMUX circuit would require M � 33 devices. The energy effi-

ciency of the AND/OR instruction would remain in the range of 3% since the

DMUX circuits would require activation. Similarly, the efficiency of the ADD

circuits would be in the range of 21% when DMUX overhead is considered. Hence

this architectural variation does not seem to be much better from and energy

efficiency point of view than the first architecture discussed and therefore it will

be retained as the baseline in subsequent computations.

5.3 Minimal ALU Timing

The average delay in the minimal ALU can be estimated from (24b) with n now

beeing the number of cascades between input and output by executing each opera-

tion (the critical path. The delay depends on the particular operation, with estimated

range from about 45tHB to 99tHB. In the following consideration an average delay

s assumed.

tALUh i � 100tHB � 2ps

5.4 Minimal Turing Machine: Device Count

A functional machine requires significant surrounding infrastructure to support

computation including latches for inputs and outputs, and mechanisms to retrieve

and apply instructions. As shown in Fig. 10, the 1-bit CPU would require at least six

external switches and five memory registers to manage the input and output data.

These external components serve to increase the transistor count to approximately

MCPU ¼ 134 and the energy dissipation to �600 kBT/operation.
Finally, to complete the machine we need to add external memory (the Turing

Machine tape) to run the instructions. The minimum memory needed to run

one instruction can be estimated as follows: For each of the four ALU operations,

three instruction cycles are needed (each cycle correspond to one step of the tape

movement):
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Cycle 1: Input

Cycle 2: Operation

Cycle 3: Output

Each of the three cycles is controlled by a 8-bit fragment of the tape (as shown in

Fig. 10). Thus, 24 bits of memory are needed to complete an operation. Assuming

six devices per memory bit (SRAM implementation), obtain 144 devices for the

minimal external memory.

To implement the steps of tape movement, a program counter is needed. For just

three steps of the movement, it would consist of 2-bit counter (24 devices) and a 2-

to-4 decoder (12+ devices).

Summarizing, the total element count in the Minimal Turing Machine is:

MMTM ¼ 134ðCPUÞ þ 144ðTapeÞ þ 36ðProgramCounterÞ ¼ 314

This number is consistent with von Neumann estimate, suggesting that the

minimum circuit complexity required to implement general-purpose computing is

of the order of a few hundred devices [9].

5.5 Minimal Turing Machine: A Numerical Summary

According to (7), the minimum area A, occupied by a circuit of M devices is:

A ¼ 8Ma2 (29)

1

1

1
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1

1

S1

ALU
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C

ontrol

2-bit
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2-4
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6

6
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Y
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C1

I1 I1
6

I2
6

S1
6

S2
6

S3
6

S4
6

S5
6

S6
6

I2

S2

S3

S4

S6

S5

24 12

Fig. 10 Minimal turing machine showing all functional units and their element count
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Thus, the area of MTM (M ¼ 314) implemented with the limiting devices

(a ¼ aHB � 1 nm) is:

AMTM ¼ 8 	 314 	 a2 � 2; 500a2 ¼ 50a� 50a � 50nm� 50nm

The operational energy of one cycle of the MTM from (24a) is:

EMTM1
¼ 9

2
	 98 	 kBT � 1400kBT � 6 	 10�18 J

cycle

or, per full three-cycle operation,

Eop ¼ 3EMTM1
� 2 	 10�17 J

op

The binary throughput b (Eq. 1) of the Minimal Turing Machine is:

bMTM ¼ M

top
¼ 314

2ps
� 1014

bit

s

The computational performance m (Eq. 2):

mMTM ¼ 1

3top
� 105MIPS

6 Conclusions

The thesis of this paper is that as one seeks to define new device and interconnect

systems that would either replace or supplement CMOS, it is important to evaluate

these proposed new technologies in the context of their performance in an architec-

tural framework. An energy barrier model is offered that is believed to be applicable

for a broad class of devices and from which basic physics can be used to estimate

device performance limits. The interconnect models used in this paper derive their

inspiration from electron-based interconnect systems, and if other interconnect

schemes are proposed, then performance limits similar to those offered in this

paper would need to be derived to develop estimates for circuit-level performance.

It is ultimately concluded that a good approximation for the energy utilized by the

technology (both interconnects and devices) is about kBT per tile, where the tile

dimensions are defined in terms of the Boltzmann-Heisenberg scaling limits for

devices. The approach taken to connecting device and interconnect limits to the

ultimate performance of a processor is to choose the simplest functional unit that
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has sufficient device count (von Neumann complexity) to serve as a general purpose

computational element (Turing Machine). The application of the derived funda-

mental performance limits of circuits to this architecture allows the estimation of

the achievable performance of the processor as a function of technology capability.

While it is shown that remarkable performance is attainable with technologies

whose operational properties submit to the models derived in the paper, it does

not appear that the energy efficiencies of which they are capable of matching those

of biological systems.
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A Simple Compact Model to Analyze

the Impact of Ballistic and Quasi-Ballistic

Transport on Ring Oscillator Performance

S. Martinie, D. Munteanu, G. Le Carval, and J.L. Autran

1 Introduction

In nanoscale MOSFETs with decananometer channel lengths, relaxation times of

free carriers indicate that the drain current will have an intermediate character

between drift-diffusion and ballistic/quasi-ballistic transport [1]. Then, ballistic and

quasi-ballistic transport regimes have to be considered in the modeling of ultra-

short Double-Gate devices with an accurate description. Since the conventional

Drift-Diffusion model (usually considered as a standard simulation level for

devices) fails at describing ballistic transport, new specific models have to be

developed for this regime.

The highest value of the source-to-drain current which can be delivered by a

given MOSFET architecture corresponds to the pure ballistic current limit. Carrier

transport in the channel is considered tobeballisticwhencarriers travel from the source

to the drain regions without encountering a scattering event. This may be possible if

the feature size of the device becomes smaller than the carriermean free path [2]. If the

carrier transport is purelyballistic in the channel,modeling thedevicebehavior reduces

to the description of the carrier transmission over and through the source-to-drain

potential barrier. The source-to-drain current is usually given by the difference of the
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fluxes injected from the source and from the drain at the location (i.e. the abscissa) of

the maximum of the energy barrier [3, 4].

When the channel length is increased, the current decreases from its maximum

value due to scattering effects. Above a certain channel length, backscattering may

affect the transport, which therefore cannot be considered as purely ballistic

anymore. In other terms, carrier transport makes a transition from the ballistic to

quasi-ballistic or drift-diffusive regime with the longer channel lengths. Reflections

of carriers after crossing the barrier may take place within a certain length. In this

case, the transport is quasi-ballistic and these reflections must be included in the

modeling of the ballistic current [5].

Future Double-Gate (DGMOS) MOSFETs (Fig.1), designed with channel

lengths in the decananometer scale, are expected to be more ballistic than diffusive.

Then, it is fundamental to understand the physics of the ballistic transport and to

develop compact models that assure the transition from drift-diffusion to the

ballistic regime in a unique description. A few compact models of ballistic transport

have been published for nanoscale DG MOSFETs [3–7]. However, very little work
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x x + dx0
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→

→

←

1−r .dx

1−r .dx

←

R (x)
←

Gate

Fig. 1 Schematics of the DGMOS device used in this work and definition of the main geometrical,

electrical and flux parameters. R and r are respectively the backscattering coefficient and the

scattering probabilities in the presence of an electric field. The symbols “!” and “ ” of scattering

probabilities represent the carrier’s velocity components that are parallel or anti-parallel, resp., to the

electric field direction
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has been done on the transition from the ballistic regime to drift diffusion [8–10].

Several analytical models based on the Drift-Diffusion formalism demonstrate that

is possible to introduce the diffusive transport in compact modeling. However,

when the channel length approaches the mean free path, the mobility definition

cannot more strictly explain the electronic transport occurring in the device. In this

case the one-flux theory (also called “McKelvey theory” [11, 12]) should be

considered; this approach can be applied to systems where the channel length is

of the order of or smaller than the mean free path [13].

The pioneering work of Lundstrom et al. [14, 15] on the scattering theory has

shown the strong impact of the ballistic transport on the MOSFETs operation and

especially on the expression of the drain current. Lundstrom et al. developed

physically-based compact models for DGMOS based on the one-flux theory and

describing the device operation in ballistic or quasi-ballistic regimes. The main

parameter of this approach is the backscattering coefficient, which expresses the

ballistic and the quasi-ballistic transport. These works [14, 15] also demonstrate the

usefulness of the one-flux theory in qualitatively describing quasi-ballistic transport

in compact modeling.

The evaluation of the ballistic transport impact on the device performance is

currently of great interest and solutions are envisaged to enhance the amount of

ballistic transport in device operation. However, in order to confirm the necessity of

these works on ballistic transport, it is nowadays essential to directly evaluate the

impact of ballistic and quasi-ballistic transport at the circuit level through simulation

of several circuit demonstrators. The implementation of compact models in Verilog-

A environment offers the opportunity to describe as accurately as possible the

physics of transport and to analyze its impact on various circuit elements.

In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of a simulation study of ballistic/

quasi-ballistic transport at circuit level and we highlight the impact of this advanced

transport on CMOS inverter commutation and oscillation frequency of ring oscil-

lators. Our model is based on the Lundstrom’s approach [15] and considers a new

expression of the backscattering coefficient given by the flux method. The model

takes also into account short channel effects and takes into account the effects of

different scattering processes through a dynamical mean free path. Using this

model, CMOS inverters and ring oscillators have been simulated to highlight the

impact of ballistic and quasi-ballistic transport on static and transient performance.

This chapter is organized as follows: in the first part we explain the origin of

backscattering coefficient and we introduce the drain current model for quasi-

ballistic transport. In the second part, the relation between physics of quasi-ballistic

transport and its impact on circuit performance is thoroughly analyzed. For this

purpose several small circuits (CMOS inverters and ring oscillators) are simulated

using the quasi-ballistic transport model (developed in the first part) which is

implemented in Verilog-A environment. The commutation time and the oscillation

frequency of circuits considering the quasi-ballistic regime are compared to the

conventional case of circuits working in the drift-diffusion regime.
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2 Analytical Model

2.1 Backscattering View

The starting point of the model development is the McKelvey’s [11, 12] flux

method, illustrated on Fig. 1. The two fluxes FS(x) and FD(x+dx) incident on a

semiconductor slab with thickness dx, transmit or reflect with the backscattering

probabilities per length r, contributing to the outward fluxes FS(x+dx) and FD(x);

which can be described by the following equations:

FSðxþ dxÞ ¼ FSðxÞ:ð1� r :dxÞ þ FDðxþ dxÞ:ð r! :dxÞ (1)

FDðxÞ=FSðxÞ ¼ R ðxÞ (2)

FDðxÞ ¼ FDðxþ dxÞ:ð1� r! :dxÞ þ FSðxÞ:ð r :dxÞ (3)

Developing this systemof equation and simplifying at the first orderwe obtain [4]:

dFDðxÞ
dx

¼ r
! :FDðxÞ � r :FSðxÞ (4)

dFSðxÞ
dx

¼ r
!
:FDðxÞ � r

 
:FSðxÞ (5)

Adding Eqs. 4 and 5 and considering F ¼ FD � FS and n ¼ (FD + FS)/vth (where
vth is the thermal velocity) we obtain:

F ¼
r � r!
r!þ r 

0
@

1
A:vth:nþ vth

r!þ r 
:
dn

dx
(6)

By analogy to the classical drift-diffusion approach, we obtain the Einstein

relation:

Dn

mn
¼ k:T

q
) E

r � r!
� k:T

q
(7)

where Dn and mn are respectively the diffusion coefficient and the mobility. We use

here the expression of scattering probabilities proposed in [12] (with the assumption

of non-degenerate gas):

r ¼ l�1; r! ¼ l�1 � q:E

k:T
(8)
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where l is the mean free path, k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the electron charge,
T is the lattice temperature and E is the electric field. Supposing that the electric

field is constant and applying the same initial condition expose in [11], the form of

backscattering coefficient become:

R
 
¼

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r$
2 � r! : r 

q
:coth x:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r$
2 � r! : r 

q� �
þ r$

; r
$
¼

r!þ r 
2

(9)

In the assumption of a linear potential profile in the channel where E ¼ VDS/L:

R ¼
l�1

1

2
:L�1kT : 1þ coth

x

2
:L�1kT

� �� �
þ l�1

(10a)

where LkT is the distance over which the channel potential drops by kT/q compared

to the peak value of the source to channel barrier:

LkT ¼ L:
k:T

q:VDS
(10b)

Physically, LkT represents the critical distance over which scattering events

modify the current; this characteristic length depends on both source-to-drain

drop voltage and gate length [14]. We obtain the classical form of the backscatter-

ing coefficient [14] in linear (low VDS) and saturated (high VDS) region respectively:

R ¼ L

Lþ l
(11a)

R ¼ LkT
LkT þ l

(11b)

As explained in [2], the analytical formulation of the “kT-layer” given by (10a)

cannot correctly take into account all scattering effects due to the dependence on

both the bias condition and mean free path [16]. In fact this problem is recurrent in

compact modelling and comes from the self-consistently solving of the Poisson and

transport equations which is not possible to integrate in an analytical modelling

approach.

As expected, Fig. 2 illustrates that the backscattering coefficient decreases when

the VDS increases with a direct impact on the current value, as detailed in paragraph 3.

However, Eq. 10 tends to the value R¼ L/(l + L) proposed in [17–19] in the absence
of electric field (as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2). Finally, we note that Eq. 10 is
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valid from low to high VDS value without any interpolation function or fitting

parameter between low and high field condition, as those proposed in [6].

2.2 Drain Current Modeling

In the assumption of a non-degenerate gas, we use the classical expression of the

drain current given by the Lundstrom’s approach [14] (based on the Natori’s

formulation [21]). This expression is obtained by multiplying the injection velocity

and the charge determined classically from the oxide capacitance and the threshold

voltage and taking into account the drain injection at low bias. This formula

describes the ballistic and quasi-ballistic current through the backscattering formula

presented in paragraph 2.1:

ID ¼ W:Cox:ðVGS � VTÞ:vth: 1� R

1� R

� �
:

1� e�qVDS=k :T

1� 1� R

1� R

� �
e�qVDS=k :T

0
BB@

1
CCA (12)

where W is the gate width, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, VGS is the gate to

source voltage, VDS is the drain to source voltage and VT is the threshold voltage. To

obtain an accurate model and describe all electrostatic effects, we have also
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introduced SCEs using the Suzuki’s model [22], respectively. Thus, VT in Eq. 12 is

modified by DVT:

VT ¼ Vth � DVT (13)

whereVth andDVT are the long channel threshold voltage and its variation due to SCEs

in the Suzuki’s model [22]. We find the analytical expression of the surface potential

CS(x) by considering a parabolic dependence for the potential in the perpendicular

direction to the Si/SiO2 interface (y dependence on the Fig. 1). The development also

considers the boundary conditions at the front and back interfaces and takes into

account that the potential dependence in the y direction is symmetrical with respect

to the middle of the silicon film.With these assumptions, an analytical form of surface

potential is obtained from the solving of Poisson equation which takes into account

only the depletion charge (the inversion charge is neglected at threshold). Finally, the

analytical models [20] ofDVT and the swing S parameter (describing the short channel

effects) are determined using the minimum value of the surface potentialCS(x) along

the Si/SiO2 interface.

As expected, the Fig. 3 illustrates the strong influence of short channel effects onVT

and S: when reducing the gate length the threshold voltage is reduced (which increases

the Ion current), and the Ioff current and the subthreshold swing are increased.

The above-threshold regime is linked to the subthreshold regime using an

interpolation function based on the subthreshold swing S parameter also defined

by Suzuki in [22]. This assures the perfect continuity of our model between on-state

current (Ion) and off-state current.
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Finally, we define a “dynamical mean free path” (dfp) [23] to include the

scattering process with impurities (timp) and phonon interactions (tph). timp and

tph are calculated as in [23]. This expression replaces l in (10) to describe the quasi-
ballistic transport:

dfp ¼ vbal:ttot;

t�1tot ¼ t�1imp þ t�1ph

vbal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:ebal
m�

r
;ebal ¼ 3

2
:kB:TL þ q:VDS

8>><
>>:

(14)

wherem* is the mass in direction of transport, vbal the ballistic velocity, ttot the total
scattering rate and ebal the carrier energy.

3 Simulation and Discussion

3.1 Ballistic and Quasi-Ballistic Transport

After implementation in Verilog-A environment, the model has been used to

simulate the n-channel DGMOS structure schematically presented in Fig. 1. The

source and drain regions are heavily doped (1 � 1020 cm�3) and an intrinsic thin

silicon channel is considered. The channel length varies from 10 to 200 nm; a gate

oxide of 1.2 nm thick and a midgap metal gate are also considered.

It is well-known that the ballistic current is independent of the channel length

[21] except when SCEs or Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) effect appears.

In order to clearly confirm this point, simulations have been performed for several

length (20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 100 and 200 nm) and considering two types of transport

(quasi-ballistic and ballistic; Fig. 4a). Note that for the ballistic case, the mean

free path value has been chosen to be extremely large compared to the channel

length. In contrast to the ballistic case, the quasi-ballistic transport has the same

behaviour as that of diffusive transport and the form of the output characteristics

depends on Lc.

Figure 4b shows the drain current versus the gate voltage characteristics for the

simulated devices at VDS ¼ 0.7V. As expected, the ballistic and quasi-ballistic

current shows a perfect continuity between the above and the subthreshold regime.

3.2 Circuit Level Simulations

In addition to the simulation of single device operation, we have simulated different

small-circuit element as CMOS inverter and ring oscillator (Fig. 5) to show the

impact of ballistic and quasi-ballistic transport at the circuit level. In this approach,
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we suppose that the transport description (for ballistic and quasi-ballistic case) for

holes is identical to that of electrons, with uniquely changing the thermal velocity

value in non-degenerate conditions [24].

The output voltage (Vout) of the CMOS inverter switches more sharply from

the “1” state to the “0” state in the ballistic case than in quasi-ballistic transport

(Fig. 6), and this is independent of the current level. In fact the commutation of the

CMOS inverter depends on the limit between the linear and the saturation regions,

which controls the switch between transistors. When SCEs occur, the transition
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between linear and saturate regime is modified, and the switch from the “1” state

to the “0” state is less sharp. In the quasi-ballistic case, the abruptness of the

CMOS characteristic is strongly deteriorated. These results prove that the ballistic

transport improves the commutation and the static performances of the CMOS

inverter.

Figure 7 shows the oscillation frequency as a function of the charge capacitance

for two channel lengths: 100 and 30 nm. In a first time, we remark the reduction of

the oscillation frequency when the charge capacitance increases, due to variation of
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the propagation time through the inverters. In a second time, we note the strong

influence of SCEs that increase the current value and reduce the difference between

the oscillation frequency in quasi-ballistic and ballistic transport. These results

show that the oscillation frequency is directly influenced by the type of transport

and the electrostatic conditions.

3.3 Impact of Quasi-Ballistic Transport on Circuit Performances

To clearly highlight the impact of quasi-ballistic transport and to analyse the

qualitative relation between the mean free path and the oscillation frequency we

performed simulations a fixed value of the dfp: 40, 30, 20 and 10 nm. Moreover, to

focus on the influence of carrier transport, we also perform simulations in the

particular case where Ion is artificially maintained constant at the value obtained

in the ballistic case (Fig. 8). In this way, we can only analyze the effect of quasi-

ballistic transport on ring oscillator frequency, independently from the Ion increase

when l increases.

Figure 9 shows the frequency oscillation of the ring oscillator for Lc ¼ 100 and

20 nm for different mean free path values with or without the same Ion. The

oscillation frequency decreases with the reduction in the mean free path for both

cases. In the case of a variable Ion, the variation in the oscillation frequency with l is
more important than the case of a constant Ion. This is due to both the occurrence of
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quasi-ballistic transport (for l < 1,000 nm) and to the variation of Ion. When Ion is

maintained constant (i.e. the effect of the Ion increase is removed), the influence of

quasi-ballistic transport on the oscillation frequency is clearly highlighted (Fig. 9).

The oscillation frequency becomes maximal when the l>> Lc, that corresponds
to a ballistic transport. These results confirm that the physics of transport has a

marked impact on the circuit performances, as already stated in the previous

paragraph.

4 Conclusion

In this work, a compact model for DGMOS taking into account ballistic and

quasi-ballistic transport has been proposed and implemented in Verilog-A environ-

ment. Short channel effects and model continuity (via the introduction of an

interpolation function to link the above and the subthreshold voltage) have been

included to obtain a complete description of the drain current. The dynamical mean

free path definition was considered to describe scattering processes with impurities

and phonons. Finally, the model has been used to simulate two different small-

circuits (CMOS inverter and ring oscillators) and show the significant impact of

ballistic/quasi-ballistic transport on the commutation of CMOS inverter and oscil-

lation frequency of ring oscillator. Our simulation results prove that the ballistic

transport improves the commutation and the static performances of the CMOS

inverter, and increases the oscillation frequency of ring oscillators. This work

demonstrates the feasibility of a simulation study of ballistic/quasi-ballistic trans-

port at circuit level and highlights the direct relation between the type of transport

and static or transient performances of small-circuits.

However, including the access resistance in the compact model will probably

change our conclusions, especially for the simulation of ring oscillators where the

oscillation frequency is strongly impacted by the value of the Ion current. Moreover

this model can be optimized [23–26] to include quantum mechanical effect, other

scattering mechanisms and a better description of the “kT-layer”. Finally, our

model can be successfully extended to different architectures as Silicon nanowire

devices, where the assumptions of the one-flux theory are even more justified

because the transport is purely one-dimensional.
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Low-Voltage Scaled 6T FinFET SRAM Cells

N. Collaert, K. von Arnim, R. Rooyackers, T. Vandeweyer, A. Mercha, B.

Parvais, L. Witters, A. Nackaerts, E. Altamirano Sanchez, M. Demand, A.

Hikavyy, S. Demuynck, K. Devriendt, F. Bauer, I. Ferain,

A. Veloso,

K. De Meyer, S. Biesemans, and M. Jurczak

1 Introduction

Planar bulk devices suffer from high random dopant fluctuations (RDF) when

scaled down to sub-32 nm technology nodes. This is considered as a major

roadblock for the integration of these devices in high density 6T SRAM cells

[1, 2]. The increasing variation of transistor parameters like VT, ION, IOFF, etc.,

can result in a large variability in performance and power. The possibility of

leaving the channels undoped and their excellent immunity against Short Channel

Effects (SCE) favors the use of FinFET-based multi-gate devices [3] for these

technology nodes.

In [4] the potential of FinFET for Large Scale Integration (LSI) was already

shown using relaxed device dimensions. A ring oscillator delay of 13.9 ps/stage was

reported at VDD¼ 1 V and IOFF¼ 1.9 nA/stage. It clearly demonstrated that FinFET

circuits are especially interesting for low-power and low-voltage applications.

However, in [4] the transistor dimensions were still quite relaxed. When aggres-

sively scaled down, the variation in fin width rather than RDF can become a major
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source of device variations, especially when this transistor dimension is scaled

down to 10 nm and below.

In this work, we will demonstrate, through the evaluation of ring oscillators

and SRAM cells, that FinFET is an excellent candidate for sub-32 nm low-voltage

applications. The aggressively scaled SRAM cells with LG ¼ 30 nm and WFIN¼ 10

nm show excellent VDD scalability down to 0.6 V with high Static Noise Margins

(SNM). Next, it will be shown that by operating these cells at lower VDD a low

sSNM can be achieved.

2 Device Fabrication

A schematic presentation of the process flow is shown in Fig. 1. The starting

substrate is a Silicon-On-Isolator (SOI) wafer with 65 nm Si film and 145 nm

buried oxide (BOX). Fin widths down to 10 nm were fabricated using 193 nm

lithography and aggressive trimming.

To pattern fins, wide active areas and S/D regions, a dedicated Optical Proximity

Correction (OPC) was applied to reduce the WFIN variations between dense and

sparse areas as well as between inner and outer fins in multi-fin devices. The

channels were left undoped and no Si reflow was used to reduce the sidewall

roughness. For the gate dielectric, different splits were considered as shown in

Table 1. The latter table also contains the extracted CET and VT values for 20 nm

wide fins. The extracted JG-CET values can be found in Fig. 2.

For all devices 5 nm ALD TiN, capped with 100 nm poly, was used as gate

electrode. In this way, almost symmetric VT’s are achieved (Fig. 3). The latter

figure also shows the improvement in VT roll-off when scaling down the fin width

from 20 to 15 nm.

Fin patterning: Hfin=65 nm, Wfin=10 → 40 nm

Gate stack: HfSiON/TiN/poly

Extensions

Spacer formation

S/D Si SEG

S/D implants

NiSi

Cu BEOL

Fig. 1 Schematic

presentation of the

process flow
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Next, as was implanted for the nMOS extensions and B for the pMOS

extensions. A PECVD spacer with 35 nm width was formed and 30 nm undoped

Selective-Epitaxial-Growth (SEG) was done to raise the source/drain areas thereby

decreasing the parasitic resistance RSD.

After the highly doped (HDD) source/drain implantations, NiSi was used for

salicidation. The rest of the processing includes a standard Cu Back-End-Of –Line

Fig. 2 JG-CET for the

different gate stacks; the

parameters were extracted on

devices with WFIN ¼ 20 nm
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Table 1 Gate stacks used in this study; CET and VT have been extracted for LG ¼ 45 nm and

WFIN ¼ 20 nm

MOCVD

Nitridation CET (nm) VTN[V]/VTP[V]HfSiO

gate1 40% HfSiO NH3 @ 800�C 2.1 0.22/�0.13

gate2 40% HfSiO DPN 2 0.21/�0.04

gate3 40% HfSiO NH3 @ 700�C 2.4 0.34/0.04

gate4 80% HfSiO NH3 @ 800�C 1.9 0.34/�0.12
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(BEOL) going up to metal1 (M1). Figure 4 shows a tilted SEM picture of a SRAM

cell after gate patterning.

Figure 5 shows the ION-IOFF performance of the fabricated nMOS and pMOS.

The devices show excellent scalability and high performance. Figure 6 shows the

typical transfer characteristics of devices with LG¼ 40 nm andWFIN¼ 20 nm. Both

nMOS and pMOS show low leakage and high drive current.
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Fig. 5 ION‐IOFF curves of nMOS (left figure) and pMOS (right figure) with WFIN ¼ 15 and 20 nm

Fig. 4 Tilted SEM picture of an SRAM cell after gate patterning
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Ring Oscillators

The impact of the different ratios between the number of pMOS and nMOS fins PFIN/

NFIN on the ring oscillator (RO) delay is shown in Fig. 7 for inverter RO’s with fan-

out 1 (FO1). The minimum RO delay is typically achieved at a ratio close to 1. This is

linked to the strong pMOS FinFET performance as is also seen in Figs. 5 and 6. This
balanced PFIN/NFIN ratio enables a more area-efficient library layout with high-

performance NOR gates.

Figure 8 shows the inverter delay as function of the static power dissipation

PSTAT for the different gate stacks. In this case, the fin width was scaled down to 20

nm and the gate length LG ¼ 50 nm. Due to the reduced SCE for gate4 a RO delay

of 11 ps at 100 nW/stage can be obtained.

Further decrease of the RO delay with gate4 (HfSiO with 80% Hf), even below 10

ps, can be achieved by scaling down the LG. This is shown in Fig. 9 where the inverter

delay is shown for devices with different LG. For WFIN ¼ 20 nm it is clear that the

increased SCE, when scaling down the LG from 50 to 40 nm, results in a 10 to 100

times higher off-state leakage while the inverter delay can be improved further, with

values below 10 ps. Scaling down from LG ¼ 40 to 35 nm is not beneficial anymore

for the inverter delay. Especially the pMOS devices suffer from high leakage, a

degraded subthreshold swing and high Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL).
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3.2 SRAM Performance

Two types of SRAM cells have been evaluated: a SRAM cell with LG ¼ 45 nm

and WFIN ¼ 20 nm (45/20) and a more aggressively scaled cell with LG ¼ 30 nm

and WFIN ¼ 10 nm (30/10). For both cells, the PU (pull-up), PD (pull-down) and

PG (pass-gate) transistors are single fin devices and the fin width and gate length

are kept constant for all these transistors (b ratio ¼ 1). Figure 10 shows the

measured butterfly curves at different VDD. Both cells show excellent cell stabil-

ity down to 0.6 V.
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Figure 11 shows the mean value of the SNM as function of VDD for the different

gate stacks. Especially for the 30/10 cell, the better short channel behavior favors

the use of gate4 (Table 1). In the latter case, the SNM of the 30/10 cell can be

maintained at almost the same level as the 45/20 cell.

Figures 11 and 12 show that with gate3 a much degraded SNM is obtained for

the 30/10 cells, whereas the SNM is still high for the 45/20 cell. The high CET of

this gate stack is not favorable for keeping the SCE under control when the devices

are scaled down. Again, the more leaky but stronger pMOS devices (PU) are

responsible for the degraded SNM.
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Increasing the b ratio of the cell increases the eye of the butterfly curve as shown

in Fig. 12. Typically the b ratio is increased by increasing the width of the PD

thereby making the PG weaker. In FinFET technology this is done by adding

several fins in parallel. However, this decreases the cell density significantly. In

this work, b was increased by increasing the LG of the PG by either 10 nm (b¼1.3)

or 20 nm (b¼1.7). This has little impact on the cell area, but is highly beneficial for

the read SNM as can be seen in Fig. 12.

This is especially true at 1V where the read SNM of the 30/10 cell can be

increased by almost 80%. One needs to note that when the VDD is scaled down to

0.8 and 0.6 V, the improvement in SNM with increasing b is less significant. This

also shows that when low-voltage operation is targeted SRAM cells with b¼1 can

be used with reasonably high SNM.

Even though the SNM is higher with increasingb, especially at higher VDD, the

write-ability of the cell can be a concern. Already for b¼1, this parameter suffers
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severely from the strong pMOS (Fig. 12) and is degraded even further for b>1 [9].

However, this high sensitivity of the SNM to LG indicates that gate length tuning

provides sufficient possibilities for the SRAM designer to build stable and write-

able cells; even though the transistor widths are fixed by the fin height in SOI

FinFET. In combination with write-assist techniques the improved mismatch

performance and the better subthreshold slope allow for a continued voltage

scaling, which is the key requirement for sub-32 nm low-power low-voltage

design.

Finally, we have benchmarked our data to recent SRAM data in Fig. 13. It shows

that our data is very competitive and among the best published so far.

3.3 Device and SRAM Variability

In this last section, we will have a look at the device and SRAM variability.

The s(DVT) and s(DK0/K0) (transistor gain) for the devices in the SRAM (PU,

PD and PG) are shown in Fig. 14. The increased mismatch values for the 30/10 cells

can be directly related to variations in both LG and WFIN. The choice of the gate

stack is also crucial in order to set the correct VT and lower the VT mismatch in

SRAM cells. Again, the most interesting gate stack to use consists of 80%Hf as gate

dielectric.

The VT and conductivity variations can lead to a severe reduction in SRAM

SNMwhen considering large memory arrays. This is demonstrated in Fig. 15 where
the butterfly curves of several, in design identical, cells are shown. The reduction of

SNM is clearly seen. The overall distribution of SNM is shown in Fig. 16.

This figure shows that as the VDD is decreased the SNM deviation sSNM
is reduced, even more so for a cell with higher b ratio. Although the SNM is

slightly reduced at lower VDD, the decreased sSNM indicates that it is beneficial to
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operate these cells at lower VDD. A summary of the data can be found in Fig. 17

where the sSNM/SNM is given as function of the b cell ratio.

4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated scaled FinFET ring oscillators with WFIN¼20 nm and

SRAM cells with LG scaled down to 30 nm and WFIN¼10 nm. The cells show

excellent VDD scalability down to 0.6 V with a high static noise margin of 185 mV.
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The high cell stability can be achieved by choosing the correct gate stack. Assess-

ment of the device and SRAM variability shows a much reduced sSNM at lower

VDD. The latter demonstrates that FinFET-based cells are excellent candidates for

sub-32 nm low-voltage design.
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Independent-Double-Gate FINFET SRAM Cell

for Drastic Leakage Current Reduction

Kazuhiko Endo, Shin-ichi O’uchi, Yuki Ishikawa, Yongxun Liu, Takashi

Matsukawa, Kunihiro Sakamoto,

Meishoku Masahara, Junichi Tsukada, Kenichi Ishii, and Eiichi Suzuki

1 Introduction

The decreased feature size of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices in

ultra-large-scale-integrated circuits (ULSIs) requires the nano-scale complemen-

tary MOS (CMOS) fabrication technology. As silicon devices are scaled down to

the nanometer regime, the device technology is facing to several difficulties.

Standby power consumption in CMOS devices is now one of the most serious

problem and becoming a limiting factor in MOSFET scaling [1]. Short channel

effects (SCEs) such as threshold voltage (Vth) roll off and sub-threshold slope

(S-factor) degradation causes significant increased in power consumption. Cata-

strophic increase in static power consumption due to shot channel effects (SCEs)

becomes the serious problem in future VLSI circuits. Especially, the leakage

current in the SRAM array is the most critical issue for a low-power SoC because

it occupies the considerable part of LSIs.

Fortunately, non-planar double-gate (DG)MOSFETs provide a potential solution

for power consumption issues in ultra-large-scale integrated circuits (ULSIs) [2].

They have fundamental advantages of excellent short-channel effects (SCEs) immu-

nity and high current drivability [2]. Among several types of DG MOSFETs, a fin-

type DG-MOSFET (FinFET) has widely been investigated thanks to its process

compatibility with the conventional planarMOSFET [3]. Some FinFET SRAMcells

have been investigated for the scaled SRAMoperation [4–6]. In usual three-terminal

(3T) FinFETs, the gate electrodes are under the same potential and the threshold

voltage (Vth) is fixed depending on the work-function of the gate material [7]. In

contrast to the conventional 3T-FinFETs, Vth-controllable four-terminal (4T-) Fin-

FETs have been proposed and demonstrated by separating the gate electrode using a
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chemical-mechanical-polishing (CMP) process or an etch-back process [8–10].

These FinFETs are shown in Fig. 1. For the future ultra-low power circuits design,

the flexible control of the Vth will inevitably be required.

In this chapter, we investigate an experimental integration 4T-FinFETs by a

newly developed fabrication process, and demonstrate power-controllable CMOS

inverter and SRAM cell operations using the flexible-Vth 4T-FinFETs. The circuit

diagram of the proposed 4T-FinFET SRAM is shown in Fig. 2 [12]. Each Vth

control gate for the 4T-FinFET is connected to the corresponding control lines,

VG2p or VG2n. These control lines are parallel with word lines (WLs) to realize a

row-by-row Vth control for the SRAM array. Level shifters are used to supply VG2p

and VG2n by converting a row decoder output signal. The Vth of each transistor in the
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration

of the 3T and 4T FinFETs

fabricated using a SOI

substrate
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Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the

proposed 4T-FinFET SRAM
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stand-by rows is increased by controlling VG2p and VG2n simultaneously to suppress

the leakage current. On the other hand, when a certain row is accessed for read or

write, Vth of each transistor is decreased to maintain high on-current.

2 Fabrication Procedure

We used lightly dope p-type (100)-oriented silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers; thus,

the channel-orientations of the fabricated FinFETs were (110). Schematic device

fabrication processes are shown in Fig. 3. A 50-nm-thick non-doped silicate glass

(NSG) layer and the electron beam (EB) resist masks were formed to make hard

masks on the wafer. To fabricate vertical Si-fins, the SOI layer was etched by a

conventional reactive ion etching (RIE) using a Cl2 inductively coupled plasma

(ICP) as shown in Fig. 1a. After the Si-fin etching, a 3-nm-thick gate-oxide was

formed at 850�C followed by the TiN and n+ polycrystalline-Si (poly-Si) gate

formation using EB lithography and RIE. After the gate electrode was formed, a

shallow implantation into the extension of the source/drain (S/D) was performed.

To distribute impurity atoms (BF2 for pMOS and P for nMOS) uniformly into the

vertical channel, 60� tilted implantation was carried out at an acceleration energy of

5 keV and a dose of 5 � 1013 cm�2 in each side [13]. A 1-nm-thick screening oxide

was used to suppress the significant dopant loss [14]. A S/D implantation was

Ext. I/I

S/D I/I

Si Fin etching Gate formation

n+ poly-Si As 5keV 60° tilt

dose
5e13

dose
5e13

As 30keV  7°tilt
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e f g h

b c d

side
wall
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Gate oxidation

850°C tox=3nm

Gate-
Separation MetallizationResist

Etch-back

RIE

CVD-SiO2

Alphoto-resist

G1 G2

hard-mask

separated

dose
1e15

Fig. 3 Fabrication process flow for the 4T-FinFET. After the two-step ion implantation (d)–(e),

the gate separation process as shown in (g) is carried out
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performed at an acceleration energy of 15 keV and a dose of 1 � 1015 cm�2 after a

100-nm-thick gate-sidewall was formed by using CVD grown SiO2. The accelera-

tion energy was set to 15 keV to preserve the seed-crystal layer for the recrystalline

annealing.

Then, the gate electrode for the 4T-FinFET was separated by using a newly

developed resist etch-back process whereas the 3T-FinFET region was protected by

a thicker photo-resist. Due to the three-dimensionally shaped Si-Fin, the thickness

of the spin-coated EB resist (SAL-601) was thinner at the top of the Si-fin than that

at the other planar portion. Consequently, the poly-Si gate at the top of the Si-fin

was revealed by the partial ashing of the EB resist. After the poly-Si gate was

revealed by thinning the EB resist, the poly-Si gate was separated using ICP-RIE

with HBr based chemistry and the poly-Si gate over the Si-fin connected to the each

side of the gate was completely removed. Finally, the S/D was activated at 900�C
for 2 s and the devices were sintered at 450�C in 3% H2 ambient after the

metallization.

3 Results and Discussons

3.1 Fabrication Results

Figure 4a shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) plan-view of the fabricated

3T-FinFET after the gate etching. The Si-channel was fully surrounded by the gate

poly-Si at the center of the Si-fin. After the gate side-wall spacer formation using a

chemical vapor deposited SiO2 as shown in Fig. 4b, P or BF2 ions were implanted

into the source and drain region. After the ion implantation, the EB resist was spin-

coated on the whole chip for the gate separation etching. The EB resist was then

partially removed so that the top of the poly-Si for the 4T-FinFET region was

selectively revealed as shown Fig. 4c. Figure 4d shows a SEM image of the 4T-

FinFET after the gate separation etching. The poly-Si gate was successfully sepa-

rated by the gate separation etching and the fin-top was revealed through a resist

opening.

Figures 5 and 6 show the drain-current versus gate-voltage (ID � VG1) char-

acteristics of the fabricated 3T- and 4T-FinFETs with the gate length (Lg) of 110 nm
and the fin width (TFin) of 18 nm. The Vth can be flexibly controlled by introducing a

bias voltage to the control electrode (G2) of the 4T-FinFET as shown in Fig. 6. On

the contrary, the 3T-FinFET provides excellent S-slope and drain induced barrier

lowering (DIBL) value. To control the threshold voltage of the 4T-FinFET effi-

ciently, we investigated a proper bias condition for the control gate (G2). Figure 6a

shows the ID � VG1 curves for the single drive (SD) mode where the VG2 is fixed to

a certain value. In this case, Vth shift rate g defined by –dVth/dVG2 increases with a

reducing fin width (TFin) as summarized in Fig. 8a. This is because g is expressed as
g ¼ 3Tox/(3Tox+TFin) where Tox is the gate-oxide thickness. This means that the
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Fig. 4 SEM plan-view of the FinFETs (a) after the gate poly-Si etching, (b) after the side-wall

spacer formation, (c) after the EB resist coating and partial ashing, (d) after the gate separation

etching
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4T-FinFET with a smaller TFin is effective for the Vth adjustment than that with a

thicker TFin. This value ismuch higher than that obtained by the back-bias control for

the conventional planer MOSFET [15]. This suggests that the Vth controllability of

the 4T-FinFET is much efficient than that obtained by the body biasing method

thanks to the smaller control gate of the 4T-FinFET. However, the s-slope as

summarized in Fig. 7a is significantly deteriorated in this static biasing mode

especially at VG2 > �0.4V because the second gate (G2) changes from depletion

to inversion state [16]. To control the Vth of the 4T-FinFET with a small s-slope, the

both gates need to be synchronously biased. Figures 6b and 7b shows the results with

the synchronously driving double gates (DD) operation where both VG2 and VG1 are

simultaneously driven with an offset voltage. In this mode, the ID � VG1 character-

istics can be controlled with no degradation in the S-slope especially for the device
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with narrower TFin. This indicates that the DD mode operation provided by appro-

priate circuit geometry is promising for the future integration of 4T-FinFETs.

3.2 CMOS Inverter Operation

These 4T-FinFETs were integrated and the CMOS inverter composed by

4T-FinFETs was successfully fabricated as shown in Fig. 8. In this circuit, there

are not only input and output terminals but also Vth control terminals for the both

pMOS and nMOS devices. To control the characteristics of the CMOS inverter,

both second-gates need to be controlled.

If one VG2 is fixed and the other is varied, the logical threshold voltage can be

flexibly changed as shown in Fig. 9. On the contrary, by changing both VG2 for

pMOS (VG2p) and nMOS (VG2n) synchronously towards the opposite direction, the

short circuit current of the CMOS inverter can dynamically be controlled with

keeping the logical threshold as shown in Fig. 10. This implies that the power-

managed CMOS operation can be accomplished. The lower logical threshold

voltage below 0.5 V is the issue for the further optimization. We found that the

peak short circuit current can exponentially be reduced with decreasing VG2. This

indicates that the CMOS circuits are tunable for both high- and low-power opera-

tions, which strongly suggests the advantage of the power-managed CMOS circuit

using 4T-FinFETs.

3.3 SRAM Operations

For the SRAM cell integration, we introduced a TiN metal-gate process to properly

adjust the Vth [17]. Figure 11 shows the cross-sectional scanning transmission

electron microscope (STEM) view of the co-fabricated 3T and 4T-FinFET.
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The resist opening position was selectively etched during the gate-separation

process and the gate-separated 4T-FinFET was successfully fabricated.

Figure 12 shows the drain-current versus gate-voltage (ID � VG1) characteristics

of the fabricated 3T- and 4T-FinFETs with the gate length (LG) of 110 nm and the

fin width (TFin) of 50 nm. Almost symmetric ID � VG characteristics are realized

thanks to the mid-gap TiN metal-gate. The Vth can be flexibly controlled by
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introducing a bias voltage to the control electrode (G2) of the 4T-FinFET. To

suppress the Ioff of the transistor without decreasing the drivability, the 4T-FinFET

technology is effective because the on and off currents are flexibly controlled

depending on the bias voltage of the control gate.

By integrating the 4T-FinFETs, the SRAM cell has successfully fabricated.

Figure 13 shows the fabricated SRAM half cell with 4T-FinFET. In addition to

the WL and BL, the cell has Vth control gates for the pass-gate, the pull-down, and

the pull-up transistors. In an m-row � n-column SRAM sub-array, the average

leakage current of one cell is calculated by the Eq. 1
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Fig. 11 Cross-sectional scanning TEM images of the 3T-FinFET (a) and the independent-gate
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Ileak;average ¼ 1

m
Ileak;lowVth þ m� 1

m
Ileak;highVth (1)

We assume that the bias voltage for the Vth control is varied between �1V and

1V and calculate the average leakage current in a 256 � 256 SRAM array. Table 1

summarizes the leakage current in the 4T-FinFET SRAM and the conventional 3T-

FinFET SRAM cells. Although the leakage current of the high-Vth 4T-FinFET is

higher than that of the 3T-FinFET, the average SRAM leakage current is much

lower for the 4T-FinFET case. If we reduce the leakage current of the high-Vth 4T-

FinFET by introducing an asymmetric gate-oxide [18], the leakage current of the

SRAM cell can be further suppressed.

Figure 14 shows the butterfly curves for the 4T-FinFET SRAMwith various bias

conditions for the Vth control gates. The short circuit currents in the flip-flop of the

SRAM cell are also shown. To balance the drivability of the transistors, both of the

VG2n and VG2p need to be controlled in the opposite direction as shown in Fig. 12.

The butterfly curves of the 4T-FinFET SRAM do not change with the bias voltages

because the drivability of the pass-gate to the pull-down transistor (beta ratio) is

unchanged. Therefore, the static noise margin (SNM) of the SRAM keeps around

210 mV regardless the bias voltage.

Furthermore, the shot circuit current in the flip-flop can be flexibly controlled by

the second gate bias voltage as shown in Fig. 14. This means that not only the static
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Fig. 13 SEM image of the

4T-FinFET SRAM half cell

Table 1 Experimental

leakage currents
Circuitry Leakage current (A/mm)

4T-FinFET (high-Vth) 2.6 � 10�10

4T-FinFET (low-Vth) 1.6 � 10�5

4T-FinFET SRAM (average) 6.3 � 10�8

3T-FinFET SRAM 2.4 � 10�7
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leakage current, but also the dynamical power consumption can be controlled by the

4T-FinFET SRAM.

Figure 15 shows the proposed layout for the 4T-FinFET SRAM cell. The

standard CMOS SRAM occupies an area of 120F2, while the 4T-FinFET SRAM

occupies 128F2. Here, F stands for half of the first metal-layer wiring pitch. Thus, a

slight area overhead of 7% compared to the standard CMOS SRAM is required to

integrate the second gate contact for the 4T-FinFETs.
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4 Conclusion

3T- and 4T-FinFETs have been successfully co-fabricated by utilizing the

optimized CMOS fabrication processes. The fabricated 3T-FinFET shows excellent

sub-threshold characteristics and DIBL whereas the 4T-FinFET provides efficient

Vth controllability. These FinFETs are integrated into CMOS inverter circuits and

SRAM cells. We demonstrated the reduction of not only the standby leakage

current, but also the dynamic poser consumption by appropriately controlling the

Vth of the 4T-FinFET. Although the leakage current of low-Vth 4T-FinFET is

higher than that of the 3T-FinFET, the row-by-row Vth control can allow the

average leakage current of the 4T-FinFET SRAM much lower than that of

the 3T-FinFET SRAM. Thus, the fabricated 4T-FinFET SRAM is promising for

the future scaled circuitry.
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Metal Gate Effects on a 32 nm Metal

Gate Resistor

Thuy Dao, Ik_Sung Lim, Larry Connell, Dina H. Triyoso, Youngbog Park,

and Charlie Mackenzie

1 System – On – Chip Requirements

Driven by the anticipation of fewer components, hence lower cost and lower power

consumption, System – on – Chip for wireless communication products has been

proposed and worked on for more than 15 years. One of the most aggressive SOC

integration roadmaps is for the single-chip cellular phone. Figure 1 shows a simple

block diagram of the cellular phone chip-set.

In 2001, a typical cellular phone chip-set included digital CMOS, Flash, Power

Management, a RF/Mixed Signal block, a Power Amplifier, and <200 passives. In

2007, a low cost cellular phone chip-set may have CMOS, Flash, a PA, and <20

passives. The integration of Analog/RF functions into digital logic requires a

paradigm shift in RF radio design and architecture [1] and in the technology

roadmap; historically, the analog / RF roadmap typically lagged the digital /base-

band roadmap by 18 months to 2 years. Starting with the 45 nm node, both digital/

baseband and analog/RF technologies are being offered in about the same time

frame by semiconductor foundries. In addition, trade-offs in RF performance are

required when integrating the RF functions into a single CMOS logic chip.

As CMOS technology continues to scale down into the nano regime to enable

higher performance and smaller form factors, the SOC or increasing integration of

RF/Analog functions with digital logic becomes attractive enough for many to

consider accepting the performance trade-off for lower cost. However, scaling of
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bulk CMOS technology with the use of traditional planar silicon gate and gate oxide

dielectric is reaching the physical limitations for gate oxide thickness and gate

leakage current has increased substantially. In the past 10 years, the standby power

has increased at a faster rate than the active power [2], so much so that it is now a

significant concern to chip designers.

Figure 2 shows the increase in the magnitude of standby power versus active

power since 1970. At the same time, reducing standby power for longer battery

life is increasingly important for portable products. The standby power or leakage

power is approaching 40% of the total power dissipation required for today’s

high performance microprocessors [2]. In a transistor, the magnitude of the leakage

power depends on the device channel length, channel width, gate dielectric thick-

ness and material, substrate (SOI or bulk), and threshold voltage. The three

major leakage components: junction leakage, subthreshold leakage, and gate

leakage, with gate leakage being the main component, all contribute to the rise in

leakage power. Gate Leakage is defined as leakage from gate to substrate,

PA

RF Receiver
Analog Baseband Digital Baseband

SRAM
Application Processor

Flash

Power ManagementRF Transmitter

Fig. 1 Cell phone simple block diagram
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Fig. 2 Active versus standby power [1]
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gate/drain, gate/source, drain/gate overlap, and source/gate overlap. The gate leak-

age has became significant in the past few years due to technology scaling into the

nano technology regime – narrower channel length and increasing overlap, thinner

gate oxide thickness and increasing electric field across the oxide. The implemen-

tation of a high-K dielectric and metal gate, which is projected to be in

manufacturing at 32 nm technology node, should help reduce gate leakage. How-

ever, the integration of the advanced gate stack materials has serious implications

for transistor performance and reliability. Significant resources have been devoted

to studying and solving these issues in order to introduce the high-K/metal gate

stack into high volume production. However, there have not been many reports on

the effect of high-K / metal gate on analog passive devices.

2 High-K/Metal Gate Effects on Passives

The semiconductor industry has expended much effort to search for the right high-k

and metal gate materials to continue transistor scaling as well as to continue

increasing capacitance density for MIM capacitors. At the 32 nm complementary

metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology node, the metal-oxide-semicon-

ductor-field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) gate dielectric equivalent SiO2 thickness

is expected to be <13 Å. At this thickness, leakage current through the SiO2 gate

oxide becomes unacceptable. The search for alternative gate dielectric material

to replace SiO2 has been going on for many years. Recently the semiconductor

industry has converged and identified hafnium-based dielectrics as the most

promising replacement of SiO2. Intel has implemented a Hf-based high-k dielec-

trics in its 45 nm Penryn chip [3]. The rest of the semiconductor industries plan

to implement high-k/metal gate at CMOS 32 nm node and beyond. Figure 3 shows a

typical high K/Metal gate stack.

Some of the challenges in integrating HfO2 high-k dielectrics into CMOS

platform include mobility degradation, fixed charge and threshold voltage instabil-

ities. Improved properties are reported when HfO2 thickness is reduced. However,

ultra-thin HfO2 only has a medium dielectric constant (k of 20 or less) which limits

its scalability. Another approach to improve HfO2 properties is by alloying it with

other metal oxides such as La2O3, ZrO2, and SiO2 [4–11 for example]. Freescale

Metal gate
Cap layer

Gate dielectric

Substrate

Polysilicon

Fig. 3 High-K/metal gate stack
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has reported improved HfO2 properties by addition of ZrO2 [6–8]. Addition of ZrO2

into HfO2 has been shown to stabilize the tetragonal phase (the phase with higher

dielectric constant) as well as improving device performance and reliability.

To overcome P+ A-silicon depletion issue, metal gate electrodes are needed

to replace Si gate. A number of simulation studies have shown that to achieve

comparable device performance to n+ and p+ Si, the metal electrodes must have

work function near the conduction and valence band edge of silicon, respectively.

Two promising approaches to obtain high-k / metal gate stack with the desired work

function is to add a dielectric capping layer (such as La2O3, Mg2O3, Al2O3) on

the high-k (HfO2, HfxZr1-xO2, HfSiOx) or to directly alloy these metals (La, Mg, Al)

into the metal gate (TaC, TiN, TaN, MoN). Excellent transistor characteristics

have been reported using both approaches. IBM reported on n-type band-edge

results HfO2 with La2O3 dielectric capping layer and TiN metal gate [4, 5]. Similar

Vt tuning for n-type band-edge could also be achieved by doping HfO2 with other

rare earth materials [4]. Alloying Al into MoN resulted in p-type band edge as

reported by SEMATECH and Freescale [13, 14]. Additionally, SEMATECH has

also shown Vt tuning for p-type band-edge by using SiGe channel on Si with

HfSiON/TiSiN gate stack [15]

High-k is also being used in capacitor application to increase capacitance

density. Metal insulator metal (MIM) capacitors using high-k dielectrics such as

HfO2, Ta2O5, Al2O3 or a combination thereof have been extensively reported in the

literature [16–18 for example]. The metals used in conjunction with these high-k

dielectrics are typically TiN or TaN. Capacitance density in the range of 5–8 fF/mm2

can be achieved by changing the thickness of Al2O3 dielectric. Higher capacitance

densities have been reported by others. Chiang et al. demonstrated 23 fF/mm2

capacitance density with Ir/TiTaO/TaN structure [18]. ST has reported 3D MIM

capacitor with Ta2O5 with capacitance density as high as 17 fF/mm2 [16].

Many methods have been investigated to deposit these high-k dielectrics

and metal for transistor and capacitor applications. Three commonly studied depo-

sition techniques include physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposi-

tion (CVD), and atomic layer deposition (ALD). Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages. PVD would give a high throughput and pure films

(as pure as the target used). Plasma induced damage and conformality are a

concern. CVD technique gives a good throughput, good conformality without

plasma damage. However, film will contain impurities that will come from the

precursors. ALD andMOCVD have been extensively explored for high-k and metal

gate deposition [6, 11, 12]. ALD was developed in the early 1970s as a chemical gas

phase thin film deposition method based on alternative saturative surface reactions

[19, 20]. In ALD, the precursors are alternately pulsed into the reaction chamber,

separated by purging or evacuation periods. Each pulse of precursor saturates the

surface with a sub-monolayer of the precursor. This results in a self-limiting film

growth with excellent thickness control and conformality. The surface chemistry of

ALD has been recently reviewed in detail [19, 20]. Due to its self-limiting nature,

ALD is a promising technique to deposit thin, conformal high-k dielectrics and

metal films. ALD has the advantage of excellent thickness control, self-limiting
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growth, conformality, and low deposition temperatures. The disadvantage of ALD

is its relatively lower throughput compared to PVD and CVD.

As stated earlier, the silicon / high-K interface has been extensively studied

and reported for more than 20 years. High level of trapped charges at this interface,

Fig. 3, is causing reliability issues that continue to cause many semiconductor

companies to be cautious about implementing high-k/metal gate in high volume

production. In addition, the effects of this advanced gate stack on analog passive

devices also need to be scrutinized. The backend capacitor such as MIM,

Plate or MOM/VNCAP capacitors may not be significantly affected by the change

in the gate stack materials. The N&P MOS capacitors (N & P MOS Varactors) are

more commonly used because they provide higher quality factor and extended

tuning range than junction capacitors. However, these capacitors will see significant

impact on 1/f noise, linearity and mismatch due to the high Dit at the high-K/silicon

substrate interface. The high-K/metal gate process integration and reliability solu-

tions for the transistor may also address those of MOSCAPs. On the other hand, the

precision analog gate resistor as shown in Fig. 4 is expected to be significantly

affected by the change to metal gate stack.

The typical unsilicided P+ A-silicon gate resistor is now replaced by the unsi-

licided P+ A-silicon over metal resistor. Because of the metal layer, the current is

expected to flow through it instead of through the A-silicon layer so the resistor

characteristics maybe more of those of the metal resistor. Also the added interface –

A-silicon/metal gate interface – will need to be characterized for its effects

on temperature coefficient (TC) control, temperature / voltage linearity, and 1/f

noise. TaN and TiN are two of the most common metal films considered for the

metal gate stack. Figure 5 showed the Rs for a typical TiN thin film resistor and the

resistance versus temperature. The Rs is approximately 35 O/sq, and the TCR is

approximately 450 ppm/C. The Rs of metal gate resistor is estimated to be approxi-

mately 1/3 to 1/2 of P+ A-silicon gate resistor, in the range of 140 O/sq.

Contact

Poly Silicided

Metal gate

STI

P+ Polysilicon

Fig. 4 P+ A-silicon/metal resistor
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3 P+ A-Silicon/Metal Resistor

A P+ A-silicon/Metal resistor has two main components: a resistor body composed

with a stack of P+ A-silicon/Metal (Rbody) and the end component (Rend) com-

posed of contacts and the A-silicon/Metal layer as shown in Fig. 6 [22]. Because of

the low resistivity of the metal layer, the resistor body behavior is dominated by

the characteristics of the metal resistor. On the other hand, the characteristics of the

P+ A-silicon dominate the Rend behavior (P+ A-silicon thickness of 800 Å). It is

well known that metal resistor has positive temperature coefficient (TC) – resis-

tance increased with increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 5 – compared to

negative TC for a typical P+ A-silicon resistor [21]. Since there are two competing

components Rbody with metal resistor property and Rend with P+ A-silicon resistor

property, the P+ A-silicon/Metal resistor behavior depends on the relative contri-

bution of each component into the total resistance.

The zero bias resistance at a given temperature can be described by the following

general equation

R ¼ Rs LþDLð Þ 1þ TCRs1DTð Þþ TCRs2DT2
� �� �þ2Rend 1þ TCRn1DTð Þþ TCRn2DT2

� �� �
WþDW

where R is resistance in O, Rs is sheet resistance in O/sq, Rend is end resistance in

O-mm, L is design length in mm, DL is length bias in mm, W is design width, DW is

width bias in mm, TCRs1 is linear body temperature coefficient, TCRs2 is quadratic

body temperature coefficient, TCRn1 is linear end temperature coefficient, TCRn2

is quadratic end temperature coefficient, and DT is temperature difference to the

nominal temperature (Tnom). The Rs, Rend, DL, and DW are calculated from the

measured zero bias resistance at Tnom.
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In order to characterize Rs, DL, DW, and Rend accurately at Tnom, many

structures with variation of L and W are required in addition to a wide/long resistor,

a narrow/long resistor, a wide/short resistor, and a narrow/short resistor. The

parameters can be obtained from optimization, which starts from initial extraction

of Rs from the wide/long resistor, DL and DW from the wide/short resistor and the

narrow/long resistor.

All resistors are measured at various temperatures with the four terminal Kelvin

set-up to minimize the parasitic resistance from the cable and metal connections to

the pads. Current sweeping is preferred to voltage sweeping because the forcing

current for each resistor with varying size can be easily calculated from the current

density sweep condition for the bias dependence characterization. Rs, DL, DW, and

Rend are optimized from the zero bias resistance values at Tnom, and the tempera-

ture coefficients TCRs1, TCRs2, TCRn1, and TCRn2 were extracted from the

measured zero bias resistances at various temperatures. In our case the extracted

Rs and Rend of the P+ P+ A-silicon/metal gate resistor at 25� C are about 140 O/sq
and 160 O-mm respectively. The die-to-die variation of the Rs and Rend is

very tight based on the measurement taken over 54 die locations. The temperature

coefficient of the Rend (TCRn1) is estimated to about �1,300 ppm/�C while

the temperature coefficient of Rbody (TCR1) is approximately +280 ppm/�C.
The negative temperature coefficient for Rend is due to the dominant behavior of

the P+ A-silicon layer and the positive temperature coefficient for Rbody is due to

the dominant behavior of the metal layer as mentioned before. Figure 7 shows the

normalized temperature dependence of the resistance on the resistor length L. As

expected, the temperature behavior of P+ A-silicon/metal resistors shows a strong

dependence of the length because the contribution of Rbody and Rend changes with

the length. For short length devices, the resistance is dominated by the character-

istics of Rend, showing negative temperature coefficient. As the length increases,

the resistance becomes more dominated by the characteristics of Rbody, showing

positive temperature coefficient. Figure 8 shows the normalized temperature depen-

dence of the resistance on the resistor width W. As the width increases the resistor

becomes more dominated by the end characteristic because of higher value of Rend

and shows more negative temperature coefficient. The temperature coefficient of P

+ A-silicon/Metal resistor depends on the device size and the modeling of tempera-

ture behavior for an arbitrary device size is challenging. It is common practice that

Rend

Contact

P+ A-Si

Metal

Fig. 6 X-section view of a metal gate resistor electrical behavior
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Ge dopants are employed in P-type transistor channel to improve mobility. Figure 9

shows that the normalized P+ A-silicon/metal gate resistance with Ge has very

similar temperature and length dependence as those without Ge.

The bias dependence of a resistor in circuit simulation is described as

R ¼ R0 1þ VCR1V þ VCR2V2
� �

where R0 is the zero bias resistance, VCR1 is the first order voltage coefficient of

resistance, VCR2 is the second order voltage coefficient of resistance, and V is

applied voltage. For a semiconductor resistor the voltage dependence of resistance

comes from self-heating, velocity saturation and depletion of the semiconductor

layer due to the bias. For a P+ A-silicon/metal resistor, self-heating and velocity
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saturation are the sources for the voltage dependence of resistance. The self-heating

effect increases the temperature of a resistor and the resistance changes according

to the temperature coefficient of the resistor: a resistor with negative temperature

coefficient decreases its resistance and a resistor with positive temperature coeffi-

cient increases its resistance. On the other hand, the velocity saturation effect

increases its resistance as the voltage for the resistor increases. Two effects compete

in a resistor with negative temperature coefficient and add together in a resistor

with positive temperature coefficient. Figure 10 shows bias dependence of resis-

tance for resistors of various lengths. Figure 10a shows the normalized resistance at

various temperatures for a short resistor. The self-heating effect is strong for all

biases and the resistance decreases as the bias increases because the resistor has

negative temperature coefficient. Figure 10c shows the normalized resistance at

various temperatures for a long resistor which has positive temperature coefficient.

The resistance increases as the voltage across the resistor increases because of self-

heating and velocity saturation at high biases.

Figure 10b shows the normalized resistance at various temperatures for a

intermediate length resistor. The resistor has negative temperature coefficient,

and as the temperature of the resistor increases due to self-heating, the resistance

decreases according to the negative temperature coefficient. However, when the

bias is high enough where velocity saturation effect overcomes the self-heating

effect, the resistance starts to increase as the bias increase.

Recently, more sophisticated and physics-based models have been reported by

adding the geometry dependence of voltage coefficient [23], and by including

nonlinearities from velocity saturation and self-heating [24, 25]. The voltage

dependence of the resistance can also be expressed in terms of field (E) instead of

voltage (V) for scalability of the model [24, 25]. However, the modeling of the

voltage dependence for a P+ A-silicon/metal resistor with an arbitrary size is very

challenging. Since accurate modeling of voltage dependence of a resistor is
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important for analogue and RF applications, the device sizes of P+ A-silicon/metal

resistors may have to be limited to a narrow range.

The resistor noise is modeled using thermal and flicker (1/f) noise components.

The flicker noise depends on DC current through the resistor and scales with

geometry. Its formula is given by the following equation

i2f
Df

¼ kf � Iaf
L �W � f f exp
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where f is frequency in Hz, af is flicker noise exponent, fexp is flicker noise

frequency exponent, kf is flicker noise coefficient, and I is the DC current in the

resistor. Figure 11 shows a result of the noise current spectral density of a 700 O P+

A-silicon/metal gate resistor at different applied biases for the frequency range

from 1 Hz to 100k Hz. The noise spectral density shows the characteristic of 1/f

noise: the noise spectral density decreases inversely proportional to frequency. As

expected, the noise increases with increasing bias.

Although the 1/f noise of a metal resistor is very low, for a P+ A-silicon/metal

resistor the traps located at the grain boundary in P+ A-Si and the interface traps

between P+ A-Si and metal can induce noise by emitting and capturing carriers

[26]. In Fig. 12, the low frequency noise of a P+ A-silicon/metal gate resistor at 10

Hz is compared with the simulated noise from two resistor models: 65 and 90 nm

poly resistor models. The noise simulation was done for the same size as the P+ A-

silicon/metal resistor at the same DC current.
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It was observed that the P+ A-silicon/metal gate resistor exhibited higher noise

with slightly different bias dependence than the P+ polysilicon resistors from the

other two technologies. This shows that the interface between P+ A-Si and metal

plays an important role for the noise behavior.

4 Summary

At the 32 nm technology node, the change from a P+ polysilicon / SiON gate stack

to a P+ A-silicon/metal gate/high-K dielectric will have a significant impact on RF

passives, especially the MOSCAPs and gate resistors.

The low sheet resistance value of the metal gate resistor will cause its size to

increase. As shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, the metal gate resistor TC ranges from

positive values for resistors with longer length and narrower width to negative

values for resistors with shorter length and wider width. This strong temperature

performance dependence on L&W may limit the L&W ranges of analog metal gate

resistor designs. The resistor’s 1/f noise may depend on the quality of the A-silicon

to metal gate interface. An in-situ atomic layer deposition (ALD) process may be

used for metal and A-Si deposition to ensure that the lowest amount of charge is

trapped at the metal/A-Si interface to improve 1/f noise and linearity characteris-

tics. The metal gate resistor’s TC trend was found to be similar for silicon substrates

with or without Ge.
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Threshold Voltage Shift Instability Induced

by Plasma Charging Damage in MOSFETS

with High-K Dielectric

Koji Eriguchi, Masayuki Kamei, Kenji Okada, Hiroaki Ohta, and Kouichi

Ono

1 Introduction

With the decrease in dimensions of ULSI circuits in accordance with the scaling law

[1], the electrical thickness of gate dielectric materials should be decreased. Dielec-

tric materials with higher dielectric constant (high-k) should replace conventional

SiO2. Hafnium-based gate stacks have been proposed to be one of themost promising

candidates, although reliability issues are being discussed [2–4]. On the other hand,

as the critical dimension of feature size in devices has shrunk and newmaterials have

been introduced, plasma-induced damage (PID) have been pointed out [5–8]. PID is a

significant reliability issue for high-k gate dielectrics as long as plasma is used for

device fabrication and has been studied bymany groups [8–10]. However, there have

been few comprehensive studies of PID to high-k devices caused by different plasma

sources so far, in particular, of the charging polarity during plasma processing,

extensively studied during the last two decades for SiO2. Consideration of the

charging polarity has recently been recognized as one of indispensable guidelines

in designing an antenna rule [11] for different devices (n- or p-channel) to prevent a

yield loss [12]. In order to understand the PID mechanisms, the charging polarity to

high-k devices should be investigated in detail. The purpose of this paper is to address

the polarities of charging damage to high-k dielectric as well as those of charging

stress driven by plasmas, by focusing on the effects of the plasma source type (Ar-

and Cl-based gas mixture) and device type (n- or p-channel) on performance

degradation. Threshold voltage shift instability induced by plasma charging damage

will be reported and the implication will be discussed.
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2 Experimental

N- and p-channel MOS devices were fabricated on a p-type Si (100) substrate

using a conventional CMOS process technology. A high-k gate stack (HfAlOx/

SiO2 ¼ 6.4/1.0 nm), denoted as “High-k”, and thermally grown SiO2, denoted as

“SiO2”, with approximately similar physical thicknesses (�7 nm) were used as

gate dielectric materials. The HfAlOx film was deposited by atomic layer deposi-

tion on thermally grown SiO2 [4]. The electrical thicknesses determined by

capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were �2.7 and �7.4 nm for High-k

and SiO2, respectively. The gate width (W) and length (L) of MOSFETs were

W/L ¼ 1/1, 10/10 and 100/100 mm, giving gate areas of 1, 100 and 10,000 mm2,

respectively. Al interconnects were employed. As shown in Fig. 1, Al-probing

pads with an area of 42,000 mm2 served as antennas of box-type structures.

Current-voltage (Ig – Vg, Id – Vg) and C–V measurements were conducted for at

least 12 difference devices to evaluate deviation. All the measurements were

carried out at room temperature.

Processed samples were mounted on the wafer stage and exposed to electron

cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma sources. The source power was 600 W

and the working pressure was 1.0 � 10�2 Torr. Two different Ar/O2 (¼ 28/12

sccm) and Cl2/O2 (¼ 20/20 sccm) gas mixtures, denoted as “Ar” and “Cl”,

respectively, were utilized. A 13.56 MHz-RF bias with a power of 200 W was

supplied to the wafer stage. Process durations were 150 and 30 s for Ar and Cl,

respectively. The Langmuir probe measurements determined the electron tem-

perature and density for Ar plasma as 1.5 eV and 5.1 � 1010cm�3. (In the case of

Cl plasma, it was found to be difficult to determine the parameters with

high accuracy.)

interlayer
dielectric

field oxide

gate electrodeHigh-k 
or SiO2

a b

Si sub.

Al-Probing pad
~ antenna

Vg

Vd
Id

Fig. 1 Test sample structure used in this study: (a) cross-sectional view, (b) illustration of an

electrical measurement setup
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Gate Leakage Characteristics

Figure 2 shows cumulative probability plots of gate leakage currents for MOSFETs

with a gate area of 1 mm2. Figure 2a shows the results for High-k devices and

Fig. 2b, for SiO2 devices. It is confirmed that charging damage is more severe for

Ar-plasma than for Cl-plasma in this study. Not that the physical thicknesses of

these devices are approximately similar to each other. These observations are

consistent with the flat band voltage shift determined by C–V measurement (not

shown here). Thus, it can be concluded that Ar-plasma induced more severe

damage to both devices.
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Fig. 2 Cumulative probabilities of gate leakage current for (a) high-k gate stack (HfAlOx/SiO2)

and (b) SiO2. The left is for n-channel MOS devices, and the right, for p-channel MOS devices.

Circles, control; squares, Ar-plasma exposure; triangles, Cl-plasma exposure
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3.2 MOSFETs Characteristics

Figure 3a and b show typical examples of drain current-gate voltage (Id-Vg)

characteristics for MOSFETs with High-k and SiO2, respectively. One can find

that, for Ar-plasma exposure case, the threshold voltage (Vt) shifts in MOSFETs

with High-k are toward the opposite directions between n- and p-channel

MOSFETs (a more positive over-drive voltages are required to obtain the

same drain current), while those in SiO2 devices, toward the same directions

between n- and p-channel MOSFETs (a more positive over-drive voltage

is required for n-channel MOSFETs and a more negative over-drive voltage, for

p-channel MOSFETs).

Regarding the Vt shifts in MOSFETs with SiO2, the present observations are

consistent with a previous report [13] It is also observable that the direction of the

Vt shift is opposite in the case of MOSFETs with High-k exposed to Ar- and
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The left is for n-channel MOSFET, and the right, for p-channel MOSFET. Solid lines indicate the
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Cl-plasmas, respectively, in contrast to the previous report [9]. The results are

summarized in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the results for different test structures (W/L¼ 10/10 and 100/100 mm, i.

e., the antenna ratio) are also compared. From this figure, several key features are

found;

1. In the case of High-k, the direction of Vt shift in the case of Ar-plasma exposure

is opposite to that of Cl-plasma exposure for both test structures, while in the

case of SiO2, the direction is the same.

2. From the Vt shifts for SiO2, Ar-plasma exposure is confirmed to induce a larger

damage than Cl-plasma exposure since the larger Vt shift is observed for both n-

and p-channel MOSFETs in the case of Ar-plasma exposure. Note that this is

also confirmed from Fig. 2.

3. On the basis of the above discussions, it can be concluded that MOSFETs

with High-k exhibit the transition from the negative Vt shift to the positive as

the charging damage becomes more severe. That is, MOSFETs with High-k

suffer from the positive charge trapping by the Cl-plasma (lower charging

damage) and from the negative charge trapping, by the Ar-plasma. It is worthy

to note that Young et al. [9] observed the Vt shift similar to the present result for

Ar-plasma exposure. This may be due to the long plasma exposure in their case,

resulting in severe charging damage, which is consistent with some of the

present observations.
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device structures are compared
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3.3 Mechanisms of Charging Polarity and Vt Shift Instability

In order to clarify the mechanisms underlying our findings mentioned above, we

conducted a post-process electrical stress test. Since plasma is considered to be a

constant-current source in terms of charging damage [10, 14–17], the constant-

current stress (CCS) test was performed to simulate the charging damage observed

in this study. The range of injected stress currents in the test is determined from the

gate areas of test sample structures and Al-probing pads (� the antenna ratio), and

the ion fluxes expressed by the Bohm sheath criterion [18], i.e., 0:61 nion
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=M

p
,

(nion is the ion density, Te is the electron temperature, and M is the mass of ion) on

the assumption that the ion density is the same as the electron density. In this study,

ni and Te is determined from the Langmuir probe measurement as mentioned in the

above. To understand the difference in the direction of Vt shift (Vt shift instability)

observed in Figs. 3 and 4, the time evolutions of applied gate voltage under various

current stresses for n- and p-channel MOSFETs were investigated in detail. In

addition, in order to understand the polarity of plasma-driven stress, the decrease in

a linear region peak transconductance (Dgmmax) versus the Vt shift under CCS is

investigated in detail for n- and p-channel MOSFETs.

Figure 5 shows typical examples of the time evolution of applied gate voltage

under various current stresses for n- and p-channel MOSFETs. Clear time depen-

dence of applied gate voltage is observed in the course of stress time, and the

dependence is larger in the case of MOSFETs with High-k. This is due to the larger

carrier trapping cross section of High-k. The negative gate voltage shift primarily

corresponds to the hole trapping process and the positive shift, to the electron

trapping process [19, 20]. At the early stage of stressing, hole trapping is obvious,

and with stress time electron trapping becomes predominant, which is consistent
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with the previous observations on high-k gate dielectrics [4]. This trend is more

obvious for High-k and for lower stress current density, as observed in these figures.

Thus, we speculate that from the viewpoint of device characteristics change, the

plasma-source-dependent charging polarity observed in the Cl- and Ar-plasma

exposures for High-k (Figs. 3 and 4) is attributed to (1) the stress current density-

dependent charge trapping phenomenon and/or (2) the time-dependent charge

trapping phenomenon [17], as conducted in Fig. 5. With regard to the stress current

density dependence, it is expected that the lower stress current density caused by

Cl-plasma results in hole trapping predominance for degradation in High-k, and the

higher stress current caused by Ar-plasma, in the electron trapping. With regard to

the time dependence, one might expect the positive Vt shift when the High-k

devices are exposed to Cl-plasma for a longer time, which may be in consistent

with the previous report by Young et al. [9].

Figure 6 shows the decrease in a linear region peak transconductance (Dgmmax)

versus the Vt shift (DVt) under CCS for (a) SiO2 and (b) High-k devices. In the
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course of stress time, Dgmmax decreases for both SiO2 and High-k devices in the

positive and negative gate bias cases. For the n-channel SiO2 device case, it is clear

that the D gmmax / gmmax and the direction of DVt depend on the applied gate bias

polarity (Vg): In the case of positive gate bias, the Vt shifts toward the positive

direction, while in the case of negative, toward the negative. This indicates that DVt

and the direction observed for plasma-damaged devices may be a fingerprint of

plasma-driven stress polarity. In the case of p-channel device, one can see no clear

dependence of the direction on the stress polarity.

For the p-channel High-k device case, one can see the stress polarity-dependent

Vt shifts: In the case of positive gate bias, the Vt shifts toward the negative direction,

while in the case of negative, toward the positive. The data for plasma damaged

samples fall on the trend in the positive gate bias case for the n-channel SiO2 and

p-channel High-k devices, while, that in the negative, for n-channel High-k.

Thus, it can be speculated that the polarity of plasma-driven stress is dependent

on device structures (High-k or SiO2) as well as plasma sources [21, 22] as

schematically summarized in Fig. 7. Although we have no positive answer to

this mechanism at present, these structure- and plasma-source dependent charging

polarities are induced by a layout of source, drain, and well surrounding gate stack

structures [23].

3.4 Impacts on Damage Characterization of High-k Devices

As mentioned in Figs. 3 and 4, MOSFETs with high-k suffer from the negative or

positive Vt shift in accordance with plasma sources, i.e., an amount of charging

damage. Thus, one should be aware that, in characterizing a plasma charging

Je Je Je

Plasma

n-ch High-k n-ch SiO2 p-ch High-k

Fig. 7 Difference in polarity of plasma-driven stress to devices deduced from the post-process

stress tests conduced in the present study
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damage of MOSFETs with high-k, a use of Vt shift might result in erroneous

conclusion since a result of “no Vt shit” between Ar- and Cl-plasma exposures

may be expected for a certain plasma treatment even if the device was degraded.

In another scenario, one may see a process-time dependent Vt shift instabilities in

the same plasma equipment, i.e., a longer process duration results in a smaller Vt

shift as deduced from Fig. 5. Moreover, a conflicting result between gate leakage

increase and Vt shift may be expected as previously discussed for two time-

dependent dielectric breakdown test results for thick SiO2 [14, 15, 22]. The plasma

charging damage characterizations based on various methods are necessary for

MOSFETs with high-k dielectrics.

4 Conclusion

We found that high-k devices are more susceptible to plasma charging, than SiO2

devices and that the charging polarity strongly depends on plasma sources

such as Ar- and Cl-based gas mixtures. Also we identified a unique charging

polarity,i.e.,the Vt shift instability. High-k devices are found to exhibit the opposite

charging polarity in accordance with the plasma sources, in contrast to SiO2,

primarily owing to the characteristic hole/electron trapping phenomena: The direc-

tion of Vt shift itself depends on a plasma source and/or a amount of plasma

charging damage. The present experimental observations provide important impli-

cations; the plasma source-dependent charging polarity for high-k devices should

be considered. Damage characterizations by various techniques should be con-

ducted in future plasma process design and device design rules for accurate plasma

charging damage evaluation.
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Analysis of SI Substrate Damage Induced

by Inductively Coupled Plasma Reactor

with Various Superposed Bias Frequencies

Y. Nakakubo, A. Matsuda, M. Kamei, H. Ohta, K. Eriguchi,

and K. Ono

1 Introduction

Plasma-induced Si substrate damage has become one of the critical issues in advanced

MOSFETs with shallower junction in source/drain (S/D) extension regions, since the

damaged layer thickness will be in conflict with the device design margin such as

junction depth [1]. This Si substrate damage is realized as “Si recess” [2] as shown in

Fig. 1. Although Si recess is considered to induce dopant loss and performance

degradation in MOSFETs, few attentions has been paid to suppress Si recess from

the viewpoint of plasma design.Moreover, one can easily observe a constant thickness

of Si recess in ultra-scaledMOSFETs recently presented atmany conferences [3–5]. It

is worthy to note that the thickness is considered to be governed by plasma parameters

such as ion energy distribution function (IEDF), electron temperature and plasma

density [6]. In order to understand the mechanism and to control the damage, the

plasma-induced defects in Si surface layer should be quantitatively estimated, and

then, plasma designs should be optimized. Defect generation probabilitywas proposed

from an optical analysis as a measure of the damage [7], on one hand. With regard

to plasma design, on the other, a plasma source driven by the superimposed dual

bias frequency was reported in order to control an IEDF [8] and believed to be a

promising candidate for future plasma processes. Recently the effects of superposed

bias-frequency on the defect generation probability have been preliminary reported

[9]. In this paper, the effect of bias power with the superposed configurations on defect

generation process will be investigated in detail from various aspects. The structure of

interfacial damaged layer (IL) will be analyzed by spectroscopic ellipsometry and

photoreflectance spectroscopy. Also for the purpose of verifying the above methods

and clarifying the interfacial growth and carrier trap site generation in the vicinity of
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plasma-exposed surface, the result by a capacitance–voltage (C–V) measurement

(electrical test) will be discussed.

2 Experimental

2.1 Plasma Exposure with Superposed Bias Frequencies

N-type (100) Si substrates (0.02 Ocm) with native oxide layer (�1 nm) were

mounted on the stage and exposed to an inductively coupled plasma reactor

(ICP). No processed sample was to be the control. Ar gas was utilized for

eliminating chemical reactions with Si. The operating pressure was 20 mTorr and

a background pressure was less than 3.0 � 10�5 Torr. The substrate temperature

was �500 K. The Langmuir probe and bias voltage measurements were carried out

for plasma diagnostics. As illustrated in Fig. 2, an rf bias with a power of 100 or 200

W in total were applied with the frequency of 13.56 MHz and that of 400 kHz, and

their superposed bias through a filter box. Applied source power in the ICP was 300

W with a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Self bias voltage (Vdc) and peak-to-peak voltage

(Vpp) were monitored by an oscilloscope. From the result by plasma monitoring, it

was found that Vdc which corresponds to the mean impacting ion energy varies with

ion

Scaling

ion

Si Recess

~50nm

Defect

MOSFET

Plasma

+ +

Si sub.

~22nmPlasma 
current

Shallow trench isolation

Si Recess

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of Si substrate damage by energetic ion bombardment usually

associated with “Si recess”. Although the feature size of MOSFETs has been shrunk dramatically

by the scaling law, the thickness of Si recess is believed to be unchanged (see text). Thus, in near

future, the thickness of Si recess will be in conflict with device size such as source/drain extension

depth
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the superposed bias configuration even if the total bias power was the same, as

shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4a–c are the example wave forms of single- and superposed

frequencies conducted with ICP reactor shown in Fig. 2. We analyze the plasma

13.56 MHz

Plasma

Vdc

Sample

Vpp

Langmuir 
probe

13.56 MHz

400 kHz

Filter box

Matching
box

Matching
box

Oscilloscope

High-voltage 
probe

Gas

To pump

Matching box

Fig. 2 Inductively coupled plasma reactor used in this study. Two different bias frequencies of

13.56 MHz and 400 kHz can be supplied in this equipment
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damage on silicon substrate surfaces exposed to plasmas with these bias configura-

tions. This will be again discussed later in detail.

2.2 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry

Figure 5 shows an experimental setup of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) with

an optimized optical model of Si surface structure used in this study. The thickness
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Fig. 4 Wave forms for several bias-frequency configurations; (a) Single frequency (400 kHz) of

200W, (b) Superposed frequencies (400 kHz/13.56MHz) of 200W in total. The power of 400 kHz

and 13.56 MHz was 100 W and 100 W, respectively, (c) Single frequency (13.56 MHz) of 200 W
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Fig. 5 Illustration of SE analysis setup with an optical model of Si surface structure
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and the refractive index of damaged layer were measured by SE before and after

plasma exposure. The measurement was performed over the 1.6–5.5 eV range at

0.05 eV intervals. All the SE spectra were taken at an angle of incidence of 75�. For
the quantitative analysis of the substrate damage, an optimized optical model (SiO2/

SiO2:Si/Si Sub.) was introduced [8, 10] as shown. Surface layer (SL) consists of

SiO2, and interfacial layer (IL) consists of SiO2 and Si, respectively. The interface

layer between SiO2 and Si substrate was introduced as a composite of SiO2 and c-Si
with the Bruggeman effective medium approximation (EMA) [11] with the thick-

ness and volume fraction of SiO2 ( fSiO2
) being used as the fitting parameters.

Plasma-induced defect sites are considered to be distributed mainly in IL. On the

basis of this model, SE determines the thicknesses of SL and IL.

2.3 Photoreflectance Spectroscopy

The photoreflectance (PR) spectroscopy was employed to identify a carrier trap

site (defect site) density as conducted in [7, 9]. The PR spectroscopy is based on

the electroreflectance spectroscopy which measures the change in reflective

spectrum modulated by external applied field. In this method, the analysis of

the reflective spectrum is based on the mechanism that the change in reflectance

due to the change in the permittivity of silicon substrate surface by the photo-

modulation. Figure 6 shows schematic diagram of the PR analysis setup. The Si

substrate surface was modulated by the light from Ar+ ion laser (l ¼ 514.5 nm)

*q (  =55~85°)
1) Photoelastic modulator

Xe Lamp

Shutter
Chopper

Ref.

Sample

Probe beam
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PEM1)+ Analyzer
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ΔR R
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Δ R/R  spectrum

Δ 
R

/R

Photon energy (eV)

Monochromator

Photomultiplier

Ar+ Laser

Fig. 6 Illustration of PR analysis setup
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chopped with frequency of 500 Hz. A Xe discharge lamp was used as a probe light

source. The p polarized probe beam through the polarizer was irradiated. Since

the spectral line-shape was found to be clearly observable for an angle of

incidence near the pseudo Brewster angle, the incident angle of this probe beam

is set at 75�. The measurement was performed over the 2.9–3.9 eV range at 0.01

eV intervals.

For analyzing the structure of IL and the aerial defect site density (Ndam (cm�2)),

the PR technique is used. As described previously [7], the surface potential (Vs) was

extracted from the spectral line shape (DR/R) by the following equations [12],

DR=R ¼ < Ceiy E� Eg þ iG
� ��n� �

(1)

C ¼ A1 ln A2Ip exp eVs=kTð Þ þ 1
� �

(2)

where C, y, E and n are amplitude, phase factor, photon energy and dimension of the

critical point associated with the optical transition (n ¼ 5/2 in this study),respec-

tively.Eg andG are the transition energy and the broadening parameter, respectively.

FromEg in Eq. 1, the strain change in IL by the plasma exposure is estimated with the

assumption of a hydrostatic strain model [13]. In Eq. 2, Ip, e, k and T are laser power,
elementary charge, Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively.A1 and A2 are

material and structural dependent parameters described by the following equations.

A1 ¼ c1
mjj

�kT

e
(3)

A2 ¼ c2
egð1� RÞ
A�T2hn

(4)

where mjj and � are the interband reduced mass evaluated in the field direction and

the ideal factor [14] or ideality factor [15] , respectively. g, R, A*, h and n are the

quantum efficiency, reflectance of the probe beam, modified Richardson constant

[16], Planck’s constant and the frequency of the light, respectively. c1 and c2 are
constants. In this study, parameters A1 and A2 are assumed to be constant.

In order to quantify the plasma-induced defect site density, we focus on the

characteristic mechanism that DR/R (C) is related to Si surface potential (Vs) [14] as

expressed by Eq. 2. We modify and apply this model to evaluate the plasma-

induced defect site per unit area (Ndam) as follows.

The basic concept is shown in Fig. 7. The effect of the charges trapped into the

plasma-induced defect site (Ndam) is taken into consideration. By assuming that the

trapped charge induces the change in Vs (DVs ¼ Vs
ref � Vs

dam) as seen in Fig. 7,

Ndam can be calculated by solving Poisson equation.

Ndam ¼ 2e0eSiDVs

edIL
(5)
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where e0and eSi are the permittivity of vacuum and that of silicon, respectively. DVs

is the difference of Si surface potential between the control and the damaged

samples. dSL is the IL thickness of damaged sample.

Thus, Ndam is used as a measure of damage [9]. Details for this model are

reported elsewhere [7].

2.4 Current–Voltage Measurement

Figure 8 shows a measurement system for electrical characteristics of sample sur-

faces. The damaged structures were analyzed by capacitance–voltage (C–V) mea-

surement [16]. HP-4284ALCRmeter connected to amercury probe systemwas used

to evaluate the capacitance of the surface and interfacial layer for the control and the

plasma-exposed samples. The samples were assumed to be pseudo-MOS (Metal

(Hg)/Oxide (damaged layer)/Semiconductor (Si substrate)) structures: The damaged

layer was assigned to include SiO2 layer, thus, we denote this structure as pseudo-

MOS in this article. The frequency of modulation bias was 1 MHz. The amplitude

was 100 mV. The modulation bias was superimposed on the DC voltage sweeping

form 0 to 4.0 V by 0.1-V increment. The area of metal contact was 2.1 � 10�2 cm2.

All the measurements were performed at the room temperature.
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Fig. 7 Schematic energy diagram of the model for defect induced surface potential change during

the photoreflectance measurement. Owing to charges trapping into defect sites near surface region,

the surface potential decreases
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 SE and PR analyses

Table 1 summarizes the obtained results by optical analysis for various bias-frequency

configurations. In Table 1, fSiO2 is the fraction of SiO2 in the IL. Figure 9 shows the

thickness in SL and IL (dSL and dIL) determined by SE for various bias configurations

as a function of measured self bias voltage (Vdc). The Vdc corresponds to the mean

impacting ion energy [6]. As described in Fig. 3, Vdc varies with the superposed bias

configuration even if the total power is the same (100 and 200 W in total). The

thickness in IL (dIL) also varies with the bias configuration. As seen in Fig. 9, the IL

thickness increases with Vdc, indicating more severe damage. The SL thickness

increases with Vdc and tends to decrease in the higher Vdc region. This observed

dependence may be attributed to the sputtering of the surface layer by Ar ion with

higher energy [17]. The observed thickness range is found to be consistent with a

simulation result as seen in Fig. 10. Figure 10 illustrates the depth profile of Ar ion

permeating into Si substrate calculated by the simulation developed for an etch profile

projection [18]. The simulation model includes the binary elastic collision between an

Ar ion and a Si atom. Ions are found to penetrate silicon with the peak of the profile

located from 2 to 5 nm from surface in the case of the energies ranging from 50 to 200

eV. By taking into account the thickness and composition of the surface layer listed in

Table 1, the thickness range of IL obtained by SE analysis is consistent with the

theoretical calculation in Fig. 10.

Figure 11 shows an example of PR spectra. By fitting the obtained spectra with

Eq. 1, we can obtain Eg corresponding to the mechanical strain change developing

in IL, as listed in Table 1, and amplitude C. One of the mechanisms for the observed

Eg shift is considered to originate from the change in a mechanical strain develop-

ing in the surface region of Si substrate. On the basis of the hydrostat ic strain

model, the change in the strain developing in interfacial layer can be estimated,

Metal (Hg)
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(SiO2)
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(Si)
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(Si:SiO2)

Stage

V b

Analyzer

Freq. 1 MHz

Control PC
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Fig. 8 Illustration of C–V measurement setup
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as approximately 0.004 (DEg ¼ 0.02 eV) between the control and damaged

samples. Also by comparing the difference in C between the damaged and control

samples in Eq. 2, the surface potential change (DVs) by plasma-induced carrier trap

site is calculated. From the obtained DVs, Ndam is calculated.

Figure 12 shows that Ndam increases clearly in the range of |Vdc| below �150 V,

while, in the range of |Vdc| above �50 V, Ndam tends to saturate for various

superposed bias-frequency configurations. From Fig. 12, the areal defect site

density of �1013 cm�2 are estimated in the exposed surface region (near the IL

and Si substrate interface). Wada et al. also determined plasma-induced defect site

density as �1018 cm�3 [19]. Both experimental observations discuss the

Table 1 Extracted parameters determined by SE and PR analyses

Process

Bias (W)

(400k/13.56 M) dSL (nm) dIL (nm)/fSiO2 Eg (eV) DVS (mV) Vdc (V)

ICP-A 100/0 4.1 0.6/0.75 3.40 �1.8 �52

ICP-B 75/25 3.5 0.7/0.73 3.39 �11.0 �62

ICP-C 50/50 3.5 0.7/0.74 3.38 �11.7 �74

ICP-D 25/75 3.4 0.8/0.68 3.38 �16.6 �87

ICP-E 0/100 3.1 1.0/0.78 3.38 �30.6 �115

ICP-F 200/0 4.5 0.7/0.78 3.40 �16.5 �82

ICP-G 150/50 3.4 1.1/0.72 3.39 �33.3 �93

ICP-H 100/100 3.2 1.4/0.77 3.39 �80.1 �103

ICP-I 50/150 2.2 1.6/0.72 3.37 �114.0 �175

ICP-J 0/200 1.7 1.6/0.58 3.38 �18.5 �211

Control – 0.9 0.2/0.59 3.40 – –
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distribution of defect site located within 10 nm from the surface since the probe

beam penetration depth is approximately 10 nm. Thus, by comparing the above

values (�1013 cm�2 and �1018 cm�3), it can be speculated that plasma-induced

carrier trap sites are locally distributed near the IL and Si substrate interface.

Further depth profile analyses based on this technique should be conducted in

the future.
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3.2 C–V Analysis

Figure 13 shows C–V characteristics for the control and plasma-exposed samples

obtained by a mercury probe system. Distortion of C–V curve is clearly observed

for the plasma-exposed samples. Two mechanisms are speculated for the distortion;

(1) the shift of curve toward the positive bias implies the generation of negative

charge trapping near the interfacial layer, (2) the decrease in capacitance in the

region of positive bias voltage corresponds to the increase in surface layer thick-

ness. This is consistent with the results (dSL) by SE analysis.

Figures 14 show the bias voltage shift (DVb) as a function of the decrease in

maximum capacitance (DCmax) (left) and of Vdc (right), respectively. Since DVs is

in proportion to trapped charge density, DVs is dependent on the plasma-induced

defect density Ndam. On the other hand, since DCmax is in proportion to the inverse

of surface layer thickness, thus DCmax depends on dSL. Therefore, the left figure

implies the relationship between Ndam and dSL. The right figure shows that DVb

(�Ndam) depends on Vdc for various superposed configurations, which is consistent

with the result in Fig. 12. Therefore C–V measurement can identify plasma-induced

defect generation. The damage identified by C–V measurement is found to depend

on the plasma parameter, Vdc for various superposed bias-frequency configurations.

It is concluded from PR and C–V measurement that an ion energy and/or IEDF

are confirmed to be a predominant parameter for Si substrate damage (Si recess

thickness) in a plasma reactor with superposed bias-frequency.

All of present findings are summarized in Fig. 15. From SE analysis, the

thicknesses of SL and IL are determined as approximately 5 and 2 nm, respectively.

The obtained thickness is consistent with widely observed Si recess thicknesses.

From PR analysis, the carrier trap site density of the order of 1012 cm�2 is identified
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in an IL. Moreover, it is confirmed from PR and C–V measurement that the

damaged layer thickness (dSL and dIL) and the defect site density in IL (Ndam)

depend on Vdc. The trap site plays a role as a tunneling site for leakage even after

removal of surface layer in conventional manufacturing processes. Finally the

present findings imply that the SL and IL structure, in particular, the carrier trap

site involved should be evaluated from various aspects; for future plasma designs

such as an optimization of superposed bias frequency configurations, and also for

device designs by controlling Si recess by plasma damage.
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4 Conclusion

The plasma-induced defect site in Si layer was studied by the optical and electrical

methods for various bias-frequency configurations. The growth of surface and

interfacial layers (corresponding to the thickness increase in Si recess) was assigned

by both SE and C–V measurement. The carrier trap site was identified by PR and

C–V measurement. The above mentioned plasma damage is found to strongly

depend on the superposed bias-frequency configuration. The present results provide

a key guideline for future plasma and device designs.
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CMOS SOI Technology for WPAN:

Application to 60 GHZ LNA

A. Siligaris, C. Mounet, B. Reig, P. Vincent, and A. Michel

1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the design of a 60 GHz Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) using a

standard low power SOI CMOS process from ST Microelectronics. First, we

outline the technology as well as the mm-wave design challenges. Using recent

work on Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) modeling, we describe how it’s possible to

use parametric, 3D electromagnetic simulation to complete or replace analytical

models of on-chip passive devices. A short description of the transistor model is

also provided. Finally, we discuss the details of the LNA design and show how the

simulation results compare to the measurements.

Recently, much effort has been performed in order to develop millimeter wave

circuits for 60 GHz wireless applications. SOI CMOS technology is a good candi-

date for such applications because it offers high quality passive elements and good

substrate isolation due to high resistivity substrate [1]. Accurate modeling up to

high frequency of passive as well as active devices of a technology is needed for

robust circuit design. Moreover, models have to be available for both steady state

(harmonic balance) and transient simulations. We first show the modeling flow for

passive and active elements applied to a standard industrial SOI CMOS 65nm

technology from STM. The generated models are used to design circuits for 60

GHz applications. Finally, we discuss the design of an LNA at 60 GHz and show

how the simulation compares to the measurements.
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2 Modeling SOI CMOS 65 NM Technology

The LNA was implemented in low power SOI 65 nm SOI process. This technology

features a back-end with six copper metal layers on which an aluminum cap-layer is

added. One key parameter for reliable design at millimeter wave frequencies is

accurate modeling of the transistors as well as the transmission lines (TL) and

parasitic. The 65 nm SOI design kit provides a BSIM4 model for the standard

CMOS design flow. Nevertheless, the model is not validated for high frequency

applications. For that reason, we have used an empirical model with the benefit of

fast extraction and accuracy which has been verified from DC to 110 GHz. The

empirical transistor’s model uses analytical equations for intrinsic I(V) and Q(V)

description and an electrical small signal equivalent circuit for the extrinsic ele-

ments of the device. Details about this model are available in references [2] and [3].

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the measured and simulated S parameters of a 50

mm width (40 gate fingers) and 60 nm gate length transistor. The transistor is biased

at moderate inversion (Vg ¼ 0.8 V) and saturation (Vd ¼ 1.2 V). A good matching

is obtained from low frequency to 110 GHz. The model was implemented in

Nexxim, state of the art circuit simulator (Ansoft), with care taken to make the

model to work seamlessly and accurately in both time and frequency domain.

Indeed, for many applications one needs to use the models in mixed mode. As an

example, Fig. 2 shows the time domain output voltage of the transistor simulated

with both a transient simulation and HB in steady state.

The passive elements that are used in the circuits (mainly CPW TL) are extracted

through 3D full wave simulations with HFSS of Ansoft. The modeling is under-

taken in two phases: first a 3D EM analysis is undertaken from which the CPW

passive structures are characterized (S parameters) as a function of the frequency

and the geometrical characteristics. The generated data helps to build accurate

analytical models that are suited for electrical simulations and circuit design at
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high frequency. Analytical models for CPW TL on CMOS SOI technology can be

found in reference [4]. Figure 3 a compares simulations and measurements of the

attenuation, and the effective permittivity of a CPW line. The characteristic imped-

ance is shown in Fig. 3b. Very good agreement is observed between measured and

simulated data. Some of the blocks of the transceiver, like the VCO or the frequency

Divider (frequency synthesis), will need to be simulated both in frequency domain
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(harmonic balance) and time domain (transient). So, it is very important at

the modeling stage to validate the models in both frequency and time domain. The

analytical and HFSSmodels are frequency dependent and are seen as an S parameter

file by the simulators. Nexxim’s standard transient solution for S-parameters uses
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a state-space formulation to represent the model in the time domain, which is also

guaranteed to be causal. This is highlighted in Fig. 4 which shows perfect match

between S parameter and state space formulation of the insertion loss of the CPW

transmission line. We also run a transient simulation with analytical model and

HFSSmodel as shown in Fig. 5.We observe that transient simulation works with the

transmission line even though the line model is defined in the frequency domain.

3 Low Noise Amplifiers in 65-NM SOI CMOS

A two-stage low noise amplifier was implemented in the CMOS65 nm SOI tech-

nology from STM. The amplifier uses a cascode topology for each stage (Fig. 6),

because it offers higher isolation and gain than the common source (CS) topology.

Moreover, the cascode topology ensures an unconditional stability for the amplifier

in the 0–110 GHz frequency range. The input, the output, and the inter-stage

matching networks are constructed from series CPW transmission lines and short

ended stubs. The drain biasing of each stage is achieved through quarter-wave (l/4)
at 60 GHz short ended stubs. The RF shorts are constructed with the help of high

density MOM capacitor. The circuit has been designed with the help of the

transistors and TLs models that are described in the previous paragraph. Thanks

to the geometry dependent models of the TLs, the layout design is easy and fast.

The microphotograph of the chip is shown in Fig. 7. On wafer measurements of the

S parameters were performed with an HP-8510XF VNA up to 110 GHz. Figure 8

shows the simulated and the measured S-parameters of the two-stage-65nm LNA.

The gain of the amplifier is 12 dB at 64 GHz, while the input and output matching

are better than �10 dB. From Fig. 8 we observe that very accurate simulation is

obtained for the full chip, thanks to accurate active and passive models. The LNA

consumption is 36 mW under 2.2 V voltage supply.
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matching network

λ/4
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Output
matching network

Fig. 6 Schematic of electrical circuit of a 60 GHz two-stage LNA implemented in SOI CMOS

technology
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The noise figure of the LNA was measured at only one frequency point. Indeed,

with the available noise measurements facilities it was only possible to measure at

60 GHz. The measured noise figure of the LNA is shown in Fig. 9 versus the current

density of the first stage of the LNA. We observe that the noise figure is 8 dB and
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Table 1 General RF performances of the LNA

S21 S11 S22 NF OCP1dB Pdc

12 dB

(64 GHz)

<�10 dB

(64 GHz)

<�20 dB

(64 GHz)

8 dB

(60 GHz)

5 dBm

(64 GHz)

36 mW
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shows a very small variation when the first stage transistor is biased at weak or

moderate inversion. Power measurements were performed at 64 GHz in order to

extract the compression point of the LNA. Figure 10 shows the measured gain and

output power at 64 GHz. The extracted 1 dB compression point of the gain gives an

output power of 5 dBm. The high linearity is obtained thanks to large transistors

that constitute the LNA. Table 1 summarizes the general RF performances of the

LNA.

4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have described the design flow of a 60 GHz LNA in a standard

CMOS SOI technology. First we presented the modeling approach for transmission

lines as well as for transistors. Passive elements are modeled with the help of HFSS

3D electromagnetic simulator, whilst the transistors use an empirical high frequency

oriented CMOS model. Finally, we describe the design and the performances of a

key element in high frequency transceivers, the LNA.
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SRAM Memory Cell Leakage Reduction

Design Techniques in 65 nm Low Power

PD-SOI CMOS

Olivier Thomas, Marc Belleville, and Richard Ferrant

1 Introduction

As the technologies scale down into the nanometer range, the transistor leakage

currents become a major concern. To overcome this problem, advanced control

methods are mandatory, especially for circuits such as memories.

Different techniques have been proposed to reduce leakage in conventional 6T

SRAM cell. Two main approaches exist: a process one, using dual VT [1, 2] and a

design one, controlling the cell node voltages [3, 4]. A comparison of the most

promising design techniques in sub 100 nm BULK technology has been presented

in [5]. The aim of this chapter is to investigate these techniques in 65 nm PD-SOI

technology, in order to determine the best one.

On the other hand, these leakage reduction techniques must not have a noticeable

impact on SRAM cell performances. In BULK technology, the threshold volt-

age (VT) variation is only spatial. It depends on the process, voltage and temperature

(PVT) variations. The floating body of PD-SOI technology adds temporal VT

variations. As the body potential of the cell transistors depends on their node

polarization, the leakage reduction techniques may induce a mismatch in the mem-

ory cell that temporary affects the performances of the memory cell. This mismatch

can significantly degrade the electrical characteristics of the cell such as the static

noise margin (SNM) considered as a key figure-of-merit. Hence, the temporal

variability is a parameter that must be taken into account to evaluate adequately

the best leakage reduction technique in PD-SOI. In addition to the evaluation of the

saved leakage current, the impact of leakage reduction techniques on the SNM is
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also investigated. To do so an SOI specific methodology has been developed for

accurate SNM evaluation.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces analyzes and compares

the design leakage reduction techniques considered in this work. Section 3 dis-

cusses the impact of leakage reduction techniques on cell stability. Section 4

comments the results. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in the last section.

2 Design Leakage Reduction Techniques

For sub 100 nm technologies, gate (IG), sub-threshold (ISTH) and GIDL (IGIDL)

currents are the dominant leakage mechanisms. Figure 1 illustrates their distribu-

tion in a BULK 6T SRAM cell. It results in three leaking paths: a first one from

VDD to ground across the cell inverters, a second one from the bit-lines (BLT/F) to

ground and a third one from BLT/F to the word line (WL).

The leakage currents are directly related to the electric fields inside the device.

Reducing the node voltages drastically decreases the leakage current. In [5], an

analysis has been done on leakage current saving by controlling the different 6T

SRAM cell node voltages (WL, BL, VDD, VSS, VNWELL, VPWELL). For a low

standby power BULK technology, it has been shown that reducing the supply

voltage of the cell (LVDD) and setting the bit-lines floating and equalized (FBL)

leads to the best leakage reduction technique. LVDD reduces the leakage compo-

nents flowing through the cell inverters, while FBL diminishes the leakage current

of the access transistors. Raising the ground cell voltage (UVSS) is also efficient in

the reduction of the leakage currents in the cell inverters but adds extra GIDL and

gate currents flowing through access transistors. On the other hand, excessive GIDL

and gate currents limit the interest of Reverse Body Biasing (RBB) and negative

word-line (NWL) approaches, reducing only ISTH.

In SOI technology, because of the floating body isolation, all the BULK leakage

reduction techniques are applicable, with the exception of the RBB technique. In
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fact, the body nodes cannot be connected without dramatically increasing the size

of the cell. It results that the cell leakage is affected by the polarities of the floating

bodies of the cell transistors [7, 8], which are related to the voltage on the drain, the

source and the gate of each transistor according to the memorized logical level

The DC body voltage (VB) value of a PD-SOI transistor depends on the body

leakage mechanisms such as the impact ionization, GIDL, gate tunneling and

generation and recombination effects, as illustrated in Fig. 2 [9]. As example, for

an NMOS transistor, the increase of VB increases ISTH while reducing IGIDL.

Figure 3 shows the leakage distribution in a PD-SOI 6T-SRAM cell and depicts

the VB amplitude of the transistors in OFF state (‘H’ ¼ 1.2 V, ‘L’ ¼ 0 V).

Compared with BULK technology (cf. Fig. 1), the body voltage weakens IGIDL
and reinforces ISTH. It can also be noticed that IGIDL is eliminated in the access

transistor MAT connected to the high logic level storage node T (VBD/S � 0 V). It

results that ISTH is the main leakage component in PD-SOI SRAM cell.

Comparing the leakage reduction techniques, in PD-SOI technology, UVSS

and LVDD leakage reduction techniques have the same efficiency regarding the

reduction of the cell inverters’ leakage current. This comes from the source
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follower effect in PD-SOI technology which removes the reverse source biasing

effect on the driver and load transistors in off state, presents in BULK technology

(see Fig. 4). Regarding the access transistors, in BULK technology, the drawback of

UVSS versus LVDD is the extra IG and IGIDL flowing through the access transistor

(MAF) connected to the low logic level storage node F. On the other hand, UVSS

reduces ISTH of MAF (VGS < 0) drastically. In PD-SOI technology, UVSS do not

add extra IGIDL flowing through MAF, thanks to the increase of its body potential

with F node voltage (VFB < 0). Therefore, UVSS approach appears to be the most

efficient leakage reduction technique.

Now, to fully successful in reducing leakage current of access transistors, the bit-

line pair can be left floating and just equalized between accesses. Compared with

BULK technology, the FBL technique is much more efficient in PD-SOI technol-

ogy thanks to the body voltage drop of the access transistors with the bit line voltage

drop, reducing the ISTH current drastically.

Thus, mixing FBL with UVSS allows reducing all the cell leakage current and

leads to the best leakage reduction technique.

3 Cell Stability Versus Leakage Strategy

The fundamental cell functionality considerations must be addressed in conjunction

with any leakage reduction strategies. In particular, the static noise margin (SNM)

in read mode considered as a key figures of-merit. The leakage reduction techniques

should not have any noticeable impact on it.

With technology scaling, the fluctuations of the process parameters (VT, L, W,

TOX . . .) introduce an unbalance in the inverter behaviours between each side of

the cell decreasing its stability. The primary parameter that causes variations is the

threshold voltage, because it simultaneously depends on the fluctuations of the
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transistor dimensions and on the doping concentration in the channel [6]. In SOI

technologies, the floating body isolation introduces an additional source of fluctua-

tion that further worsens the VT variation of the transistors. This effect depends on

the process tolerances and on the operating conditions of the cell.

Two mechanisms create the body voltage variations: A fast one (�some ps) that

is characterized by the body charge sharing during transitions and a slow one (�100

ms to �1 s) linked to the body charge variation on steady state conditions. Figure 5

depicts these two effects by showing the body voltage (VB) and charge (QB)

variations of the NMOS transistor of an inverter.

During the switching period (1 to 2) there is a fast evolution of VB and QB

remains unchanged. Then (2 to 3), there is a slow variation of body voltage VB

driven by the QB evolution (DQB). The same simulation has been done for three

different drain junction capacitances. It illustrates that the charge sharing mecha-

nism depends on the drain, source and gate coupling capacitance network, while the

charge evolution comes from the body leakage mechanisms (as described in

Section 2). For each polarization of the transistor (logic state), there is a unique

DC body voltage VB that result from the equilibrium between the coupling capaci-

tance network and QB. VB behavior can be described by the following Eq. 1:

VB ¼ QB þ CDVD þ CSVC þ CGVG þ CEVE

CD þ CS þ CG þ CE
(1)
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In read mode the body voltage mismatch will unbalance the cell, reducing the

SNM. Indeed, the SNM depends simultaneously on the ability to maintain both

the low (F) and high (T) internal nodes voltage. The stability of F is function of the

r gain ratio (around 2) between the driver (MDF) and access (MAF) transistors.

While H stability is guaranteed by the load transistor (MLT) drive [10].

Body voltage mismatch resulting from the QB DC equilibrium in standby or idle

mode is different according to the leakage reduction techniques applied. UVSS and

LVDD affect the body charge of the cell transistors by reducing the gate-source/

drain voltages (VG-D/S), while FBL only affects the body charge of access

transistors by reducing the drain-source voltage (VDS). As shown in Fig. 6, the

reduction of VDS and VG-D/S leads to a discharge of the floating body, resulting in a

reduction of the body voltage and thereby an increase of the threshold voltage.

It results in UVSS and LVDD degrading the SNM by weakening the driver

transistors versus the access transistors leading to a reduction of the r ratio. On the

other hand, the bit-lines voltage reduction when using FBL weakens the access

transistors which this time increases the effective r ratio and improves the SNM.

4 Results

Figure 7 presents, for a 6T-SRAM cell, in 65 nm PD-SOI technology, the normal-

ized leakage current obtained for LVDD, UVSS, LVDD+FBL and UVSS+FBL

leakage reduction techniques versus the delta voltage applied to supply or ground of

the cell (VDD-delta, VSS+delta). The simulations have been done in worst case

(WC) i.e. a fast process (FF), an increase of VDD by 10% (1.32 V) and a tempera-

ture of 125�C.
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Compared with LVDD, UVSS is much more efficient thanks to the reduction of

ISTH of MAF transistor, as depicted in Fig. 8. Though, if the bit lines are left floating

(FBL) the access transistor leakage are reduced by more than 1 decade becoming

negligible and resulting inLVDD+FBLbeing asmuch efficient asUVSS+FBL. Those

techniques give a total leakage current reduction around 80% for a delta of 0.4 V.

Figure 9 shows the SNM variations obtained for LVDD, UVSS, LVDD+FBL

and UVSS+FBL leakage reduction techniques versus the delta voltage. The SNM

measurements correspond to a read cycle following a long period of time in idle

mode. The results have been normalized to the default SNM measured without

leakage reduction techniques. Both UVSS and LVDD approaches degrade the SNM
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by up to 40%, UVSS representing the worst case. It originates from a lower r ratio.

In order to have a SNM equal to or greater than the default one, FBL technique has

to be added. The results show an improvement of 20%.

In retention mode, the cell stability (RNM) depends on the cell inverters, only.

Due to the source follower effect in the cell inverters transistors, the RNM is the

same for each leakage reduction technique. The results obtained by Monte-Carlo

analysis in worst case (FS, 1.08 V, �40�C), including mismatch, give a minimum

cell voltage of 0.7 V. This limit has been defined following the ratio between the

RNM average value and the standard deviation, for an acceptance criteria higher

than 7 (100 ppm fails for 10 Mbit/chips).

5 Conclusion

Whereas below 65 nm, IGIDL and IG become as important as ISTH in BULK

technology, in PD-SOI technology ISTH is still the dominant current due to the

floating body. Thereby, to overcome the leakage problem in PD-SOI, the main

parameters to address are the body voltages of the cell transistors. It has been shown

that the best results are obtained when letting the bit lines floating (FBL) and

increasing the cell ground voltage (UVSS) or reducing the cell supply voltage

(LVDD). Leakage reduction up to 80% is achieved.

Regarding the impact of leakage reduction techniques on the cell stability during

the first read cycle, the main parameters to address are the body charge of the access

transistors. Letting the bit lines float during the idle mode and prior to a read access,

improves the SNM of the cell thanks to the VT increase of the access transistors and

thus protects the cell content against the bit-line aggressions.
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Resilient Circuits for Dynamic

Variation Tolerance

Keith A. Bowman and James W. Tschanz

1 Introduction

Integrated circuits are susceptible to dynamic variations in supply voltage (VCC)

and temperature. Abrupt changes in die-level switching activity induce large

current transients in the power delivery system, resulting in VCC droop and over-

shoot fluctuations. The magnitude and duration of VCC droops and overshoots

depend on the interaction of capacitive and inductive parasitics at the board,

package, and die levels with changes in current demand [1]. Temperature variations

depend on workload, environmental conditions, and the heat-removal capability of

the package. These dynamic variations in VCC and temperature degrade the clock

frequency (FCLK) of microprocessors. Conventional designs build a guardband into

the operating FCLK to ensure correct functionality within the presence of worst-case

dynamic variations. Consequently, these inflexible designs cannot exploit opportu-

nities for higher performance by increasing FCLK or lower power by lowering VCC

during favorable operating conditions. Since most systems usually operate at

nominal conditions where worst-case scenarios rarely occur, these infrequent

dynamic variations severely limit the performance and energy efficiency of con-

ventional microprocessor designs.

On-die VCC and temperature variation sensors coupled with adaptive circuit

techniques have been demonstrated to adjust FCLK, VCC, or body bias in response

to changes in VCC and temperature [2–4]. These schemes reduce the FCLK guard-

band from slow-changing VCC and temperature variations, resulting in higher

average FCLK. Alternatively, the average FCLK benefits may be converted to

lower average power by decreasing VCC. The disadvantages of on-die sensors and

adaptive approaches include the inability to respond to fast-changing variations

such as high-frequency VCC droops [1]. Furthermore, sensors and adaptive circuits
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require substantial calibration time per die, leading to increased testing costs.

Although sensors may be tuned during test to reduce the delay mismatch between

sensors and critical paths from within-die (WID) process variations, an FCLK
guardband is still necessary to ensure coverage across a wide range of VCC and

temperature conditions as well as for transistor aging.

In digital logic design, error-detection sequential (EDS) circuits have been

proposed to monitor timing faults for on-line testing of digital circuits within the

presence of environmental influences and reliability concerns [5–7]. The combina-

tion of timing-error detection and error-recovery [7–12] enables the microprocessor

to operate at an FCLK determined by nominal VCC and temperature. When dynamic

variations induce a timing error, the error is detected and corrected to maintain

proper logic functionality. Since additional clock cycles are required for error

recovery, instructions per cycle (IPC) reduce as errors occur. Assuming infrequent

timing errors, the IPC reduction is relatively small as compared to the FCLK gains

from removing the guardband for dynamic VCC and temperature variations, result-

ing in higher overall system throughput. In addition, further FCLK benefits are

possible by exploiting path-activation probabilities [7–12]. If the slowest paths on

the die are infrequently activated, the FCLK may increase higher than the critical

path operating frequency. When these critical paths are activated, the timing error is

detected and corrected. As an alternative to performance benefits, the FCLK gains

may be traded-off for lower power by reducing VCC.

In Section 2, the application of EDS circuits for dynamic variation tolerance is

reviewed and five separate EDS circuits are described. Next in Section 3, two error-

recovery designs with different trade-offs in recovery cycles and design overhead

are presented. In Section 4, test-chip measurements from a resilient circuit proto-

type [10, 11] are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of resilient circuits

in eliminating the FCLK guardband from dynamic VCC and temperature variations

as well as exploiting path-activation probabilities to maximize performance

efficiency. Section 5 concludes by summarizing the chapter and providing

recommendations to further enhance the performance and energy efficiency of

resilient circuits.

2 Error-Detection Sequential Circuits

2.1 Overview

The basic concept of timing-error detection circuits for dynamic variation

tolerance is described in Fig. 1. A conventional path with master-slave flip-flops

(MSFF) is provided in Fig. 1a along with conceptual timing diagrams in Fig. 1b,

illustrating the arrival times of the input data (D) to the receiving flip-flop during

worst-case dynamic variations and nominal conditions. Within the presence

of worst-case dynamic variations, the input data to the receiving flip-flopmust arrive
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a setup time prior to the rising clock edge to ensure correct functionality. In

comparison, the input data for the same path arrives much earlier during nominal

conditions. The difference between the input data arrival times for these two cases

represents the effective timing guardband required for dynamic variations. A resil-

ient path is created by replacing the receivingMSFF of the conventional path with an

EDS circuit as described in Fig. 1c. The conceptual timing diagram in Fig. 1d

illustrates late arriving input data. The EDS circuit in Fig.1c is a double-sampling
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Fig. 1 (a) Conventional path design and (b) conceptual timing diagrams for worst-case dynamic

variations and nominal conditions. (c) Resilient path design with a double-sampling (DS) error-

detection sequential (EDS) circuit [5–7] and (d) conceptual timing diagram for late arriving input

data [11] (# 2009 IEEE)
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(DS) error-detection design, consisting of a datapath MSFF, a shadow latch, and an

XOR logic gate [5–7]. This EDS circuit double samples input data with the datapath

MSFF on the rising clock edge and the shadow latch on the falling clock edge. The

MSFF and latch outputs are compared with the XOR gate to produce an error signal

(ERROR). If input data transitions late as described in Fig. 1d, MSFF and latch

outputs differ, resulting in a logic-high error signal. The error signal is handled at the

microarchitecture level to enable error recovery. Since the resilient circuit can detect

and correct late arriving data, the timing guardband for dynamic variations in the

conventional design can be removed, allowing the resilient circuit to operate at a

higher FCLK.

In comparison to a conventional MSFF, the error-detection capability of the DS

EDS circuit in Fig.1c is attained at a cost in clock energy and area since an

additional latch is needed. Although the increase in area at the flip-flop level

appears large, the overall area penalty at the microprocessor level is expected to

be relatively small (<1%). For scan flip-flops, the additional latch can be shared

with scan circuitry to further reduce the area overhead. In contrast, the clock energy

overhead at the flip-flop level significantly impacts the total dynamic energy of a

microprocessor since sequential clock energy represents a large portion of the

overall total dynamic energy. Moreover, a well-tuned microprocessor has a sub-

stantial number of critical paths, requiring a large fraction of the total sequentials to

be protected with the timing-error detection capability.

A critical issue for the DS EDS circuit in Fig. 1c is the susceptibility to datapath

metastability. If the input data to the datapath MSFF arrives slightly after the setup

time prior to a rising clock edge, the output of the MSFF can become metastable. In

this scenario, the MSFF requires an indefinite amount of time to resolve the output

to a valid logic value, corresponding to a clock-to-output (CLK-to-Q) delay push-

out. During metastability, the CLK-to-Q delay push-out exponentially depends on

the relationship between the setup time and the input data arrival time [13–15].

Since the MSFF output feeds an error path, which is described further in Section 3,

and multiple fan-out datapaths, the CLK-to-Q delay push-out from a metastable

output can affect the error path differently from one of the fan-out datapaths such

that an undetected error occurs. Since the mean time between failures (MTBF) must

satisfy aggressive microprocessor targets, datapath metastability is a potential

show-stopper for implementing the DS EDS circuit into a microprocessor product.

For each EDS circuit described in this chapter, the error-detection window (Tw)
is based on the high clock phase delay as illustrated in Fig. 1d. The maximum path

delay (max-delay) constraint within the presence of worst-case dynamic conditions

for max-delay is defined as:

Tmax � Tcycle þ Tw � Tsetup;clk�f (1)

Tmax is the maximum path delay, including clock skew and jitter delay, Tcycle is
the cycle time (¼1/FCLK), and Tsetup,clk-f is the setup time based on the falling clock
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edge. The minimum path delay (min-delay) constraint during worst-case dynamic

conditions for min-delay is calculated as:

Tmin � Tw þ Thold;clk�f (2)

Tmin is the minimum path delay, accounting for clock skew and jitter delay, and

Thold,clk-f is the hold time based on the falling clock edge. The max-delay and min-

delay constraints in (1)–(2) only apply to paths with an EDS circuit as the receiving

sequential. For a target Tw, min-delay requirements are satisfied in pre-silicon

design by buffer insertion. As Tw increases, the number of buffers increases, leading

to larger power. From (1) and (2), the fundamental trade-off in timing-error

detection circuits is max-delay versus min-delay. As Tw increases, Tcycle may

decrease to enable a higher FCLK while satisfying the max-delay constraint in (1)

at a cost of increased min-delay penalty in (2). For microprocessors with deep

pipelines (i.e., small number of logic stages between sequentials), this trade-off

may not be advantageous due to the stringent min-delay requirements. In recent

technology generations, however, the microarchitecture for microprocessors has

moved towards shallow pipelines (i.e., large number of logic stages between

sequentials) to improve energy efficiency [16, 17]. Microprocessors with shallow

pipelines greatly relax the min-delay requirements as compared to a deep pipeline

design, enabling a more effective trade-off of max-delay improvement for min-

delay penalty. As additional protection from min-delay violations, the high clock

phase, and corresponding Tw, may be tuned with a duty-cycle control circuit. In

Section 3.3, a scan-tunable duty-cycle control circuit is described to adjust Tw.
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2.2 Razor I

As described in Fig. 2, the Razor I EDS circuit [8, 9] contains a datapath MSFF and

a shadow latch, which is similar to the DS EDS circuit in Fig. 1c. Razor I double

samples input data and compares datapath MSFF and shadow latch outputs with an

XOR logic gate. A local metastability detector is connected to the MSFF output.

The XOR and metastability detector outputs feed an OR logic gate to generate an

error signal. An error is generated by the EDS circuit if the MSFF and latch outputs

differ or if metastability is detected at the MSFF output. In Fig. 2, a 2-to-1 MUX

logic gate precedes the Razor I EDS circuit to enable local error recovery [8, 9],

which is discussed further in Section 3.1. For a global error-recovery design as

described in Section 3.2, the 2-to-1 MUX is removed.

The metastability detector determines if the MSFF output remains metastable for

a specified duration. The metastability detector consists of N-skewed and P-skewed

inverters and a dynamic XOR logic gate [9]. The MSFF output feeds the inputs of

the two skewed inverters. The skewed inverter outputs drive the dynamic XOR

logic gate. If a sufficient metastable condition occurs at the MSFF output, the

transition through one of the skewed inverters is faster than the other, thus dischar-

ging the dynamic XOR output to generate an error. The key challenge is designing

the N- and P-skewed inverters for the appropriate metastability duration at the

MSFF output. If the metastability duration is designed too short, then normal MSFF

output transitions with early arriving input data could induce an error from the

metastability detector, resulting in a functional failure. Consequently, the design of

the metastability duration would require a delay guardband to ensure correct

sequential operation within the presence of WID process variations. If the metasta-

bility duration is designed too long, then the CLK-to-Q delay push-out from a

metastable MSFF output could result in an undetected error as described in

Section 2.1. Although a metastable MSFF output can induce metastability on the

error path, error-path metastability is much simpler to manage as compared to

datapath metastability [11]. The inclusion of the metastability detector increases the

clock energy and area overhead relative to the DS EDS circuit in Fig. 1c.

2.3 Transition Detector with Time Borrowing (TDTB)

The EDS circuit in Fig. 3a is a transition detector with a time-borrowing latch

(TDTB). The TDTB EDS circuit operation is demonstrated through a simulated

timing diagram in Fig. 3b. The transition detector monitors input data (D) transi-

tions during the high clock phase. As input data transitions, a pulse is always

generated at the XOR output. During the low clock phase, the output of the dynamic

gate pre-charges and the pulse does not affect the error signal (ERROR) as

described in Fig. 3b. If input data arrives late, CLK is logically-high and the

pulse discharges the output node voltage of the dynamic gate, thus transitioning
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ERROR to a logic-high as illustrated in Fig. 3b. As CLK transitions to a logic-low,

the dynamic gate output pre-charges, and consequently, ERROR transitions

to a logic-low. As discussed further in Section 3.2, ERROR is propagated to a

set-dominant latch (SDL), where the SDL output remains logically-high while the

dynamic transition detector pre-charges during the low clock phase. The SDL is

transparent during the high clock phase and only allows high transitions during the

low clock phase. Since min-delay paths are designed with sufficient margin as

described in (2), the master latch of a datapath flip-flop is unnecessary. The datapath

latch is identical to a pulse-latch, resulting in lower clock energy and eliminating

datapath metastability during a rising clock edge. Datapath metastability does not

occur on the falling clock edge since the max-delay constraint in (1) is satisfied.

Although TDTB employs a datapath latch, path timing constraints are still based

on a flip-flop design with an error-detection window as illustrated in Fig. 1 and
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Fig. 3 (a) Transition detector with time borrowing (TDTB) EDS circuit [10] and (b) simulated

timing diagram to demonstrate error generation from late arriving input data [11]. CLK is duty-

cycle controlled to satisfy min-delay requirements (# 2009 IEEE)
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modeled in (1). The purpose of the transparency window in the datapath latch is

to eliminate datapath metastability while detecting timing errors. When input data

arrives late, an error signal is generated even though the input data traverses to

the latch output. The error signal ensures that late arriving data from the path

in the current pipeline stage does not affect the max-delay constraint in (1) for

adjoining fan-out paths in subsequent pipeline stages. If ample max-delay margin is

available for the adjoining paths in the subsequent pipeline stage, then a pulse-latch

may replace the TDTB EDS circuit at the current pipeline stage. This would enable

traditional time borrowing between the path in the current pipeline stage and the

adjoining paths in the subsequent pipeline stage.

Although datapath metastability is removed in TDTB, the transition-detector

output can become metastable, leading to metastability in the error path. Metasta-

bility, however, is drastically simpler to manage in the error path as compared to the

datapath [11]. For error-path metastability to occur, the input data must arrive close

to a rising clock edge. This condition defines the boundary of a timing failure. Latch

transparency allows input data to continue to the next pipeline stage. The error path

for TDTB, which is described in more detail in Section 3.2, consists of an OR tree

of error signals from each TDTB EDS circuit in the pipeline stage. The OR-tree

output feeds an SDL, and the SDL output is the final error signal (FINAL ERROR).

The SDL maintains the logic-high value for FINAL ERROR when the dynamic

transition detector pre-charges during the low clock phase. FINAL ERROR is an

input to an MSFF, and the MSFF output is the pipeline-error signal (PIPELINE

ERROR). As long as the PIPELINE ERROR resolves to either a logic-high,

resulting in error recovery, or a logic-low, resulting in no error recovery, correct

functionality is maintained. With this unique characteristic, the error path behaves

similar to a traditional synchronizer circuit with the exception of having combina-

tional logic in the middle of the sequentials [13–15]. Based on an extreme worst-

case metastability calculation for a microprocessor with TDTB EDS circuits, the

MTBF from error-path metastability is over 1010 larger than microprocessor MTBF

targets for soft-error rate (SER) in a 65 nm technology [11].

Since the dynamic transition detector is highly sensitive to WID process varia-

tions, the TDTB design is fairly complex. In designing the pulse width for the

TDTB transition detector, the key trade-off is the transition-detector setup time

(Tsetup,clk-r) versus a sufficient pulse width to detect late arriving data within the

presence of WID variations. For EDS circuits with a datapath latch, Tsetup,clk-r is
defined as the minimum data-to-clock (D-to-CLK) delay prior to a rising clock edge

such that an error signal is not generated (i.e., an error signal indicates that the input

data transition did not satisfy Tsetup,clk-r). As the pulse width increases, the tolerance
of the dynamic transition detector to WID variations improves at a cost of a larger

Tsetup,clk-r.
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2.4 Double Sampling with Time Borrowing (DSTB)

The EDS circuit in Fig. 4a is double sampling with a time-borrowing latch (DSTB),

which is similar to TDTB except a shadow MSFF replaces the transition detector.

In Fig. 4b, a simulated timing diagram demonstrates the DSTB EDS circuit opera-

tion. DSTB double samples input data similar to the DS EDS circuit in Fig. 1c and

compares datapath latch and shadow MSFF outputs to generate an error signal

while retaining the time-borrowing feature of TDTB to eliminate datapath

metastability.

As described earlier for TDTB, the DSTB error signal can become metastable. In

contrast to TDTB, the DSTB error path does not contain an SDL. The error path for

DSTB, which is described in Section 3.2, is an OR tree of error signals from each

DSTB EDS circuit in the pipeline stage. The OR-tree output (FINAL ERROR)

feeds an MSFF, and the MSFF output is PIPELINE ERROR. The MTBF from

error-path metastability in DSTB improves relative to that in TDTB since the SDL
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Fig. 4 (a) Double sampling with time borrowing (DSTB) EDS circuit [10] and (b) simulated

timing diagram to demonstrate error generation from late arriving input data [11]. CLK is duty-

cycle controlled to satisfy min-delay requirements (# 2009 IEEE)
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is removed. The MTBF from error-path metastability in DSTB for a microprocessor

is over ten orders of magnitude larger than the MTBF targets for SER [11].

2.5 Razor II

The Razor II EDS circuit [12], which contains features similar to TDTB, is

described in Fig. 5. Razor II and TDTB EDS circuits both utilize a datapath latch

and dynamically detect late data transitions. The key difference between these two

EDS circuits is that TDTB detects late transitions at the latch input where data

transitions are only monitored during the high clock phase; Razor II detects

late transitions at the latch pass gate output, denoted as N in Fig. 5, where data

transitions are continuously monitored except for a window of time, defined as Tcq,
max [12], after the rising clock edge. In Razor II, the transition detector is suspended

for Tcq,max after the rising clock edge to guarantee that early input data transitions do
not induce a timing error. The transition detector is suspended by generating a

negative clock pulse to the dynamic transition detector. Tcq,max, the negative-clock-
pulse width, must be larger than the CLK-to-N delay with a zero setup time plus the

data-pulse width to the transition detector. WID process variations amplify the

complex timing in Razor II, requiring a sufficient delay guardband on the negative-

clock-pulse width. This delay guardband results in extra clock inverters, and

consequently, larger clock energy overhead. Similar to TDTB and DSTB, Razor

II removes datapath metastability. Although the error path can become metastable,

Fig. 5 Razor II EDS circuit [12]. CLK is duty-cycle controlled to satisfy min-delay requirements

(# 2008 IEEE)
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the MTBF from error-path metastability in Razor II for a microprocessor is

expected to be similar to that of DSTB.

2.6 Advantages and Disadvantages

A salient feature of TDTB, DSTB, and Razor II EDS circuits relative to the DS and

Razor I EDS circuits is moving the highly complex metastability issue from both

the datapath and error path to only the error path, thus drastically simplifying

metastability management. For static-EDS circuits, the DSTB clock energy over-

head is slightly lower than for the DS EDS circuit since a datapath sequential

is typically sized larger than a minimum-sized shadow sequential. The DSTB clock

energy savings improve when compared to Razor I due to the clock energy

overhead from the metastability detector [8, 9]. Since the transition detector

clock energy is less than the shadow MSFF clock energy, the clock energy for

TDTB is lower than for DSTB [10]. Relative to TDTB, additional clock transistors

(e.g.,inverters and NAND gate) are required in Razor II to generate the negative

clock pulse as illustrated in Fig. 5, resulting in larger clock energy for Razor II. The

clock energy overhead comparison between Razor II and DSTB depends on the

additional clock energy required to generate the negative clock pulse for Razor II

versus the additional clock energy in the shadow MSFF for DSTB. With a datapath

latch, the D-to-Q delays for TDTB, DSTB, and Razor II appear relatively similar,

which are faster than the DS and Razor I D-to-Q delays with a datapath MSFF.

As discussed in Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, the design complexity of DS and

DSTB is lower than for Razor I with the dynamic metastability detector and for

TDTB and Razor II with dynamic transition detectors, which are highly sensitive to

WID process variations. DS, Razor I, DSTB, and Razor II provide SER protection

for the datapath sequential during the entire clock cycle. In comparison, TDTB

offers SER protection for the datapath sequential during the high clock phase and

only a portion of the low clock phase. When introducing a new circuit technique

into a production microprocessor, the ability to turn the functionally off is highly

desirable in case unforeseen complexities arise. With DS and Razor I, the error

detection capability could be turned off and operated at a low FCLK with a 50% duty

cycle. With TDTB, DSTB, and Razor II, a duty-cycle control would always be

required for both high and low FCLK. In comparison to DS, Razor I, TDTB, and

DSTB, the Razor II the error-detection window shrinks by the negative-clock-pulse

width, resulting in less opportunity to detect late arriving input data for a target min-

delay constraint as defined by the high clock phase.
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3 Error-Recovery Circuits

3.1 Counter-Flow Pipeline Error Recovery

Error recovery based on counter-flow pipelining is illustrated in Fig. 6 [8, 9]. Error

signals from each EDS circuit per pipeline stage are combined via an OR tree to

generate a single error signal, which is also the restore signal in Fig. 2 and the

recover signal in Fig. 6. As described in Fig. 2, the restore signal feeds the select of

the 2-to-1 MUX prior to the EDS circuit in this error-recovery approach. The

restore signal is propagated to all sequentials in the pipeline stage, both the EDS

circuits and the conventional flip-flops, to select between the normal datapath value

and the correct value from the previous cycle. This design imposes significant

timing restrictions on the error-signal propagation delay and requires additional

area for interconnect routing tracks. When an error is detected, the correct logic

value is inserted back into the pipeline to enable single-cycle error recovery,

ensuring forward progress for late arriving input data. The erroneous pipeline

stage data is nullified via the bubble signal in Fig. 6. The bubble signal indicates

an empty pipeline slot for the subsequent pipeline stages. A stabilization pipeline

stage precedes the write back (WB) pipeline stage to allow the 1-cycle latency for

propagating the bubble signal. This stabilization pipeline stage ensures that instruc-

tions are error-free before committing the state at the WB stage. A flush signal

propagates the stage ID of the failing instruction to the beginning of the pipeline,

where the flush control logic restarts the pipeline at the instruction following the

failing instruction.

3.2 Instruction-Replay Error Recovery

In contrast to the single-cycle counter-flow pipeline error-recovery design [8, 9],

a multi-cycle error-recovery design based on instruction replay significantly reduces

the design overhead [10–12]. A test-chip implementation of the instruction-replay
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error-recovery design is described in Fig. 7. An input buffer drives data and control

signals to a three-stage pipeline circuit block to imitate a microprocessor. A stabili-

zation pipeline stage [8, 9] follows the three-stage pipeline circuit block to accom-

modate the 1-cycle latency for propagating error signals in the third stage. This

stabilization pipeline stage ensures that instructions are error-free before committing

the state to the output buffer in the next pipeline stage. The output buffer consists of a

linear-feedback-shift register (LFSR) that compresses output data into a unique

signature to validate functionality. The unlabeled sequentials in Fig. 7 represent

conventional MSFFs.

In the three-stage pipeline circuit block, error signals from each EDS circuit per

pipeline stage are combined via an OR tree to generate a single error signal (FINAL

ERROR) [8, 9]. For DS, Razor I, DSTB, and Razor II, the OR-tree output directly
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feeds an MSFF. For TDTB, the OR-tree output feeds an SDL, where the schematic

is provided in Fig. 8. The SDL output is FINAL ERROR, which is an input to an

MSFF. The SDL in Fig. 8 is transparent during the high clock phase and only allows

high transitions during the low clock phase. If FINAL ERROR transitions to a

logic-high, the SDL maintains the logic-high value for FINAL ERROR when the

TDTB EDS circuit pre-charges during the low clock phase. For each EDS circuit

type, the output of the MSFF represents the pipeline-error signal (PIPELINE

ERROR).

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the three pipeline-error signals are propagated to the

input buffer in one cycle to replay the failed instruction and pipelined to the output

buffer to invalidate erroneous data. Input buffer control logic determines the

appropriate instruction to replay based on the three pipeline-error signals. In a

microprocessor, the instruction replay circuits could leverage the existing replay

design to recover from a branch miss-prediction [18]. If a pipeline-error signal

transitions to a logic-high, the input buffer signals the clock divider to halve FCLK
while maintaining a constant high clock phase delay for min-delay protection.

Reducing FCLK in half ensures correct operation during replay even if dynamic

variations persist. After the replayed instruction finishes, the input buffer sends a

reset signal to validate output data and signals the clock divider to resume at target

FCLK. Since FCLK is halved for all but one of the recovery cycles, the number of

actual (effective) cycles for recovery is 6 (11), 7 (13), and 8 (15) corresponding to

timing errors in the first, second, and third pipeline stages. Since the number of

recovery cycles linearly increases with the number of pipeline stages, the average
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error-recovery penalty for a microprocessor is expected to linearly increase as

compared to the test-chip implementation. If dynamic variations persist for long

durations, an adaptive off-die clock generator adjusts the nominal operating FCLK.

3.3 Clock Divider and Duty-Cycle Control Circuits

Clock divider and duty-cycle control circuits for the instruction-replay error-recov-

ery design are presented in Fig. 9a along with a conceptual timing diagram in

Fig. 9b. An off-die signal generator with a differential pulse-splitter creates differ-

ential inputs CLKIN and CLKIN#. The HALF FREQUENCY input is controlled by

the input buffer as described in Fig. 7. The CLK output is distributed throughout the

test-chip. CLKIN and CLKIN# are inputs to a differential amplifier that generates

an intermediate clock signal. This intermediate clock signal and the output of the

negative edge-triggered MSFF in Fig. 9a are inputs to a logic-AND gate to produce

the clock divider output (CLK0). When the HALF FREQUENCY input is a logic-

low, the output of the negative edge-triggered MSFF remains a logic-high, thus

CLK0 and CLKIN have the same frequency. When the HALF FREQUENCY input

is asserted, the output of the negative edge-triggered MSFF toggles every other

cycle, enabling the clock divider circuit to skip every other high phase of CLKIN as

illustrated in Fig. 9b. The duty-cycle control is performed with a logical-AND of

CLK0 and a delayed CLK0# (i.e., inversion of CLK0) with CLK as the output. The
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Fig. 10 Measured error detection and recovery demonstration for TDTB EDS circuits and the
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delayed CLK0# determines the CLK high phase delay, as controlled via scan bits.

With this duty-cycle control circuit, the CLK high phase delay remains constant at

both high and low FCLK values, which is essential for min-delay protection.

4 Resilient Circuit Measurements

4.1 Resilient Circuit Demonstration

A timing-error detection and recovery measurement is demonstrated in Fig. 10

based on an oscilloscope capture of test-chip output signals for TDTB EDS circuits

and the instruction-replay error-recovery design in Fig. 7. CLK is the clock signal

distributed throughout the test-chip;

DATA is 1 bit of data sent from the input buffer to the three-stage pipeline

circuit block; PIPELINE ERROR# is the logic-NOR output of the three pipeline-

error signals; and VALID OUTPUT is the output buffer valid signal. In the

demonstration with no timing errors, DATA transitions from a logic-high to a

logic-low for four cycles and then transitions to a logic-high. In the demonstration

with timing errors, the high-to-low transition from DATA induces a timing error at

the third pipeline stage; (a) Error is detected by the EDS circuit and propagated to

the pipeline-error signal to lower PIPELINE ERROR# for one cycle; (b) VALID

OUTPUT transitions low to invalidate erroneous data; (c) Pipeline-error signal

triggers the input buffer to raise the HALF FREQUENCY signal in Figs. 7 and 9

to halve FCLK; (d) Input buffer replays the instruction, resulting in a high-to-low

DATA transition; (e) Once the instruction finishes, the input buffer resets the

VALID OUTPUT signal to allow output data to reach the LFSR; (f) Finally,

input buffer lowers the HALF FREQUENCY signal to resume at target FCLK. In

Fig. 10, note that the CLK high phase delay remains constant at both high and low

FCLK for min-delay protection.

4.2 Resilient Circuit Performance and Power Benefits

Imitating a microprocessor, instruction kernels are executed on a resilient circuit

test-chip in 65 nm technology [19] to compare a resilient design with EDS circuits

to a conventional design with MSFFs [10, 11]. The benefits from resilient circuits

depend on the path-activation probabilities as determined by the instruction

kernels. Although previous research has investigated node-activity probabilities

for a microprocessor [20], node-activity probabilities do not directly translate into

path-activation probabilities. Since path-activation probabilities have not been

rigorously explored for a microprocessor, there is uncertainty about the depen-

dency of path-activation probability on path delay. Since slow paths typically
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contain more logic depth than fast paths, the probability of activating slow paths is

intuitively expected to be less than the activation probability for fast paths in

general. In addressing this issue, two sets of instruction kernels are selected to

induce the path-activation examples presented in Fig. 11, which attempt to

represent practical approximations of favorable (example #1) and unfavorable

(example #2) scenarios. In path-activation example #1, critical paths are activated

less frequently than non-critical paths, where the activation probability exponen-

tial reduces from fast to slow paths. Path-activation example #2 applies an equal

activation probability for all paths.

In Fig. 12, throughput (TP) and error rate are measured for a resilient design with

TDTB EDS circuits and instruction-replay error recovery versus FCLK for the two

path-activation examples in Fig. 11. For a given FCLK, error rate is governed by the

path histogram, as dictated by design optimization, as well as path-activation

probabilities and environmental variations, as determined by workloads. A range

of VCC droop magnitudes and durations are inserted via on-chip noise injectors

based on data from a recent microprocessor along with assumptions on VCC droop-

inducing events. The worst-case VCC droop magnitude is 10% and the worst-case

temperature is 110�C. Nominal VCC is 1.2 V and the nominal operating temperature

is assumed 60�C. In Fig. 12a, throughput increases linearly as FCLK increases with no

errors. Once errors occur, instructions per cycle (IPC) reduce as a function of error

rate and recovery time. Since VCC droop events are assumed infrequent, throughput

gains continue as FCLK increases into the VCC and temperature guardband region.

When FCLK reaches 3020MHz, the first path failure occurs under nominal conditions,

resulting in a sharp error rate increase. Since the path-activation probability for

example #1 is low for slow paths, further throughput gains are achieved at higher

FCLK. The maximum throughput of 3.17 billion instructions per second (BIPS)

corresponds to a 3,200 MHz FCLK. Increasing FCLK further leads to a larger error
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rate, where IPC reduction outweighs FCLK gains. Due to the high path-activation

probability for slow paths in example #2, the resilient design cannot exploit the path-

activation probabilities in Fig. 12b, limiting the maximum throughput to 3.01BIPS. In

Fig. 12a and b, the maximum throughput to guarantee correct functionality within the

presence of worst-case dynamic VCC and temperature variations for the conventional

design with MSFFs is 2.4BIPS, corresponding to an FMAX of 2,400 MHz. From

Fig. 12, a resilient design enables 25% throughput gain over a conventional design by

eliminating the FCLK guardband from dynamic VCC and temperature variations and
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an additional 7% throughput increase from exploiting the path-activation probabil-

ities for example #1.

In Fig. 13, the maximum throughputs for resilient and conventional designs are

measured versus VCC. Since a worst-case VCC droop of 10% is applied in these
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measurements, the maximum VCC droop reduces in absolute value as the nominal

VCC reduces. For the resilient design, the two path-activation examples in Fig. 11 are

evaluated. Depending on the path-activation example in Fig. 13, the throughput for

the resilient design with VCC¼ 1.0 V is greater than or equal to the throughput of the

conventional design with VCC ¼ 1.2 V. Thus, measured data indicates that resilient

circuits provide either 25–32% throughput gain at equal VCC or at least a 17% VCC

reduction at equal throughput [10] for a target VCC of 1.2 V in a 65 nm technology.

In Fig. 14, total power versus throughput is measured for resilient and conven-

tional designs. In comparison to a conventional design, silicon measurements
indicate that resilient circuits enable a 17–21% throughput gain at iso-power or
a 31–37% power reduction at iso-throughput. The potential benefits of a resilient

microprocessor will differ from the test-chip depending on the fraction of total

sequentials protected with EDS circuits and the amount of buffer insertion required

to correct min-delay paths.

5 Conclusion

Resilient circuits with timing-error detection and error recovery mitigate the

clock frequency (FCLK) guardband from dynamic supply voltage (VCC) and tem-

perature variations and exploit path-activation probabilities for maximizing perfor-

mance efficiency. Five error-detection sequential (EDS) circuits are reviewed: (a)

Double sampling (DS), (b) Razor I, (c) Transition detector with time borrowing

(TDTB), (d) Double sampling with time borrowing (DSTB), and (e) Razor II. A

salient feature of TDTB, DSTB, and Razor II relative to DS and Razor I is moving

the highly complex metastability issue from both the datapath and error path to only

the error path, thus drastically simplifying metastability management. TDTB is the

lowest clock energy EDS circuit; DSTB is the lowest clock energy static-EDS

circuit with SER protection. Two error-recovery designs are presented with differ-

ent trade-offs in recovery cycles and design overhead. The counter-flow pipeline

design allows single-cycle error recovery. In contrast, an instruction-replay design

trades-off an increase in error-recovery cycles for significantly less design overhead

by replaying failing instructions at half FCLK to ensure correct functionality even if

dynamic variations persist. Silicon measurements indicate that resilient circuits

enable 25–32% throughput gain at equal VCC as compared to conventional circuits,

resulting in a 17–21% throughput gain at iso-power or a 31–37% power reduction at

iso-throughput. Recommendations to further enhance the performance and energy

efficiency of resilient circuits include: (a) Combining resilient circuits with on-die

variation sensors and adaptive-FCLK schemes, (b) Mitigating delay faults induced

from transistor aging, cross-coupling capacitance, and multiple-input switching,

and (c) Optimizing resilient circuit designs by coupling the path-delay histogram

with path-activation probabilities.
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Process Variability-Induced Timing

Failures – A Challenge in Nanometer

CMOS Low-Power Design

Xiaonan Zhang and Xiaoliang Bai

1 Introduction

With various powerful features integrated in mobile devices, the demand for

high-density, low-power, and low-leakage design keeps elevating. In 65 nm

technologies and below, process intra-die variability becomes a prominent design

factor.Two types of intra-die variability exist: one is spatially correlated and the

other is random. In this chapter, we focus on intra-die random variability, shorted as

the variability and its impact on circuit timing failure. The variability is indepen-

dent in nature. It can have a large impact on circuit performance and robustness.

This is especially true for nanometer low-power (LP) CMOS designs, where the

over-drive voltage is less than two times of the threshold voltage. As the voltage

scales down, circuits become increasingly sensitive to the variability. As a result,

circuit design for low-power process technologies with low supply voltages

becomes extremely challenging.

Numerous papers on the effects of process variability on digital circuits have

been published. However, these papers focus on the maximum frequency under

process variations [2, 3, 4]. In this work, we study the timing skews caused by the

variability and their impact on circuit functionality. Intra-die variability causes

some paths to be slower and other paths to be faster. When the timing skew is

greater than what a circuit can tolerate, the circuit has failures. The impact of

process variability on clock skew has also been studied [9]. However, studies have

not been done on the effects of variability-induced timing skews in low-power

designs. In order to design variability-resilient circuits, we must understand the

effects of process variability on low-power design and quantify the impact. Then

we can develop circuit design and timing verification methodologies that ensure

circuits robustness.
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Process variability-induced scan-chain hold-time failure has been reported [7].

We have also observed hold-time failures during scan testing at various voltage

levels. It is well-known that process variability determines the Vccmin of SRAM.

However, for digital circuits what is the minimum voltage? What types of failures

will we see at low Vdd? In this work, we attempt to answer these questions. We

focus on circuit functionality and design robustness affected by the variability-

induced timing skews.

2 Effects of Process Variability on Timing

In this section, we first study the effects of the variability on digital circuit timing

and then investigate the most sensitive dependencies of circuit delay variation.

There are many sources of variability. Manufacturing process factors include

discrete doping, line roughness, fluctuation in light exposure and etching procedure.

The combined effect is a statistical performance distribution of final products. Non-

process variables such as temperature, power supply noise, particle strike and hot

carries effect also cause performance variations.

From timing analysis point of view, performance variation from slow, slow

corner (ss) to fast, fast corner (ff) can be partitioned into systematic variations

and local random variations. These catalogs are shown in Fig. 1 conceptually.

Wafer to wafer and die to die variations belong to systematic or “global” part.

“Global” fast (slow) means on average transistors on one chip are faster (slower)

than those on the other chip. Global corner represents an averaging performance

distribution. Within a given chip, there are systematic and independent variations.

Within die systematic variation is layout-dependent variations caused by optical
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proximity effect (OPE), chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP), well proximity

effect (WPE) and other location specific variations. This kind of variations is

location and proximity layout dependent. It is modeled as spatial correlations.

The third type of variations is local independent variations, caused by doping

density fluctuation and line edge roughness, etc.

Local random variability is becoming the major source of pessimism in tradi-

tional STA timing flow. For 65 nm technology, we observed more than 11%

performance loss due to local random variability. With feature size shrinking, the

relative magnitude of local random variability is increasing. We will first study the

impact of random variability on circuit delay.

2.1 Path Delay Variation

We begin with the most simple delay chain that consists of same type of gates.

Figure 2 shows two example circuits with different number of logic stages.

Figure 2a shows a two-stage delay chain consists of simple inverters. The inverters

are of the same type (size, p/n ratio). Monte Carlo simulations are performed around

ssm corner. The 3-sigma worst case delay in Monte Carlo simulations and ss corner

result (corresponding to late arrival time result in traditional STA) are also pictured.

The Monte Carlo 3-sigma result resembles real life worst case path delay. We simply

name it as real worst case. And the ss corner result is STA worst case. In this two-

stage example, STA worst case closely resembles the real worst case.

Figure 2a shows timing results for late arrival time. For early arrival time, Monte

Carlo simulations will be performed around ffm and the results will be compared with

ff corner (STA best case corner). In this rest of this paper, we focus on late arrival time,

but the analysis and result are equally applicable to its dual – the early arrival time.
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Figure 2b shows results on a 32-stage inverter chain. Here STA worst case and

real worst case has about 10% discrepancy. The STA worst case is overly pessimis-

tic. Since the physical variations along the delay chain are independent, some gates

become slower, some gates become faster. The variations tend to average out each

other. Suppose each stage has mean delay di and standard deviation si. The

variation versus delay of a simple delay chain can be expressed as

spath
dpath

¼ s1
d1

� �
n

1
2

n
(1)

in which n is the number of logic stages in the delay chain. As the number of stages n

increases, the percentage variation decreases quickly. This is a very useful equation.

In the first order, it tells us that as the number of stages increases, the variability

decrease.

Under general circumstances, a delay path consists of different logic gates. Each

stage i has a different mean delay value di and a different standard deviation si. As a

result, Eq. 1 is no longer accurate.

With the assumption that systematic variations are modeled by global models

and systematic variations shift the center of local mismatch models. Local random

variations are independent and path delay can be calculated by Root Sum Square

(RSS). The average path delay and standard deviation are:

dpath ¼
Xn
i¼1

di avg (2)

spath ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
i¼1

s2i

s
(3)

Error exists in Eq. 1 for simple delay paths. Figure 3 shows Monte Carlo

simulation results for a simple inverter chain and delay variations predicted by

Eq. 1. In these Monte Carlo simulations, delay variations of each gate are caused by

independent physical variables. Equation 1 models the variation stage dependency

very well. However, looking into detail, the stage dependency does not follow Eq. 1

strictly, the trend is slightly off. Therefore, we propose an empirical formula to

model the stage dependency with a power factor m:

spath
dpath

¼ s1
d1

� �
nm

n
(4)

Therefore, Eq. 1 becomes a special case of Eq. 4 with m ¼ 0.5. For a inverter

chain, factor m falls in between (0.5, 0.6). When m ¼ 1, the variations are fully

correlated and the result is the same as STA worst case. When m¼ 0.5, stage delays

are independent variables. Typically, m falls in between (0.5, 0.7).
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2.2 Delay Variation Voltage Dependency

Figure 4 shows the delay trends of a typical inverter with respect to Vdd. The curve

with circle marks is the inverter delay simulated using a traditional fixed process

corner. The curve with triangle marks and the curve with square marks represent the

3-sigma timing variations in the Monte Carlo simulations. The variability of

nanometer low power (LP) CMOS technology is modeled in the Monte Carlo

SPICE model. When voltage is in the typical range around 1.1 V, the range of the

timing variation is very small. As Vdd decreases, the timing variation increases

dramatically. This means that at a lower voltage, two identical circuit paths on the

same chip can have a large delay difference.

Figure 5 shows the voltage sensitivity of the mean delay and the delay variation.

It clearly shows the trend of increased sensitivity at lower voltages. Both the delay

and the delay variation are voltage dependent. Additionally, the delay variation

(difference between the maximum and the minimum delay in Fig. 4) is more

sensitive to voltage than the mean delay itself. The delay variation sensitivity is

strongly nonlinear. This large delay variation plays an important role in the new

failure mechanism for low-power designs.

2.3 Delay Variation Transistor Size Dependency

We use the minimum channel length to study the delay variation of an inverter.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of delay variation induced by process variability

versus transistor width with the minimum channel length. As the transistor width

decreases toward the minimum width, percentage wise the delay variation increases

sharply.
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This increase in variability becomes even more pronounced for circuits manufac-

tured using small feature size. To reduce both the dynamic and leakage power, low

Vdd and small transistors are highly preferred in mobile devices. In today’s digital

designs, the most frequently used transistor sizes are near minimum transistor widths.

Therefore, the variability of smaller transistors presents a big challenge for low-

power digital designs.
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2.4 Delay Variation Stage Dependency

Process variability causes delay variation in digital circuits. For two identical logic

paths, path delays can be different from each other. For each stage, the delay

variation exists. Along logic path, the total path delay variation increases with the

number of logic stages increase. However, because the variability is independent,

some stages become faster than nominal delay, some stages become slower.

Percentage-wise, the delay variation tends to average out along logic path. Figure 7

shows the trend of percentage-wise delay variation for a simple inverter chain. The

x axis is the number of stages and the y axis is the relative delay variation. As shown

in Fig. 7, with number of logic stages increase, the relative variation reduces very

quickly even though the absolute value of path delay increases.

It is interesting that delay variation transistor size dependency (Fig. 6) and stage

dependency (Fig. 7) follows the same trend. The percentage-wise delay variation

averages out due to correlated nature of local random process variability.

2.5 Timing Skew Due to Process Variability

We could study the absolute delay variation introduced by process variability.

However, the absolute delay variation is not an effective criterion of the timing

skew problem. For example, when Vdd is low, the delay variation will be large. At

the same time, the circuit response time also becomes slow. Therefore, solely

examining the absolute delay variation is inadequate; the relative timing skew

between paths must also be checked.
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Traditionally, the rule of thumb for race condition verification is to check the

logic depths of two timing paths. The path with more logic stages should have a

later arrival time. However, with the increasing variability, is this assumption still

valid? To quantify the impact of the variability on relative timing skew, we study

the timing skew between the two identical timing paths. Here we use two identical

inverter chains. As the number of stages increases, the absolute value of delay

variation increases. The delay of stage i of chain 1 is compared to the delay of stage

I + 1 of chain 2. We look for the number of stages where the path delay of stage i in
chain 1 equal to or larger than the path delay of stage i + 1 in chain 2.

This simple check enables us to find out at which stage the accumulated delay

variation will eclipse a single-level inverter delay. The results are captured in the

delay overlapping stage (DOS) chart. Figure 8 shows the DOS versus voltage. The

overlapping stage curves are not very sensitive to the process corners. Also note that

the DOS chart is not sensitive to wire load. This is because when the load increases,

both the stage delay and the delay variation increase. The DOS is very sensitive to

voltage. According to the DOS chart, at 1.1 V for the frequently used inverter 1X, a

delay overlap occurs at stage 5. Statistically, this means that for a logic depth of 5 and

less, the variability-induced delay will be less than a single-level logic delay. In other

words, the old rule of thumb for race conditions still applies. However, for a logic

depth of 6 and larger, the delay variation will be larger than a single level-logic delay.

The rule of thumb is no longer valid.

At 0.8 V, the overlap occurs at stage 2, which indicates the severity of the

problem and shows how sensitive the timing variation is to the supply voltage. Note

that in Fig. 6, the mismatch in wire load is not modeled. If wire load mismatches

occur between the two delay chains, the situation becomes worse.
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The DOS chart also shows that the timing variation is very sensitive to transistor

size. According to the DOS chart, at 1.1 V for inverter 6X, the delay overlap occurs

at stage 20. We can easily minimize the process variability effects by using larger

transistor sizes. For a given technology, the DOS chart is an important design

criterion for assessing the impact of the process variability.

3 New Timing Failure at Low Voltage and Its Characteristics

Timing skews introduced by process variability can cause various circuit failures

[1, 8]. Setup and hold time requirements can be violated, and pulse width can

diminish. In traditional SPICE corner simulations, all transistors are fast or slow

concurrently. In real silicon, the variability causes same circuit to have different

timing, even when the identical designs are adjacent to each other on the same chip.

Once the timing skew exceeds design margin, timing failures will occur. One

common problem is hold-time failure. It is well-known that hold-time failures

cannot be easily fixed. Therefore, it is very important to understand how the

variability-induced timing skews affect the circuit functionality.

The variability causes statistical timing failures in self-timing circuits. In digital

design, many circuits, such as memories, register-file arrays and pulsed-latch

arrays, pulse generator circuits are used. Therefore, we study a pulse generator as

an example. A pulse generator circuit is shown in Fig. 9. For simplicity, we study

the minimum pulse width problem.

The timing margin for the pulse generator is defined as the pulse width minus

slew. When the timing margin is zero, the pulse waveform becomes triangular in
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shape. When the timing margin is larger, the pulse waveform becomes more

rectangular. Figure 10 shows the timing margin at different voltages and traditional

fixed process corners. The vertical axis is timing margin, and the horizontal axis is

voltage. It is clear that the fast, fast (ff) process corner is the worst-case process

corner. The reason is simple, when transistor speed is faster, the data arrives earlier.

At a given supply voltage, the slow, slow (ss) corner has a better margin then the ff
corner. As voltage decreases, the mean timing margins for both corners improve.

Next, we will look at the worst-case, 3-sigma timing margin in Monte Carlo

simulation. The 3-sigma timing margin is quite different from the traditional timing

margin. As the voltage decreases, the 3-sigma margin decreases, as shown in

Fig. 11. Moreover, there is a cross-over voltage where the margin of the ss corner
with the local mismatch becomes worse than the margin of the mean ff corner at
high voltage. Simply speaking, as the voltage decreases, the variability effects

become dominant, and an additional worst-case condition, statistical worst-case,
occurs for the timing margin. Note that the timing margin is very sensitive to

Fig. 9 Pulse generator circuit
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voltage when the supply voltage is low. This sensitivity is not linear but more

quadratic like.

The two worst-case conditions represent two entirely different failure modes.

The high Vdd and ff corner timing failure is a majority circuit failure, while the low

Vdd and ss corner failure is a statistical failure. When voltage is low, the majority of

the circuits will work fine, except that the 3-sigma distribution of transistors is a

problem. If low Vdd design robustness is not fully considered, yield may suffer.

This failure is often overlooked by designers and unfortunately the burden is

usually placed on process control engineers.

What is the worst-case process, voltage and temperature (PVT) condition for

variability-induced timing failures? We now know that the worst-case voltage is

low. The worst-case process corner is design-dependent. We don’t know the answer

to the worst case temperature for the statistical timing margin. There are two

reasons. First, in low-power technology, a temperature reversal effect [5] may

occur. Second, the temperature effect is not modeled accurately in the Monte

Carlo SPICE models available.

Variability-induced statistical failures cannot be detected using fixed corners.

Fixed corners assume that all transistors are faster or slower simultaneously, but

failures occur only when one path becomes faster and the other path becomes

slower. To detect these low-Vdd statistical failures, a statistical analysis technique

such as Monte Carlo or statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) is needed. Ideally, a

one-to-one correspondence exists between the traditional fixed corner margin and

the variability-induced statistical margin. So, we need to meet only the fixed corner

margin to cover the statistical failure margin. Unfortunately, the statistical failure

margin varies greatly with different circuits, transistors sizes, etc. Therefore,

designers must verify these margins separately.
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To improve the timing margin, we increased the transistor size. Figure 12 shows

the improved 3-sigma timing margin. The cross-over voltage decreases from 0.93v

to 0.83 V. This cross-over voltage is named as statistical failure voltage (Vsf).

When the Vsf is lower than the operating Vdd, the worst-case margin still occurs at

the traditional worst-case condition. When the Vsf is higher than the Vdd, statistical

failure timing margin is worse than the traditional worst-case margin. In this case,

these two worst-case margins must both be verified. The Vsf depends mainly on the

following factors:

Transistor threshold Vt

Circuit topology

Transistor size

Figures 10 and 11 shows difference voltage characteristics, including different

cross-over voltages. The voltage characteristics of a given design determine the

lowest Vdd level for voltage scaling. Even though in this work we used a simple

pulse generator as example, the characteristics of statistical timing failure are basi-

cally ubiquitous. For any design with race conditions, a given Vsf exists.When the Vsf

is higher than the specified lowest operating voltage, the effects of process variability

begin to dominate and a statistical worst-case margin must be verified. Therefore, it is

very important for designers to know the Vsf for a given circuit.
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4 Variability-Resilient Design Methodology

We now have a better understanding of the variability impact on timing variation.

Due to the increasing variability in 65 nm technologies and beyond, circuits may

suffer yield loss. To improve yield, designers must verify the circuit timing margin

not only under the traditional worst-case condition but also under the statistical

worst case condition. The statistical worst-case condition is frequently different

from the traditional worst-case condition.

A statistical failure-resilient design and verification methodology for low-power

design includes the following steps:

1. Generating a DOS chart for a given technology, and checking the design against

the chart to determine if the process variability effects are a potential problem.

2. Verifying the design margin in a Monte Carlo simulator and finding the Vsf.

3. Comparing the Vsf with the lowest operating voltage.

4. If the Vsf is higher than the lowest Vdd, investigating whether the process

variability sensitivity can be improved by changing the circuit topology and

transistor sizing. If not, then verifying the design in Monte Carlo simulations

under the statistical worst case condition.

To provide an adequate margin for a design, designers must verify it according

to the specification and also know the following:

1. The actual worst-case design parameter values

2. The sensitivities of the designmargin with respect to the critical design parameters

When the margin is sensitive to the supply voltage, the designer must guarantee

that the design margin is adequate at the real worst-case voltage. For example, even

though the lowest supply voltage may be designed at a certain level, on-chip DC

drop and power/ground voltage fluctuation may exist. For the best design margin,

we must consider the actual worst-case voltage. This way the design will remain

truly robust during volume production, resulting in a higher yield.

5 Challenge in Low-Power Designs

Lowering the supply voltage is the best way to reduce power [6]. Nevertheless,

lower voltages make circuits sensitive to process variability. To reduce dynamic

and leakage power, small transistors should be used, but as we know, small

transistors have large process variability. If power consumption and layout density

are not concerns, using larger transistor sizes and higher supply voltages will

eliminate the problem of process variability-induced timing failures. However, if

we want to reduce power by using lower supply voltages, reduce die size by using

smaller transistors, and reduce leakage by using high Vt transistors, we must

thoroughly consider the effects of process variability. Otherwise, major yield
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problems will occur. For low-power CMOS designs, process variability is the major

challenge for circuits using nanometer manufacturing technology.

For a given technology and circuit, a watershed-like supply voltage level exists.

Below this level, the circuit becomes sensitive to process variability. Once the

circuit is variability-sensitive, statistical circuit failures may occur. Many circuit

techniques can no longer provide the design advantages they used to offer. For

example, global variability can be successfully tracked by replica circuits. How-

ever, the intra-die random variability cannot be duplicated. The only way to counter

the effects of the variability is by appropriately margining the design. When voltage

scales down, the variability effects increase. As a result, the margin must increase.

Therefore, voltage scaling can be very expensive. The advantage of using small

transistors for low-leakage and low-power diminishes quickly if the variability is

not given adequate and careful consideration.

The variability-induced timing failure is a statistical failure. It manifests itself as

yield loss. Hence, a statistical analysis method must be used. The run time of Monte

Carlo simulations is much longer than single-point SPICE simulations. Also, the

effectiveness of Monte Carlo simulations decreases rapidly for large circuits.

Therefore, the analysis must be performed using a divide and conquer approach,

which significantly increases the complexity of the circuit design, verification, and

optimization.

To ensure a high-yield design, it is crucial to choose an appropriate transistor

threshold and circuit operation voltage. Most importantly, circuit designers must

fully understand the impact of the variability on circuits and product yield. It is the

designer’s responsibility to ensure a high circuit yield in silicon. The variability will

persist due to its inherent physical nature. It is also equally important that EDA

companies develop tools to assist designers in combating the challenges presented

by the variability.

6 Conclusion

Intro-die random process variability-induced timing failure is one of the biggest

challenges in today’s low-power CMOS designs. For the first time, this work

examined the effects of the variability on circuit functionality, yield, and voltage

scaling. A simple yet effective method for quantifying the effects of the variability

on digital timing, the DOS chart, was introduced. The variability causes timing

skews which in turn cause circuit failures and yield loss at low voltages. This new

failure mode is statistical in nature and behaves differently from traditional timing

failures. It has a different worst-case corner that requires further statistical analysis.

We presented a variability-resilient design and verification methodology that deals

with this new failure.
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How Does Inverse Temperature Dependence

Affect Timing Sign-Off

Sean H. Wu, Alexander Tetelbaum, and Li-C. Wang

1 Introduction

As processing technology migrates into sub-90 nm region, design performance can

be affected by factors that were considered secondary before. One of such factors is

the Inversed Temperature Dependence (ITD) effect [1]. When a circuit is operating

in low voltage, the propagation delay of a cell may decrease as the temperature

increases [4]. The reason behind ITD effect is due to the temperature effect on the

threshold voltage, VTH. As supply voltage (VDD ) scaled, the value of |VGS – VTH|,

the absolute difference between transistor gate to source voltage and threshold

voltage, decreases. The smaller |VGS – VTH| makes saturation current more sensi-

tive to change in VTH, which decreases as the increase of temperature. The smaller

VTH incurs more current that makes the device switching faster. On the other hand,

transition delay is also proportional to the electron mobility, which decreases as the

temperature rises. Hence the device performance depends on the racing condition of

electron mobility and VTH together as temperature rises. Traditionally, timing is

signed off at two extreme temperature corners, one representing the best case and

the other representing the worst case. With ITD, the highest sign-off temperature

can no longer guarantee the worst case, and vice versa. This poses a serious problem

to the timing sign-off methodology, i.e. it is possible that the worst-case tempera-

ture occurs at some intermediate point and finding this point can be quite difficult.

Due to the goal of having low power design, modern designs are implemented by
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standard cells with high VTH extensively. Coupling with the ITD effect, it is

necessary to understand the impact on sign-off methodology.

The work done by Park et al was one of the earliest research indicate temperature

inversion effect in low voltage device [2]. Kumar and Kursun showed how temper-

ature increases can speed up cell transition at the worst case [1]. Although increas-

ing VDD can make a design less sensitive to temperature variation, it may not be a

feasible solution since the power overhead is undesirable. Gerousis’s study dis-

cussed design and modeling challenge in 90 nm and beyond [3]. In order to account

for the possibility that worst case delay could occur at either the highest or lowest

temperature, timing-sign off on four corners is suggested. The work by Lasbouy-

gues et al discussed how to use non-linear factor to account for performance impact

from temperature and voltage variation [4]. Dasdan and Hom discussed how the

fastest and slowest delay of a path can be bounded with the presence of inverse

temperature dependence [5]. However, in order to bound the path delay, every cell

needs to be re-characterized by sweep through every voltage and temperature to

find the extreme cases of delay. To eliminate design performance’s dependence on

temperature, couple works had studied and suggested setting optimum supply

voltage where circuit performance does not vary with temperature [6, 7]. However,

this is not achievable with aggressive voltage scaling. Testing for temperature

sensitive failure was presented by Long [8]. None of previous works discuss the

relationship between change of delay and temperature can be non-monotonic. In

this work, we will present how ITD interact with the change in manufacturing

process, supply voltage and temperature. The rest of the paper is organized as

follows. In Section 2, the experiment and result will be discussed. Section 3

discusses the current practice on dealing ITD. We will conclude the paper and

talk about future work in Section 4.

2 Experimental Study

For each cell, seven different output loading capacitance and seven different input

slews are simulated with several Process/Voltage/Temperature, known as PVT

corner libraries. In each three different PV corners, best process/voltage, nominal

process/voltage, and worst process/voltage are used. Two different temperature

settings are in our interest, �40� and 125�. Since the ITD is closely tight to the

value of VTH, cells made by different VTH are also studied. We use the typical

TSMC 65 nm device model file. The output loading and input ramp time settings

are same as the ones found in the look-up table in the cell libraries. There are more

than 8,900 cell, load, and input slew combinations simulated for each library and

PV corner combination. The first thing we look at how likely ITD occurs across

the cells.

Figure 1 shows how delay is impacted by temperature increases at the two sign-

off temperatures at worst case process and voltage corner on standard VTH device

library. The negative value on the x-axis means the delay decrease percentage due
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to the increase of temperature. More than 50% of the cells become faster as the

temperature increases from the two temperatures corners. In Table 1, three different

threshold voltage libraries were studied at the two corners, the best PV and worst

PV corners. First, the occurrence of ITD is more likely found in devices with higher

threshold voltage. Moreover, the best corner has fewer cells affected by IDT in

comparison to worst corner. The reason for both trends is due to the gap between

supply voltage and threshold voltage, i.e. the best corner has a larger |VGS – VTH|

and therefore it is less affected by ITD. In general, ITD can be found on average

about 22% in the best PV corner and 65% in the worst PV corner.

2.1 Temperature Versus Delay Relationship

Figure 2 shows a typical linear relationship between temperature and delay of a cell.

This is what to expect normally when using the two extreme temperature corners for

timing sign-off. The minimum and maximum delays are found at the corner tem-

peratures. In contrast, Fig. 3 shows another example where the relationship is non-

monotonic. The maximum delay of this cell occurs at�30� and is 11% worsen than

the �40� corner delay. This illustrates the risk of current timing sign-off methodol-

ogy as the sign-off corners might not adequately represent the worst case.

Fig. 1 ITD occurrence

Table 1 The possibility of ITD occurs

High VTH (%) Standard VTH (%) Low VTH (%)

Worst corner 79.03 78.31 47.16

Best corner 27.01 30.81 9.19
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2.2 Impact of VTH

It is shown that threshold voltage has a direct impact on determining whether a cell

is under ITD or not. It is interesting to see how the change of VTH would impact the

cell behavior. Therefore, a more detailed study is done on varying the VTH and on a

wider temperature range. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Again, the y-axis is the

normalized cell delay, which is normalized to the delay. The x-axis is the tempera-

ture setting.

The high VTH cell shows a very obvious concave upward behavior. As the

threshold voltage is lowered, the curve is less bent. With a low threshold voltage,

the cell delay almost does not show any ITD effect. On the other hand, if we take a

Fig. 2 Expected delay versus temperature relationship

Fig. 3 Undesired non-monotonic relationship between delay versus temperature
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look at a look at the opposite transition delay of the same cell; Fig. 5 shows a very

different result. Although lower VTH is less vulnerable to ITD, in this case all three

curves clearly show ITD effect. It is obvious that low VTH cells are more resistant

against ITD, but the usage of low VTH cells is limited because of the low power

requirements posted on designs today.

Fig. 4 Threshold voltage’s impact on falling transition delay

Fig. 5 Threshold voltage’s impact on rising transition delay
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2.3 Impact of Supply Voltage

The level of supply voltage (VDD) has a dramatic impact on ITD. This is observed

again in Fig. 6. Three different supply voltages, low or worse case VDD, standard or

nominal case VDD, and high or best case VDD, are used to examine the effect of

ITD. The ITD is evident in the middle section of the low VDD curve and become

less visible in the high VDD curse. Using higher VDD is more desirable to avoid ITD

and non-monotonic delay arcs. On the other hand, low VDD would cause the

performance to be less predictable versus the change of temperature.

It becomes a tradeoff between the desire to achieve low power and the desire to

guarantee worst-case timing in timing sign-off, the tradeoff remains unclear unless

we can model ITD effect in detail. As expected, a higher VDD is desired to over the

non-monotonic effect. Unfortunately, with the desire of low power design, it is

more likely for us to see delay arcs that are more non-monotonic.

2.4 Impact of Process Variation

ITD can also be process-variation dependent. For example, Fig. 7, show the result

based on a two-input NAND with VDD is set at the low value and using standard

VTH MOSFET device is used on the slow, typical, and fast corners. The ITD effect

at the slow process corner is more significant. At the fast corner, the ITD

effect almost disappears. Due to the interaction between process variation and

Fig. 6 Supply voltage’s impact on transition delay
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ITD, some fabricated samples would fail during testing. This does not affect sign-

off methodology as long as the methodology ensures no path would violate timing

constraints systematically due to ITD. Failures due to random process variation

should be solved in testing or process control.

2.5 Random Cells and Loading

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of ITD on different cells with different amount of

output loading. The y-axis indicates the amount of delay exceeding maximum delay

obtaining from 120� to �40� corner. Seven different cells and load combinations

are presented. It is noticeable that maximum delay occurs at temperatures other than

the corner temperatures. The amounts of delay exceeding corner temperature are all

less than 1.5%, but occurring at different temperatures. Implying to path delay, it

becomes difficult to determine at which temperature the maximum delay would

occur because individual cells may reach peak delay at different temperatures. On

the other hand, ITD might not affect path delay as much as individual cell delay. We

will try to illustrate the ITD impact on path in the next section.

2.6 ITD Impact on Path

As discussed the in the previous section, ITD could have significant impact on

individual cells. The next question we are interested is what ITD’s impact on a path

is. Therefore, a simple path made by the inverter cell that is impacted by ITD the

Fig. 7 Process variation’s impact on transition delay
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most is put under study. In Fig. 9, it shows the delay of rising and falling transition

on different temperature of a ring oscillator is made by the cell that ITD affects the

most. Although ITD’s impact on individual cell’s delay is larger than 10% as

showed earlier, the minimum path delay is only 2% faster than the cold temperature

corner. The result implies that due to the change in input signal ramp time and

output loading when cells are put into paths, ITD characteristic changes. And the

impact on the path is not necessarily equal to the impact seen on the cells. On the

other hand, it also shows the complexity of modeling ITD in detail is high due to its

interaction with many different factors.

Fig. 9 Performance versus temperature on one single path

Fig. 8 Delay versus temperature on seven different cells and out loading combinations
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3 Potential Solution

In order to guard against the non-monotonic behavior in cell delay with respect to

temperature variation, several solutions are possible. The most naive solution is to

do timing sign-off at multiple intermediate temperatures. This is usually not

acceptable because it may dramatically increase the cost of timing sign-off. An

alternative solution is to add an extra margin to guardband the ITD effect and

continue to use the current sign-off flow. Adding margin is usually the last resort

because it increases the design cost. Moreover, deciding a reliable margin for ITD is

still challenging. The margin shall not be determined by individual cell because it

might be over pessimistic; arbitrary amount of margin cannot be justified.

One method used by designers is to swap suspicious cells that are likely to be

impacted ITD with cells with lower threshold voltage devices. By swapping, the

ITD can be compensated as shown in Fig. 10, in which the non-monotonic delay arc

disappears completely. The advantage of the method is that it requires no alterna-

tion in layout and routing since the cell footprint remains the same. The tradeoff of

using low VTH cells is higher leakage. In addition, the swapping can be arbitrary

without any guarantee on avoiding the ITD effect. And this practice is only applied

only when the path timing violates the constraint at low temperature corner but

passes in the high temperature corner. By swapping with low VTH cells, it improves

the ITD impact at the low temperature corner and also speeds up at the high

temperature corner. So the path would satisfy the timing constraints.

However, in the typical sign-off flow, the timing of a path is only estimated at the

cold and hot temperature corners. By only looking at the result at �40� and 125� in
Fig. 9, it would be assumed that this is a typical path since it operates faster at the

cold temperature and slower at the hot temperature corner. A timing analysis done

at an intermediate temperature is required to identify the path has a non-monotonic

relationship between timing and temperature. Of course, the more timing analysis at

different temperatures would increase the observability of such paths. Although it is

Fig. 10 Performance versus temperature on one single path after cell swapping
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not feasible to do timing analysis at multiple temperatures of full design due to the

cost, such practice can be limited to the selected critical paths. Our experiment

result also indicates that paths that consist of large amount of high VTH cells are

more likely affected by ITD. This provides a general guideline on picking paths for

further analysis. As of in typical ASIC design, the number of potential timing

violated paths are generally a lot less than the total amount of paths.

If one tries to model ITD effect in detail, this can mean a significant increase in

cost for library characterization. As shown above, the ITD effect can depend on

many things and hence, the complexity to model the ITD effect of a cell can be high.

If one tries to incorporate such a model in a static timing analyzer (STA), this may

mean an increase in run time. Unless ITD effect is proved to significantly impact

timing yield, adding cost to the current characterization and STA is usually not

acceptable. Adding margin might not be an acceptable option. Hence this leaves a

design teamwith the dilemma that on one hand, the existence of ITD effect is known

and on the other hand, its impact to timing yield is hard to measure.Without a way to

quantify the impact, it becomes difficult to justify having a new sign-off flow.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrate that inverse temperature dependence is a complicated

issue as it depends on many different factors such as manufacturing process, supply

voltage, type of cells, etc. It makes ITD very difficult to be modeled in the tools.

The relationship between temperature and path timing might be non-monotonic due

to ITD, which threaten the effectiveness of the timing sign-off flow. Adding margin

is not feasible as it makes design process more difficult. In order to detect the

critical paths affected by ITD in pre-silicon stage, timing analysis at additional

temperatures is required on selected paths. Once such affected paths are identified,

swapping is applied on suspicious cells that are affected by ITD to low VTH devices.

One can think that ITD is just one of the many un-modeled timing effects based

on a pre-silicon sign-off flow. Un-modeled effects can be due to (1) their impact to

timing yield is unclear or (2) it is too costly to model and simulate them. The ITD

may not need to be fixed in the pre-silicon stage. The future work is in direction of

using post-silicon information as an extension to the pre-silicon timing sign-off

flow and discuss how to feed back silicon information to determine where to fix a

design and where to improve a model.
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CMOS Logic Gates Leakage Modeling Under

Statistical Process Variations

Carmelo D’Agostino, Philippe Flatresse, Edith Beigne, and Marc Belleville

1 Introduction

In the history of semiconductor, transistor scaling has been used as a primary

method to improve IC performance. However in the nanometer regime, aggressive

scaling is reaching its limits and the control of semiconductor manufacturing

process is becoming increasingly difficult. Variations in manufacturing process

have grown, and variations in device parameters have grown even more, resulting

in wider distributions which, in turn, could result in yield loss [1]. Another scaling

consequence has been a drastic increase of leakage currents. Leakage has become a

major contributor to the total IC power, reducing battery life during stand-by

operations in portable applications. Furthermore, this is worsen by the very large

impact of variations on device leakage. In the nanometer regime the four major

contributors to transistors leakage are: the subthreshold leakage (Ids), the gate

leakage (Igd), the reverse-biased drain and source substrate junction band to band

tunneling (Ibtbt), and the gate induced drain leakage (Igidl). Each of those leakage

currents becomes significant in nano-scaled devices tightening the constraints of

nowadays digital designs [2].

Today, fitting within the power budget is as important for designers as achieving

maximum performance: instead of targeting only the absolute maximum perfor-

mance, designers need to maximize the performance considering the given power

budget [3, 4]. Furthermore, since the leakage currents in a device depend mainly on

the transistor geometry and the threshold voltage, statistical variation of those

parameters leads to a significant spread of the total leakage [5].
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Although Monte-Carlo analyses are accurate in estimating the leakage

distributions, they considerably increase the simulation time and hence the design

cycle. Therefore, an analytical statistical estimation and modeling methodology of

the total leakage current, considering the effects of process parameter variations, is

needed for designing CMOS circuits in the nano-meter regime [6].

Numerous statistical analysis techniques have been proposed recently for esti-

mating the Probability Density Function (PDF) of circuit delay and leakage power

considering Process, Voltage and Temperature (P-V-T) variations [7–9]. Rao et al.

[7] have proposed a statistical leakage analysis method for modeling the impact of

gate length variations on subthreshold leakage current. However, this analysis uses

an empiric relation between the current and the process parameter. Moreover the

methodology cannot be easily extended to other process variations such as oxide

thickness or dopants concentration since that would beforehand require an empiri-

cal and invertible relationship between the leakage and the considered fluctuating

parameter. Dadgour et al. [8] presented a statistical framework to estimate statisti-

cal parameters of current leakage while considering variability in process, temper-

ature and voltage. Nevertheless BTBT leakage current is neglected and the shape of

the resulting statistical distribution is not determined.

Although the previously proposed techniques predict the circuit delay or leakage

with a good accuracy, their reliability with respect to manufacturing strongly

depends on the correctness of the empiric relations used for the gate delays and

power. Moreover, most of past approaches approximate the leakage variation as

log-normal shaped distribution. Such approximations can lead to inaccurate results

in nano-scaled devices, especially because the leakage current has an extremely

complex dependency on process variations. Li et al. [9] recently proposed an

approach that does not rely on log-normal approximation, but it requires a prelimi-

nary standard cell library characterization (based on SPICE simulations) of cell

leakage current as a function of parameter variations.

The goal of the proposed methodology is to obtain a time-efficient and accurate

estimation of the PDF of the leakage current of a logic gate. Using this methodol-

ogy, time consuming Monte-Carlo based simulations on high-complexity structures

can be avoided. Figure 1 describes the three main phases of the current methodol-

ogy implementation:

l Probability analytical relationships are included in standard transistor models

(BSIM/PSP).
l Monte Carlo simulations are performed on a set of single transistors: the process

parameters whose variations impact the leakage spread are identified. This step

is performed only one time for each technology node. Since the simulations are

performed on low-complexity devices, the computational time is very short.
l Parametric simulations are performed on the logic gates, sweeping, with a

discrete step, the variation range of the identified process parameters. Accuracy

of the result and computation time can be selected setting the right number of

parametric simulations.
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2 Analytical Model of Current Leakage

Under Process Variations

Previous works report that each transistor leakage component depends on more than

one parameter and has different sensitivity with respect to those parameters varia-

tion [10]. The proposed general framework can be easily used to model the total

leakage current with respect to different process parameters variations (Lgate, Tox,

Vth0, . . .). Thus, the proposed methodology can be extended to estimate the overall

impact of a number of different variation sources on the total leakage current of a

logic gate. For clarity of purpose, in the following sections, the methodology is

illustrated analyzing the variability of the leakage current with respect to the drawn

channel length. To consider the impact of another process parameter on the

variability of the leakage current, it is enough to substitute in the following

formulas the gate length with the preferred parameter.

Fig. 1 Main steps of the proposed analytic leakage estimation methodology
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2.1 Mathematical Problem Formulation

Given the PDF of L ¼ fxðLÞ, the dependence between the leakage current and the

gate length I ¼ hðLÞ, and its inverse function l ¼ h�1ðLÞ ¼ gðIÞ, the PDF of I can

be expressed using the expression in Eq. 1 [11]

PDFðIÞ ¼ fyðIÞ ¼ fx gðIÞð Þ
h0ðLÞ (1)

where h0ðLÞ is the first derivative of the function hðLÞ.
To compute the PDF of the leakage current, it is essential that: (a) the function g

is a closed-form expression and (b) the function h is differentiable over the given

range of currents [7]. Unfortunately, the complexity of the relationship between the

leakage current and the channel length does not allow the derivation of gðIÞ to

satisfy those two conditions. Rao et al. [7] proposed an approximate exponential fit

for the function hðLÞ that maintains the general form of the BSIM3 model. However

this requires a set of empiric fitting parameters for each technology node and for

each transistor configuration.

In the novel approach proposed in this paper, the complete BSIM4 equation set

has been used without any approximate equation and without any empiric fitting

parameter. Exploiting the intrinsic calculations of electrical simulators, the PDF of

the total leakage current has been expressed directly as function of L, i.e.

PDF IðLÞ
� �

. Hence, the function L ¼ gðIÞ is not used any more.

From a mathematical point of view, assuming that the drawn gate length has a

Gaussian distribution with a fixed mean, mL, and standard deviation, sL, the PDF of

I can be wrote as in Eq. 2.

PDFðIÞ ¼ fyðIÞ ¼ fxðLÞ
h0ðLÞ fyðIÞ ¼ 1

h0ðLÞ
� �

� 1

sL
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
� �

� exp �ðL� mLÞ2
2s2L

 !
(2)

Finally, to calculate the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the leakage current

distribution, it is sufficient to perform a numerical integration of fyðIÞ over the given
range of leakage currents.

In the following sections is detailed the computation of the function fyðIÞ,
starting from the expressions of hðLÞ, h0ðLÞ, and the PDF of I. The approach for a

single device is presented in Section 2.2, and its application to the analysis of a

complete logic gate is detailed in Section 2.3.

2.2 Leakage Distribution of a Single Transistor

The overall leakage in a nano-scaled device can be modeled as the summation of

the four main leakage sources (Eq. 3).
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Itotal ¼ IBTBT þ Isub þ Igate þ Igidl (3)

where IBTBT is the reverse-bias source and drain p-n junction leakage current, Isub is
the sub-threshold leakage, Igate represents the oxide tunneling current and the gate

current due to hot carrier injection, and Igidl is the drain leakage inducted by the high
electric fields presents between drain and gate.

Hence, for leakage calculation, the device can be modeled as a sum of indepen-

dent voltage controlled current sources, where each source describes one leakage

contribution (Fig. 2) [12, 13].

Consequently, the first derivative of the total leakage current as function of the

technological parameter (i.e. the gate length), h0ðLÞ, can be calculated as a sum of

independent partial derivatives (Eq. 4).

#Itotal
#L

¼ #IBTBT
#L

þ #Isub
#L

þ #Igate
#L

þ #Igidl
#L

(4)

Moreover, any approximated relation between the leakage components and the

gate length is avoided since Eq. 2 can be directly enclosed into BSIM4 transistor

model code (general for NMOS and PMOS transistors). The main effort remains

into the analytical expression of the first derivatives of the leakage components as

function of the considered technological parameter.

The enlarged Verilog-A BSIM4 transistor code is then used into an ELDO

simulation. Parametric simulations are performed sweeping the technological

parameter (e.g. L) from its theoretical minimum value (mL � 3sL) to its theoretical

maximum (mL þ 3sL). In the same time, other SPICE parameters are fixed using

Fig. 2 Deep-submicrometer transistor model as a combination of voltage-controlled current

sources
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standard technology model cards. The result of the simulation is a series of

probability values relative to each possible leakage currents in the range defined

by the variation of L. These values represent, in other words, the PDF of I. A

comparison between the PDFðIÞ obtained with the analytical formula and 50,000

Eldo Monte-Carlo simulations is shown in Fig. 3. The plots of the PDF’s, including

the tail portion, are matching and have a lognormal-like shape (due to the exponen-

tial dependency of leakage current on gate length).

2.3 Leakage Distribution of Logic Gates

In this section, the approach developed to estimate the leakage current distribution

of individual transistors is extended to consider complete logic gates. The analytical

expression of current as function of gate length in stacks of multiple transistors is

quite complex, and cannot be expressed in an efficient analytical way without

recurring to simplifying approximations or iterative algorithms [7–9].

An alternative approach is to approximate the PDF of the different leakage

currents as lognormal distributions, and to calculate the total current as a sum of

correlated (or uncorrelated) lognormals [14]. This methodology has however two

main draw-backs: (a) the PDFs are not exactly lognormal distributions since their

expression does not come directly from an exponential formula; (b) an exact closed-

form expression for the sum of lognormal distribution does not exist (only approxi-

mation methods are present in literature for summation of lognormal random

variables [15]). To overcome these disadvantages each leakage current (e.g. each

current going through the logic gate terminals connected to the supply rail) should

be accounted as a generic Random Variable (RV). Hence, considering, for instance,

two of these independent random variables, X and Y, with density functions fxðxÞ
and fyðyÞ respectively, their sum, Z ¼ X þ Y, is a RV defined by the convolution of

fxðxÞ and fyðyÞ[11] (Eq. 5).
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PDFðZÞ ¼ ðf � gÞðzÞ ¼
Z Imax

Imin

fxðz� yÞfyðyÞdy (5)

where Iminand Imax represent respectively the minimum and maximum leakage

current resulting from the � 3s variation of the technological parameter around

its mean value.

However, since the exact analytic expression of fxðxÞ and fyðyÞ is unknown, this
integral has to be computed numerically. Consequently, considering the great

number of leakage currents present in an actual complex logic cell, this approach

could be too expensive in terms of computational time.

The approach presented in this paper is quite different and no approximation or

intensive calculations are needed. In fact, the methodology employed to determine

the PDF of a single transistor is sufficiently robust to provide also the analytical

expression of the PDF of the total leakage of a complete logic gate. In such case, the

estimation of the PDF of the leakage current, Itotal, is the sum of all the currents

impacting the leakage of the logic gate, and its derivative is the sum of each single

derivative. For example, considering a two input Nand gate with one input

connected to the positive supply rail and the other to ground (Fig. 4), the total

leakage current is determined by the sum of the gate currents of transistors P1 and

N1 and the source and substrate currents of transistors P1 and P2 (Eq. 6).

Itotal ¼ IgateP1 þ IgateN1 þ IsubP1 þ IsubP2 þ IdsP1 þ IdsP2 (6)

Since all those currents are statistically independent, the derivative of the total

current (as function of the gate length) can be simply calculated as a sum of

independent derivatives (Eq. 7).

Fig. 4 Leakage currents in a

two input Nand gate
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#Itotal
#L

¼ #IgateP1
#L

þ #IgateN1
#L

þ #IsubP1
#L

þ #IsubP2
#L

þ #IdsP2
#L

þ #IdsP2
#L

(7)

The same result (with a difference in sign) can be obtained considering all the

current flowing through the terminals connected to ground (gate, source and

substrate of N2, substrate of N1 and gate of P2).

The expression of #Itotal=#Lcan be directly used to analytically determine the

PDF of the leakage current as function of the process parameter. Assuming that the

drawn gate length has a Gaussian distribution with a fixed mean, the PDF(I) can be

calculated as Eq. 8.

PDFðIÞ ¼ fyðIÞ ¼ 1

#Itotal=#L

� �
� 1

sL
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
� �

� exp �ðL� mLÞ2
2s2L

 !
(8)

Furthermore, the methodology is completely compatible with all possible input

combinations, since the biasing conditions for each transistor are analytically

determined by the electrical simulator. It is important to note that, thanks to this

approach, PMOS and NMOS transistors composing the logic gate can have dissim-

ilar gate lengths without any loss in term of accuracy. Figure 5 validates the

outlined leakage analysis methodology by Monte-Carlo comparison: the curves

coming from analytical calculation and from the Monte-Carlo simulation match in

shape and in statistical parameter in all the possible inputs combination. The drawn

gate length is assumed to be normally distributed with � 3s variation around

its mean.

3 Results

In this section, first the results obtained from the analytical approach, outlined in the

previous sections, are compared to Monte-Carlo simulations for some individual

standard cells. Then the difference between deterministic corner-based analysis and

statistical analysis is shown. In the analysis that follows the mean and variance of

the two approaches are compared.

Table 1 compares the analytical approach to Monte-Carlo simulations for two

logic gates (considering all possible input vectors) implemented in 90 nm STMi-

croelectronics technology. The drawn gate length is assumed to be normally

distributed with 3s variation around its mean. The table shows that the error in

estimating the mean leakage current is typically lower than 4%. The error in estima-

ting the standard deviation is slightly bigger and on average is around 20%.

Table 2 compares the analytical approach to Monte-Carlo simulations for the

same two logic gates in 65 nm technology, considering all possible input vectors.

Also in this case the drawn gate length is assumed to be normally distributed with

3s variation around its mean, being 60 nm. The table shows that the error in
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estimating the mean leakage current is typically smaller than 1% and shows an error

of about 7% only for one particular input configuration. The error in the estimation

of standard deviation is extremely small on average (around 1%).

Using the proposed parametric simulation strategy, the number of circuit simu-

lation has been reduced by a factor of a hundred compared to standard Monte-Carlo

simulations. This factor can be increased further compromising on the accuracy of

the results.

Table 3 compares the median current leakage of the three logic gates estimated

with the standard corner based approach and the new analytical statistical method.

As can be seen, the traditional worst corner approach significantly overestimates the

leakage since all devices composing the cell are assumed to be operating at the

pessimistic corner point. In particular in 90 nm technology the worst case corner

value is about six times bigger than the statistical leakage estimation. Furthermore,

it is important to notice that the statistical estimation is very close to the nominal

leakage value.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the Monte Carlo PDF and the analytical PDF from Eq. 2 of the total leakage

current for a NOR logic gate – 65 nm STMicroelectronics technology. (a) Inputs: A¼ 0, B¼ 0. (b)

Inputs: A ¼ 0, B ¼ 1. (c) Inputs: A ¼ 1, B ¼ 0. (d) Inputs: A ¼ 1 B ¼ 1
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Table 1 Comparison of the analytical approach with Monte Carlo simulation for two different

logic gates –90 nm STMicroelectronics technology. To simulate the worst leakage situation,

temperature has been set to 125�C and Vdd to VddNom+10% for the two gates

Logic gate

Input

vector

Mean [A]

MC

Mean [A]

analytic E% SD[A] MC

SD[A]

analytic E%

NAND 2 0 0 9.33e–12 9.40e–10 0.68 4.13e–10 3.65e–10 11.67

0 1 5.77e–9 5.55e–9 3.78 3.17e–9 2.46e–9 22.39

1 0 7.72e–9 7.37e–9 4.53 4.43e–9 3.30e–9 25.26

1 1 2.10e–8 2.02e–8 3.78 1.18e–8 9.26e–9 21.73

NOR 2 0 0 1.66e–8 1.60e–8 3.13 9.44e–9 7.18e–9 24.04

0 1 3.41e–8 3.31e–8 2.91 1.89e–8 1.51e–8 20.00

1 0 2.58e–8 2.51e–8 2.50 1.39e–8 1.14e–8 18.23

1 1 4.29e–9 4.28e–9 0.27 1.83e–9 1.59e–9 13.17

Table 2 Comparison of the analytical approach with Monte Carlo simulation for two different

logic gates � 65 nm STMicroelectronics technology. To simulate the worst leakage situation,

temperature has been set to 125�C and Vdd to VddNom+10% for the two gates

Logic gate

Input

vector

Mean [A]

MC

Mean [A]

Analytic E%

SD[A]

MC

SD[A]

analytic E%

NAND 2 0 0 3.94e–8 4.24e–8 7.55 7.82e–9 8.04e–9 2.85

0 1 1.52e–7 1.53e–7 0.86 5.43e–8 5.36e–8 1.35

1 0 2.00e–7 2.02e–7 0.92 6.90e–8 6.82e–8 1.18

1 1 4.99e–7 5.00e–7 0.16 1.18e–7 1.17e–7 1.07

NOR 2 0 0 3.91e–7 3.93e–7 0.59 1.40e–7 1.38e–7 1.43

0 1 2.82e–7 2.84e–7 0.66 6.34e–8 6.29e–8 0.79

1 0 2.31e–7 2.31e–7 0.19 5.33e–8 5.28e–8 1.02

1 1 5.30e–8 5.42e–8 2.24 7.70e–9 7.89e–9 2.52

Table 3 Comparison of the corner base leakage analysis and the statistical methodology results�
90nm and 65nm STMicroelectronics technology. To simulate the worst leakage situation, temper-

ature has been set to 125�C and Vdd to VddNom+10% for the two gates

Tech Logic gate

Analytic

estim. [A]

Worst corner

Est. [A]

Ratio WC/

An.

Typ corner

estim. [A]

Ratio Typ/

An

XOR3 1.33e–7 2.84e–6 2.1 1.39e–6 1.0

65 nm NAND2 2.03e–7 4.43e–7 1.9 3.06e–7 1.4

NOR2 2.18e–7 4.67e–7 2.2 2.29e–7 1.0

XOR3 1.91e–6 1.20e–5 6.3 2.18e–6 1.1

90 nm NAND2 8.60e–8 5.29e–7 5.6 9.80e–8 1.1

NOR2 1.70e–7 1.01e–6 5.4 1.92e–7 1.1
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4 Conclusions

In this paper a novel methodology to estimate distributions of the leakage current of

logic cell in presence of process statistical variations has been presented. It has been

illustrated for single transistors and then applied to complex logic gates. The

proposed framework has been verified by means of Monte-Carlo based simulations

using an effective gate length of 90 and 65 nm. The results show that the method-

ology is accurate in estimating the overall mean and standard deviation of the total

leakage current. It has been shown that using the analytical approach the pessimism

introduced by corner based analysis can be significantly reduced while saving on

the computational effort required for Monte-Carlo simulations.
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On-Chip Circuit Technique for Measuring Jitter

and Skew with Picosecond Resolution

K.A. Jenkins, Z. Xu, A.P. Jose, and K.L. Shepard

1 Jitter and Skew in VLSI Circuits

When VLSI circuits operate at multi-GHz frequencies, the demand for precise clock

generation and distribution become more and more stringent. Inevitably, clock edges

develop timing jitter, which is the deviation of the timing of the clock edges from

their ideal values. Jitter arises from power supply noise on the circuits which

distribute the clock, and from the phase-locked loops (PLLs) which generate a high

frequency clock by multiplying a very stable lower frequency signal. Since compu-

tation requires that certain logical operations are completed within each clock cycle, a

certain amount of jitter is assumed in the design of a chip, by including it in the clock

budget. Jitter which is too large can impact the allowed clock budget, or even cause

data transmission and computation errors. The measurement of jitter is required for

high-speed circuits, to determine if timing specifications and margins are met. In

contemporary circuits, where clock periods may be as small as 250 or 300 ps, rms

jitter may be required to be as small as a few picoseconds. Conventional measure-

ment of such small timing delays requires driving the signal of interest off-chip with

high fidelity off chip drivers. Measurement is performed with a high performance

oscilloscope or similar instrument, limiting characterization to only a few samples.

Performing jitter measurement with an in-situ measurement circuit clearly has the

advantages of eliminating the drivers and permitting measurements of multiple

internal nodes. Furthermore, in-situ measurements can be made during ordinary

circuit operation, eliminating the need for special test conditions and fixtures.

There are several published methods by which on-chip jitter measurements can be

achieved, but no demonstration of a simple, compact design with high temporal
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resolution [1–5]. To address this need, jitter measurement circuits with sub-ps

resolution have been developed and are described here [6, 7]. The technique used

in these circuits has a very simple design which measures the jitter of a signal of

interest with respect to a reference signal, or jitter of one clock edge with respect to

the preceding edge. The example circuits, implemented as described in this chapter,

reproduce the jitter measured with a conventional oscilloscope, and have a measured

resolution limit of better than 0.4 ps rms. In contrast to previous methods, the circuit

technique uses a single latch, and is thereby small enough that it can easily be placed

in multiple locations on a complex chip. The circuit is operated and controlled

entirely with low frequency digital input and output signals.

In addition to jitter, clock signals may exhibit skew due to mis-design or across-

chip process or voltage variation. Skew refers to the difference of the average
arrival time of different signals, generally in different locations of a chip. Skew can

be detrimental, in that clock signals may not be sufficiently synchronized in

different areas of the chip. Hence, similar to jitter, some skew is assumed in the

clock budget, but if larger than expected, it can lead to errors or reduced system

speed. Skew of tens of ps or less is almost impossible to measure by sending the

signals off-chip, because of probe and cable delays, unless multiple signals are

multiplexed into a single off-chip driver.

The most common previous measurement of jitter and skew has been the time-

to-digital converter (TDC) method based on a tapped delay line. This method uses a

delay chain with tapped with multiple latches which evaluate whether or not a data

signal has arrived before a clock signal. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A reference clock is launched simultaneously to the clock inputs of a series of

latches, while the signal is delayed between each latch, by, for example, an inverter.

The latches for which the signal arrive prior to the clock register a “1”, while the

remainder register “0” (after accounting for the stage-to-stage inversion of the delay

reference
clock

signal

counter

D

C

D

C
Q Q

D

C
Q

D

C
Q

counter counter counter

Fig. 1 Tapped delay line for time-to-digital conversion (TDC)
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chain). A digital code is thereby generated which represents the arrival time of the

signal. Jitter of a signal can be obtained by reading out this digital signal repeatedly,

and determining the statistical distribution of the arrival time. Skew can be deter-

mined by using this TDC circuit in multiple locations on a chip and comparing the

average encoded digital value [8].

Clearly, the time resolution of the tapped delay line TDC is limited by the delay

of a single stage in the delay line. An improvement of this resolution is achieved

using a vernier technique, as illustrated in Fig. 2 [1]. In this technique, the clock is

also delayed by a delay chain which has a slightly different delay per stage (t1) from

that of the primary delay chain (t2). This enhances the resolution by the usual

vernier technique, so a resolution of (t2–t1) is achieved, although it also reduces the

dynamic range of measurement.

Even with this improvement, the TDC has the limitation that the stage-to-stage

delay is assumed to be constant, which is unlikely to be true in modern CMOS

technologies, unless very wide devices (which are more uniform that minimum size

devices) are used for the delay elements. Furthermore, the TDC is sensitive to

power supply voltage noise since delay depends on voltage. In fact, it has been

shown that a TDC circuit intended for skew measurement can take advantage of this

sensitivity to measure power supply noise [9]. Therefore power supply noise and

signal jitter and skew may be indistinguishable. Finally, the TDC requires many

latches to capture the range of values expected. The measurement circuit may be

larger than the PLL used to generate the signal being measured.

The circuits described in this work addresses all of the issues raised above.

Instead of multiple latches, the technique uses a single latch. The difference in stage

delay is eliminated by the use of the single latch and an on-chip calibration method,

reference
clock

C

t1

t2

counter counter counter counter

t2 t2 t2

t1 t1 t1

D

Q
C

D

Q
C

D

Q
C

D

Q

signal

Fig. 2 Tapped delay line for time-to-digital conversion using vernier delay
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and power supply noise sensitivity is minimized by the use of two delay chains, so

that the effect of power supply noise is common to both, and therefore negligible.

The principle of the measurement circuit is explained by the simplified drawing

in Fig. 3. A signal with jitter drives the data input of an edge-triggered latch, or flip-

flop, via a delay chain of fixed time delay. A signal without jitter, ie, a reference

clock, drives the clock input of the latch via a delay chain with a variable delay.

(The clock and data might, in fact, be the same signal delayed by a period, as

explained below.) The latch registers those data signals which arrive before the

clock signal. Figure 4 illustrates this concept. The data signal has a time distribu-

tion, or jitter, represented here as Gaussian. Depending on the timing of the

reference clock with respect to that distribution, different numbers of data events

are latched. Thus the latch effectively integrates all the signals which arrive before

the clock, indicated by the shaded areas. By systematically varying the delay of the

clock so that it sweeps through the distribution, a cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of the data arrival time is generated. The original distribution can be

determined by differentiating the CDF. Although illustrated in Fig. 4 with a

Gaussian jitter distribution, the principle is quite general, and applies to any

distribution of edges.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the

single latch jitter

measurement technique

cumulative distribution

time

signal time distribution

clock clock

Fig. 4 Illustration of the

generation of a cumulative

distribution by varying the

clock arrival time at the latch
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This circuit technique can be used to measure long-term jitter, period jitter, and

skew. The performance has been demonstrated in stand-alone designs, as well as in a

circuit incorporated in a novel clock distribution network, where it also provides the

measurements of skew necessary to demonstrate an active-deskewing technique.

This basic method can be used for a variety of measurements, including:

– Long-term (or tracking) jitter

– Long-term jitter of random data

– Long-term jitter of multiplied or divided clocks

– Period jitter

– n-Cycle jitter

– Point-to-point skew or phase error

2 Circuit Design

Amore complete schematic of one implementation of this circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

The two delay chains and the flip-flop are surrounded by additional circuit elements

to complete the measurement. The variable delay chain uses the same number of

delay elements as the fixed delay chain, with variable delay elements inserted in the

middle of this chain. This ensures that signals entering and leaving the variable

delay chain are not affected by the variable elements except for their delay, so that,

for example, the clock and data signals present at the latch input always have the

same amplitude, independent of the delay. Also included in this diagram are

Fig. 5 Block diagram of long-term jitter measurement circuit, including observation points
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indications of observation points, or off-chip drivers (OCDs) which are incuded for

circuit verification in the evaluation prototype, but which are not required for circuit

operation.

On-chip counters are used to accumulate counts used for on-chip measurement.

The output of the latch is NANDed with the reference clock, essentially causing a

latch reset for each clock, so that a pulse is created whenever the latch is set high.

For any given value of the delay, the latch counter counts those pulses which occur

when the signal arrives before the clock, and the reference counter counts the total

number of clocks. The ratio of latch counts to reference counts represents one value

of the CDF. The delay is swept through an appropriate range of values in order to

generate the entire CDF. The latches and counters are operated at the reference

clock rate, but the delay increment and read-out operations are independent of the

clock, and no synchronization is required.

Time-calibration of the variable delay chain is also performed with on-chip

counters. The variable delay elements can be constructed from many different

circuits. In the examples presented here, the delay elements are voltage controlled

inverters and current-controlled differential buffers. Regardless of the delay control

mechanism, a key technique to calibrate the delay is configuring the variable delay

path as a ring oscillator by simply setting the “ro enable” and ”ref clock” inputs to the

NANDs to the “high” state. In the first example described below, the delay was

controlled by voltage which was applied by an off-chip source, but an on-chip voltage

generated by a resistor divider network, operating from a fixed voltage, would work

just as well. The ring oscillator enables a delay-to-control calibration. The frequency

of the ring oscillator is determined by counting the pulses in an on-chip counter for

the same time as the reference counter is counting the reference clock. This relates the

ring oscillator frequency to the reference clock frequency, which is always known.

fRO ¼ fref
ROcounts

refcounts
;

Where fRO is the ring oscillator frequency, fref is the reference clock frequency, and
ROcounts and refcounts are the values in those counters when measured for the

same time interval. The delay per volt is given by the derivative of the ring

oscillator period with respect to voltage. Since only the derivative is used, the

additional NANDs needed to convert the delay chain to a ring oscillator do not

contribute to the delay calibration. This is independent of the nature of the variable

delay elements. As a result of the calibration, jitter measurements with a correct

time scale are obtained with no additional adjustments. This delay chain method

eliminates any concern about stage-to-stage delay variation, since the entire chain is

used, and is calibrated. Furthermore, it is not required that the delay be a linear or

even uniform function of the control, although resolution may be degraded by

severe non-uniformity.

The circuit has been demonstrated in three designs. Two were stand-alone pad

cage design for evaluation and characterization, using different CMOS technolo-

gies. In these designs, signals were applied though high bandwidth probes to test the
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response of the measurement circuits to known jitter, and also to measure the

impact of power supply noise. The circuit was also incorporated at several test

points in a clock distribution network, where it was used to measure skew as well as

jitter. Key features of these designs are listed in Table 1.

A differential (sense-amplifier) flip-flop [10] was used in all three implementa-

tions of this circuit because it has a very small metastability window and setup time.

Latch metastability can determine the resolution limit of this timing circuit, since it

results in a distribution of counts, rather than a unique state. The simulated

metastability window of the latch is less than 0.1 ps, consistent with the high

resolution demonstrated by measurement below. This particular flip-flop is also

quite insensitive to power supply noise. Simulations of a 1.0 V latch, show that the

setup time of the latch stays relatively constant over a wide range of power supply

variation, thus introducing little or no false jitter in a noisy environment.

3 Jitter Measurement with On-Chip Circuit

3.1 Jitter Definitions

Jitter can characterized by several different figures of merit. For many purposes, it

is only necessary to consider long-term jitter and period jitter, which are distin-

guished in Fig. 6. Long-term jitter, in which a signal’s jitter is compared to a

reference signal, shown in Fig. 6a, describes how well a clock tracks a reference.

Although the illustration shows the situation that the clock with jitter has the same

frequency as the reference, in most cases the clock will actually be multiplied by a

phase-locked loop to give a higher frequency. This type of jitter pertains to the case

of several sub-circuits or chips being synchronized to a single clock. Period jitter is

illustrated in Fig. 6b, in which the variation of the period of the signal is compared

on successive cycles. This type of jitter is important, for example, in establishing

latch hold time requirements, and for determining timing requirements for I/O data

circuits where there is no accompanying clock. Period jitter is generally smaller

than long-term jitter, making measurement more demanding.

Table 1 Key features of the three implementations of the jitter and skew measurement circuit

Design Technology (mm) Function

Clock period

(ps) Delay elements

Stand-alone 0.13 Long-term jitter

only

Any Inverters

Stand-alone 0.09 Long-term or

period jitter

900 Inverters

Embedded 0.18 Period jitter and

skew

500 Differential buffers
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3.2 Long-Term Jitter

Measurement examples of long-term jitter with the 0.13 mm design are shown here.

The measurement of jitter with this circuit requires a calibration of the delay chain, as

explained earlier. A typical calibration is shown in Fig 7, in which one half of the

reciprocal of the measured frequency is graphed as a function of the control voltage.

The factor of a half arises because the period of a ring oscillator corresponds to two

loops around the ring, one for the rising edge and one for the falling edge. A delay

sensitivity of about 0.5 ps/mV is obtained in this example. The sensitivity is deter-

mined by the number of variable stages used, and their voltage sensitivity, so a delay

chain with selectable sensitivity could easily be designed. Only the slope of the

calibration is used, as explained above; the extra delay of the NANDs in the ring

oscillator loop is of no consequence. For large excursions of the control voltage, the

delay can be seen on a high-bandwidth oscilloscope using the observation points of

the test circuit, and has served to corroborate the ring oscillator calibration.

An example of the measurement is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. An external pulse

generator creates two signals, a reference clock and a signal of the same

frequency, but with jitter added. Figure 8 shows the jitter as measured with a

sampling oscilloscope in the conventional manner. The reference clock signal trig-

gers the oscilloscope, and the signal with jitter is applied to the oscilloscope input.

The rising edge is displayed, and by selecting a measurement level, a histogram of the

timing arrival at that level is displayed.

Figure 9a shows the CDF measured when the same signals are applied to the on-

chip circuit. The CDF is shown as a function of control voltage of the delay line,

(Vcntl). The jitter distribution is recovered by differentiating the CDF with respect

to this control voltage and applying the voltage-to-time calibration of Fig. 7. The

result of these two operations is shown in Fig. 9b. The expected jitter spectrum is

Fig. 6 Definition of long-term jitter (a) and period jitter (b)
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obtained. To estimate the standard deviation of the distribution, the data are fit to a

Gaussian function which is superimposed on the measured data. The on-chip jitter

circuit gives a standard deviation of 3.2 ps, compared with 4.1 ps with the oscillo-

scope. The slightly larger value with the oscilloscope is due to its larger trigger

jitter, compared to that of the on-chip circuit.

Fig. 7 Example of delay chain calibration

Fig. 8 Oscilloscope screen showing measured jitter signal which is applied to the on-chip circuit
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The intrinsic measurement resolution of the on-chip circuit is determined by

applying a signal with no added jitter. Referring to Fig. 5, this is achieved by

switching the ‘bypass’ control so that one signal, the reference clock, goes to both

the data and clock delay chains and latch. Then sweeping the delay as in the usual

measurement, the circuit measures its intrinsic resolution, that is, the apparent jitter

measured when the clock and data signals are identical, that is there is no jitter on

the measurement signal. This is equivalent to measuring the jitter on the triggering

signal of an oscilloscope. This measurement is shown in Fig. 10. This version of the

circuit shows a long-term jitter resolution of less than 0.4 ps rms. This resolution is

thought to be dominated by the metastability window of the latch, but the small

Fig. 9 Example of measured CDF (a) and (b) calibrated jitter obtained from the CDF, to be

compared with Fig. 8

Fig. 10 Example of

resolution measurement of

the on-chip jitter

measurement circuit
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value indicates that, in general, a flip-flop is an excellent timing discriminator, more

precise than might be expected from the cutoff frequency, or rise time, of the FETs.

This resolution is better than most commercial high-performance oscilloscopes

available today.

3.3 Period Jitter

The circuit described above can only measure jitter with respect to a reference, that

is, long-term jitter. However, it is a fairly simple matter to modify the design to

measure period jitter. The idea is to have the signal of interest drive two delay lines,

one fixed, and one variable as before. For this measurement, though, the one delay

line, say, the fixed one, is longer than the other by approximate the period of the

signal to be measured. In this way, the signal going to the data input of the latch

arrives one cycle later than the signal going to the clock input of the latch. Thus the

jitter will be measured as in Fig. 6b.

An implementation of this concept is shown in Fig. 11. In this design, switches

are added which make it possible to switch in the extra delay to enable period jitter,

or leave it configured as in the design of Fig. 5, used for long-term jitter. There is

also a switch (“bypass”) at the input which routes a single signal (in this case, it is

called the reference clock) to both delay chains. A circuit for measuring period jitter

is more restrictive than the earlier one, in that the signal period must be decided

signal delay chains

one period delayfixed delay

variable delay chain latch latch counter
D

C

clock / r.o counter

OCD

OCD

OCD OCD

enable ro
Vcntl

state
machine

bypass

length select

signal

ref clock

Fig. 11 Block diagram of circuit modified to measure period jitter as well as long-term jitter
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prior to the design, in order the insert the correct amount of delay. It is possible, of

course, to design a circuit with a variety of cycle delay blocks, which can be

inserted or removed, as needed, to cover a range of frequencies.

A demonstration of period jitter measurement is done with the 90 nm version of

the stand-alone circuit described in Fig. 11, where the design target was a period of

about 900 ps, or a frequency of about 1.1 GHz. As before, the circuit is evaluated by

applying a signal of known jitter through the high frequency probes to the circuit,

and sweeping through the variable delay to generate a CDF. The calibration

procedure is exactly the same as before. For comparison, the applied input jitter

is measured conventionally with an oscilloscope.

For this example, a complex jitter distribution is created by modulating the phase

delay control of a pulse generator with a sinusoidal signal, resulting in the a

histograms with two pealks shown in Fig. 12. (It is noted that the jitter of the falling

edge, which indicates the impact of jitter on duty cycle, can be measured at half the

target frequency, as in this particular example. Hence in this example, the jitter is

measured on the falling edge of a 540 MHz clock.)

The on-chip jitter measurement clearly reproduces the applied jitter as measured

on the oscilloscope. It also demonstrates, by the correct spacing of the two peaks,

that the time calibration of the delay chain is accurate.

Similar to the example from long-term jitter described above, the resolution for

period jitter can be measured by applying a signal with no jitter, ie, well below 1 ps

rms. Measurements show that the on-chip resolution in this case is about 1 ps rms,

not as good as the 0.4 ps shown previously. This is due to power supply noise

generated in the off-chip-drivers used in the demonstration test circuit. In a totally

on-chip circuit without off-chip drivers, this noise would not be present.

However, power supply noise in normal operation is a potential problem in the

period jitter measurement. Because of the extra path delay used to compare cycle-

delayed edges, the circuit is susceptible to jitter generated by power supply noise

Fig. 12 Oscilloscope screen showing complex period jitter applied to test circuit (left) and

resulting on-chip measurement (right)
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affecting the delay line with the added delay segment. Power supply noise will

increase or decrease the delayed signal from its true value, introducing jitter at the

input to the latch. In the test circuit, such noise can be intentionally applied

directly in order to observe the impact. As an example, when Gaussian noise of

30 to 100 mV is applied to the delay chain voltage, there is a broadening of the

resolution spectrum from 1.0 to 2.3 ps rms, when the signal frequency is 1.1 GHz.

While this is a concern, it is noted that in the stand-alone circuit, simple CMOS

inverters are used for the delay chains, making them particularly sensitive to

power supply voltage. A better design of this measurement technique, as shown

below, uses delay elements with high power supply rejection ratio (PSRR).

As mentioned above, the flip-flop is quite insensitive to power supply noise, and

is not a source of apparent jitter.

4 Clock Skew Measurement with On-Chip Circuit

The difference in average arrival time of clock at various locations on a chip is called

clock skew. Some skew is tolerated, or even expected, depending on the design of the

clock network, but it must nonetheless be known accurately. The jitter measurement

circuit, appropriately configured, can give an accurate measurement of clock skew.

For this measurement, the multiple copies of on-chip jitter measurement circuits are

placed at various points on the clock tree where skew is to be measured. However,

instead of each circuit having its own variable delay line, the multiple instances of the

measurement circuits use a single common variable delay chain. This method of

skew measurement is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 13. The delay is varied

in the usual way, and each latch registers counts according to the arrival time of its

respective signal. In this way, the timing difference, or skew, between test points is

given by the difference of the means of the generated distributions of those points.

Use of a single variable delay line is analogous to using a common time base on an

oscilloscope which displays waveforms from multiple inputs, showing the time

displacement as offsets of the waveforms appearing on the screen.

This measurement capability is demonstrated in a 0.18 mm, 1.8 V design [7]. In

order to measure period jitter of a novel 2 GHz resonant-clock distribution network,

jitter measurement circuits are included on the test chip [11]. The clock circuit is

designed for very low period jitter, hence the need for a high-resolution on-chip

measurement. In order to avoid sensitivity to power supply noise, the delay

elements in this implementation use differential buffers, with the variable elements

controlled by their tail currents and pFET gate voltage [12].

An example of measured clock skew is shown in Fig. 14. In this figure, the

cumulative jitter distribution generated by the on-chip circuit is measured at two

points on the clock tree. Since the jitter distribution at each point is about the same,

the CDFs have the same shape, and it is sufficient to measure just the shift of the

midpoint of the CDF, eliminating the need for differentiating. In this example, the

shift is about 16 ps. Clearly the on-chip circuit has more than enough accuracy to
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measure skew of this magnitude. The accuracy of skew measurement is limited by

the jitter resolution, which is on the order of 1 ps. Hence, the same circuit can be

used to measure long-term jitter, period jitter, and clock skew, with ps or sub-ps

accuracy.

test point n
fixed delay

latch counter

latch counter

skew

latch counterlatch

latch

latch
D

D

C

D

C

C

clock / r.o counter

fixed delay

fixed delay

variable delay

test point 1

test point 0

ref clock

Fig. 13 Block diagram of use of the jitter measuring circuit to measure clock skew between

various test points

Fig. 14 Example of measuring clock skew between two test points using only the cumulative

distributions (CDFs)
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5 Summary

An on-chip jitter and skew measurement circuit has been presented. By using two

delay lines and a single latch, the circuit measures the cumulative probability

distribution due to jitter. By differentiating and using an on-chip delay calibration,

the original distribution is recovered. In addition, use of a common time base for

multiple placements of the circuit enables measurement of clock skew. The circuit

has been demonstrated in stand-alone test sites for characterization, and has been

used to measure the jitter and skew of an experimental clock network. It has a

demonstrated resolution of less than 1 ps up to 2 GHz clock frequency.
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DC–DC Converter Technologies for On-Chip

Distributed Power Supply Systems – 3D

Stacking and Hybrid Operation

Makoto Takamiya, Koichi Onizuka, Koichi Ishida and Takayasu Sakurai

1 Introduction

Recently System-on-a-Chip (SoC) and System-in-a-Package (SiP) are getting more

and more interest as major integration technologies. They are often used to integrate

various types of circuit blocks from processors and memories to analog circuits.

Each block demonstrates a different optimal supply voltage (VDD) and the differ-

ence tends to increase as the technology scales down. For example, memory and

analog circuits tend to prefer higher voltage compared with logic blocks. Figure 1

shows the VDD trends for precision analog/RF, performance analog/RF, high

performance logic and lowpower logic with the design rule trends according to the

International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2006 update [1].

Multiple-VDD implementation is therefore essential in lowpower and high-perfor-

mance systems.

On the other hand, the power line integrity issue, including IR drop and voltage

noise has become obvious in recent years. To improve the power integrity issue, it is

valuable to decrease the input current of a package. To supply power whose amount

is the same as before, the package input voltage must be increased and down

converted at the vicinity of the load circuit.

To realize the multi-VDD implementation and solve the power integrity issue as

well, the distributed on-chip power supply circuits are useful. The concept of the

distributed power supply is shown in Fig. 2. High voltage is distributed by a main

power grid in a package and is then converted to the lower voltages at the vicinity of

the target blocks by distributed on-chip voltage converters. By doing so, the input
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current to the package is reduced. This approach reduces cost and power integrity

issues.

In the first half of this paper, 3D-structured buck converters are presented with

some theoretical analyses. The 3D-stacking scheme is one of the key technologies

to realize high efficiency, compact and cost effective on-chip distributed power

supply systems.
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Moreover, the power gating scheme has become one of the most important

technologies in recent years to cutoff the leakage current when a load logic circuit

is in a standby mode [2]. A buck converter with built-in power gating scheme is

presented as well in the second half of this paper. Hybrid operation of a buck

converter and a linear regulator successfully removes the conventional power

gating switches from the logic circuit.

2 3D-Structured Buck Converter

2.1 Theoretical Analysis of Power Efficiency

Buck converters are good candidates for high efficiency DC–DC conversion in a

distributed power supply system. In order to implement on-chip buck converters for

on-chip power supply systems, the two following conditions should be met. First,

all elements of the converter must be integrated at least in a package. Secondly, the

implementation cost per one voltage domain must be minimized while maintaining

high power efficiency. To maximize the power efficiency, the power loss must be

minimized. The major components of power loss are classified into three parts:

dynamic switching loss of the switching transistors, resistive loss of the switching

transistors and the resistive loss of the inductor as shown in Fig. 3 [3].

CB and RB are described as follows when WP, WN, CP, CN, RP, and RN represent

gate widths, parasitic capacitances per unit gate length, and parasitic series resis-

tances per unit gate length of high side PMOS and low side NMOS transistors. D is

the duty cycle which equals to VOUT/VIN.

CB ¼ WPCP þWNCN; (1)

RB ¼ RP

WP
Dþ RN

WN
1� Dð Þ: (2)

Here, effective values of CP and CN (Ceff) are expressed as 1.3CG + CJ where CG

and CJ indicate the gate and junction capacitance per unit width [3]. By minimizing

CB at constant RB, the optimal width ratio of transistors a¼WP/WN is determined as

LF
CF

ZL

RS

CB

RP

RN

VIN

VOUT

Fig. 3 Circuit model of a

simple buck converter

including major power-loss

components
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a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DRPCN

1� Dð ÞRNCP

s
: (3)

By using the total width WTOTAL ¼ WP + WN, RB and CB are written as

RB ¼ R0

WTOTAL
; R0 ¼ 1þ að Þ DRP

a
þ 1� Dð ÞRN

� �
; (4)

CB ¼ WTOTALC0; C0 ¼ aCP þ CN

1þ a
: (5)

There is a current ripple IR in the output filter inductor.

IR ¼ VIND 1� Dð Þ
2fLF

: (6)

Here, the maximum and minimum inductor currents are IL + IR and IL � IR in a

continuous mode, respectively. From formula (6), effective inductor resistance RI

and effective current Irms are described as follows.

RI ¼ VIND 1� Dð Þ
2f tLIR

: (7)

I2rms ¼ I2L þ
I2R
3

� �
: (8)

Here, tL is the figure of merit described as follows when RS represents series

resistance of the filter inductor.

tL ¼ LF
RS

: (9)

The total major power loss of a buck converter is written as follows when PCAP,

PRES, and PIND indicate capacitive loss and resistive loss of switching transistors,

and resistive loss of filter inductor respectively.

PLOSS ¼ PCAP þ PRES þ PIND: (10)

PCAP, PRES, PIND are written as formulas (11)–(13).

PCAP ¼ CBV
2
IN f ¼ WTOTALC0V

2
IN f : (11)
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PRES ¼ RBI
2
rms ¼

R0

WTOTAL
I2L þ

I2R
3

� �
: (12)

PIND ¼ RII
2
rms ¼

VIND 1� Dð Þ
2f tLIR

I2L þ
I2R
3

� �
: (13)

The total power efficiency is defined as follows.

� ¼ POUT

POUT þ PLOSS
¼ VINDIL

VINDIL þ PLOSS
¼ 1

1þ PLOSS=VINDIL
: (14)

To maximize the power efficiency, PLOSS/VINDIL must be minimized. PLOSS/

VINDIL is minimized when PCAP¼ PRES ¼ PIND. As a result, optimal f and WTOTAL

are derived as follows.

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C2
0D

2 3� 3Dð Þ2 I6R þ 3I6Lð Þ3

q

3C0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R0I2Rt

2
L 2I2R þ 6I2Lð Þ23

q
:

(15)

WTOTAL ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IRR2

0tL 2I2R þ 6I2Lð Þ3
p
VIN

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3C0D 1� Dð Þ3

p : (16)

By substituting formulas (15) and (16), PLOSS/VINDIL is simplified as follows.

PLOSS

VINDIL
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3R0C0 1� Dð Þ I2R þ 3I2Lð Þ23

q
IL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2tLIRD23

p : (17)

By differentiating formula (17) with respect to IR, following conditions are

derived to minimize PLOSS/VINDIL.

IR ¼ IL; (18)

WTOTAL ¼ R0

IL
VIN

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8tL

3R0C0D 1� Dð Þ
3

s
; (19)

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 1� Dð Þ2
3R0C0t2L

:
3

s
(20)

A buck converter can be designed optimally by employing formulas above,

when performances of transistors and inductor, load current IL, and duty cycle D
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are fixed. The required output filter capacitance CF is calculated by formula (21)

when Vripple denotes output voltage ripple.

CF ¼ 1� Dð ÞVOUT

16LFf 2Vripple
: (21)

To verify the accuracy of the circuit model and the optimization theory, two

cases of simulations (I) D ¼ 0.3, IL ¼ 10 mA, and (II) D ¼ 0.7, IL ¼ 100 mA were

performed in 130 nm CMOS. In both cases, values of Cgtot and Cdb in 130 nm

CMOS spice model were simply applied to CG and CJ. Here, the transistor para-

meters were calculated as RP ¼ 1,700 O/mm, RN ¼ 440 O/mm, CP ¼ 2.930 fF/mm,

and CN ¼ 2.362 fF/mm. By using the parameters, theoretical power efficiency

optimizations were performed as shown in Table 1.

Figures 4 and 5 show the simulation results of power efficiency dependence on

(a) filter inductance LF, (b) switching frequency f, (c) total transistor width WTO-

TAL, and (d) width ratio of transistors a, with theoretical optimization results in case

(I) and (II) respectively. In the simulations, parameters except swept one are set to

theoretically optimal values. As will be appreciated from the results, the accuracy

of the circuit model and the optimization theory are high enough for a simple buck

converter. Furthermore, power efficiency dependence on a is relatively small

compared with other parameters.

2.2 Si-CMOS + Si-CMOS Implementation

When the buck converter is designed optimally, the total power loss is simplified as

follows.

Ploss ¼ VinIL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24

R0C0

tL
D 1� Dð Þ3

r
/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R0C0

tL
;

3

r
(22)

where

R0C0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DRPCP

p
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Dð ÞRNCN

p� �2

: (23)

As seen from (22), the smaller R0C0 and the larger tL are better for higher power
efficiency. R0C0 is shown to be roughly proportional to the product of effective

Table 1 Optimized parameters in two cases

130 nm CMOS VIN ¼ 1.2 V, Tl ¼ 100 ns WP (mm) WN (mm) L (nH) f (MHz)

(I) D ¼ 0.3, IL ¼ 10 mA 0.5 0.4 180 70

(II) D ¼ 0.7, IL ¼ 100 mA 7.8 2.8 20 63
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conduction resistance RT and effective switched capacitance Ceff per unit gate

width of switching transistors. Here, Ceff is expressed as 1.3CG + CJ where CG

and CJ indicate the gate and junction capacitance per unit width [3]. As technology

scales, RT and Ceff scale as 1/k0.7 and 1/k where k denotes scaling factor [4].

k doubles when technology scales down by half. Therefore, it is better from the

power efficiency point of view to use the more advanced technology.

One may argue, however, that the maximum VIN can be lower in case of

transistors with the smallest line width. When VIN is higher than the maximum

VDD for a certain technology, the switching transistors must be cascoded to relax

the voltage over-stress. If two transistors are cascoded, RT increases by a factor of

1.2 and Ceff decreases by a factor of 0.4 [3]. As a result, even though we have to use

cascaded structure, R0C0 decreases as technology scales. Thus, it can be said that it

would be better to use the most scaled transistors for high conversion efficiency.

Figure 6 shows the calculation results of maximum power efficiencies depen-

dence on duty cycle (voltage conversion ratio) and process technology when tL ¼
100 ns. The maximum power efficiencies are independent of load current IL and

input voltage VIN.

Table 2 shows the transistor parameters of 350, 180, 130 and 90 nm CMOS

process technologies. RP, RN, CP and CN basically decrease as the technology scales
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down. As shown in Fig. 6, the smaller the process technology is, the higher power

efficiency a buck converter performs when the value of tL is fixed. Especially in the
range in which D is small, smaller process technology is advantageous.

On the other hand, tL is mainly determined by the thickness of the metal wire as

described in (9) and its dependence on process technology is small. Thus the

inductor is not necessarily fabricated by using the most advanced technology

which is expensive. In addition to the inductor, fabrication cost of on-chip MOS

capacitor per unit capacitance increases as technology scales. Thus it is reasonable

to implement active elements and output filter on separate die whose process

technologies are different.

Figure 7 shows the basic concept of the stacked-chip implementation of a buck

converter. The lower chip fabricated in the advanced technology contains the con-

troller and switching transistors of a buck converter and target circuits. The upper

chip fabricated in conventional and cheap process technology contains LC filter

elements such as L’s and C’s. By stacking two chips face-to-face and connecting

them via metal bumps, a buck converter for on-chip distributed power supply systems

can be fabricated in a well balanced manner for best cost and power tradeoff.

Table 2 Transistor parameters of 350, 180, 130 and 90 nm

Process technology (nm) VDD (V) RP (O/mm) RN (O/mm) CP (fF/mm) CN (fF/mm)

350 3.3 5,215 1,870 3.434 3.319

180 1.8 3,130 915 2.760 2.576

130 1.2 1,700 440 2.930 2.362

90 1.0 1,776 426 2.020 2.079

Output Filter Chip

On-chip
Power
Supplies

SoC/SiP

Package

L&C cells

Pads

- High Performance
  Transistors for Controller
  and Switching Elements
- Low Cost Filter Chip

Fig. 7 Concept of the stacked-chip implementation
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To demonstrate the feasibility of the stacked-chip buck converter, an on-chip

buck converter is designed in 0.35-mm CMOS for upper and lower chips. The lower

chip could be manufactured by 90-nm or more advanced technology for the higher

efficiency but this test chip is to show the feasibility of the stacked-chip approach.

Figure 8 shows the circuit diagram of the buck converter. Parameters are optimized

for the power efficiency as described here in below.

Drivabilities of the tapered buffers are set high enough and the inverter sizes are

calculated to minimize the on-on overlap time of switching transistors. The outer

diameter of the filter equals to that of the filter inductor dOUT, which is set at 2 �
2 mm by assuming that 10 mm-square chip can have 25 voltage domains. 6.8 � 6.9

mm chip with seven voltage domains has already been presented [5]. tL degrades as
the outer diameter of the inductor shrinks, however, the power efficiency can be

kept high because R0C0 decreases as technology scales. The inductance is estimated

by a simple formula from [6]. Narrow metal-to-metal spacing and wide metal wire

are preferable in this application. tL is a function of dIN/dOUT ratio, which can be

calculated using the inductance formula and the sheet resistance. The inductance

and the parasitic resistance are roughly proportional to n2 for a fixed dIN/dOUT ratio,

n being the number of turns, considering that the space is negligibly narrow

compared with the line width. The normalized tL curve in Fig. 9 is therefore

independent of n. From the calculation result, dIN is decided to be about 0.5dOUT.

Here, n is decided as 3 to maximize the power efficiency. As a result, the

calculated inductance of this work is 22nH when the sheet resistance is about

0.02 O/□. The open space at the center of the inductor is filled with a MOS

capacitor for the output filter. Area efficiency is more important than linearity for

the filter capacitor, because the output voltage does not change dynamically in a

normal operation. From that aspect, MOS capacitor is more suitable than any other

types of on-chip capacitors like Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) capacitor or poly-

silicon capacitor. The obtained capacitance is about 1 nF. Under those conditions,

the power efficiency dependence on the output current and the switching frequency

for VIN ¼ 3.3 V and VOUT ¼ 2.3 V is plotted in Fig. 10 by modifying the duty cycle

definition in [7–11
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Fig. 8 Diagram of the test chip for stacked implementation
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D is redefined in this work as follows to take the voltage drop caused by the filter

inductor into account, when it is simply set as D ¼ VOUT/VIN in [6–10]. By doing

so, the estimation accuracy of several values is improved.

D ¼ VOUT þ RSIL
VIN

: (24)

Here, IL denotes the load current which equals to the DC part of the inductor

current.

The output voltage ripple ratio is described as follows when f and CF denote

switching frequency and output filter capacitance, respectively.

Vripple

VOUT
¼ 1� D

16LFCFf 2
: (25)
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It is impossible to choose the switching frequency under 100 MHz in this case

because the output voltage ripple goes up above 10% for the chosen values. The

gate width of the high-side and the low-side transistors are designed to be 1,000 mm
and 500 mm under the load current condition of 60 mA using the optimal gate width

formulas in [6–10].

The test buck converter with the stacked-chip implementation was fabricated

and measured. Figure 11 shows the chip microphotograph of the output filter on the

upper chip.

Figures 12 and 13 show the measurement setup and its cross-sectional diagram.

The pad size and the effective bump diameter of this experimental setup are 200 �
200 mm and 150 mm, respectively. Micro bumps whose diameter is 30 mm and

whose resistance is as low as 14 mO/bump have been realized in industry environ-

ments [11] and can be used instead for further smaller area.

The output waveform in Fig. 14 shows VOUT ¼ 1.86 V at IL ¼ 60 mA. The

measured voltage ripple is smaller than �10%, which is comparable to the result of

the more expensive solution in [12]. Figure 15 shows the simulated and measured

Fig. 11 Chip

microphotograph of output

filter

Fig. 12 Measurement setup

of test chip
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power efficiency with VOUT ¼ 2.3 V for an output current range from 20 to 70 mA.

The maximum efficiency of 62% is achieved for 70 mA output current. The mea-

surement results compare well with the HSPICE simulation results. The simulation

considers all the parasitic elements including the inductor parasitic resistance of 2.5

O, and the inductor input-to-ground capacitance of 25 pF.

2.3 Si-CMOS + Interposer Implementation

In order to further increase the efficiency, it is effective to use inductors whose tL is
higher than that of the previous inductors. A thin-film inductor surrounded by

magnetic core material as proposed in [13] can be a solution but is expensive.

Implementing the inductor on a glass epoxy interposer as shown in Fig. 16 is an

effective yet inexpensive solution.

The thickness of the metal wire on an interposer is generally thicker than 10 mm
and the inductor on the interposer shows a much lower resistance than that on a

silicon chip where the metal thickness is usually less than 1 mm. A capacitor on the

upper chip made with a conventional technology is connected to the lower chip

manufactured by an advanced technology like 90-nm CMOS, through the through-

hole vias in the interposer. By this implementation, high efficiency and low cost are

achieved at the same time. The maximum power efficiency is derived as follows

from formula (14).

� ¼ POUT

POUT þ PLOSS
¼ VINDIL

VINDIL þ VINIL

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24 R0C0

tL
D 1� Dð Þ3

q ¼ 1

1þ atL�1=3
: (26)

Here, POUT indicates the output power. a is a function of R0C0 and D, and can be a

constant when the process technology and D are fixed. Therefore, simply higher tL
directly results in higher power efficiency. Figure 17 shows the calculation results of

Inductor cells
on plastic/glass
(flexible) interposer

Switching devices and load circuits
in advanced technology

Capacitor cells in conventional technology

Fig. 16 Another stacked-chip implementation to gain high tL
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the maximum power efficiency dependence on tL in several duty cycles. Especially
when D is small, it is valuable to use an inductor whose tL is large. Moreover, the

power efficiency simply increases as tL increases for any values of D.

Generally the value of tL is larger than 100 ns in case of inductors implemented

on an interposer, when it is around 10 ns in case of on-chip inductors.

The structure shown in Fig. 16 is assembled using a newly introduced interposer

and the same lower and upper chips presented in the first half of this section. In this

implementation, only a capacitor is used on the upper chip. Figure 18 shows an

inductor array on generic Flame Resistant 4 (FR-4) glass epoxy interposer with two

metal layers. The circled inductor in the array, which achieved the minimum metal

spacing in the trial manufacture, is used for the measurement. The metal thickness on

the interposer is 30 mm, the substrate thickness is 100 mm, and the diameter of the

through-hole via is 100 mm. This implementation increases tL by 30 times compared

with the case of an on-chip inductor.The outer diameter of the inductor is increased by

10% to achieve the same value of on-chip inductance because theminimum spacing of

metal lands on glass epoxy is larger than that of on-chip interconnects. The perm-

ittivity of the glass epoxy is generallymore than four times higher than SiO2, however,

the parasitic capacitance between both sides of the interposer can be negligible.

That is because the substrate thickness is large enough compared with the line

width. S-parameters of the fabricated inductor were measured using a test element

group and a network analyzer. Figure 19 shows the equivalent model to extract the

inductance and the parasitic series resistance of the inductor from the measured S-

parameters. Figure 20 shows the extracted characteristics of the inductor. Measured

inductance and tL were 18 nH and 100 ns at 200 MHz, respectively. Since the

characteristics under 200 MHz are important in this application, the estimation

results of the parameters are sufficiently high. In the high frequency region over

200 MHz, the parasitic resistance increases rapidly because of skin effect. The

skin depth of the metal wire at 500 MHz is assumed to be smaller than 3 mm.
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The inductance decreases gradually as frequency increases, because of the current

concentration caused by skin effect.

Figure 21 shows the cross section of the stacked chips. Figure 22 shows the

comparison of measured power efficiency between two types of implementations of

“two chips” and “two chips + interposer” for VIN ¼ 3.3 V and VOUT ¼ 2.3 V.
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The power efficiency with the glass epoxy inductor is improved by 5–14%

depending on the output current compared with the on-chip implementation. The

maximum power efficiency of 71.3% is achieved at an output current of 60 mA.

The possible reason that the efficiency does not improve the most at 60 mA, is that

the switching transistors are not changed optimally according to the tL characteris-
tic of newly implemented inductor.

2.4 W-CSP Implementation

Wafer level chip size package (W-CSP) technology has become one of the popular

packaging technologies for compact and cost-effective implementation in recent

years. They are usually used for portable equipments.
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In general, W-CSP technology provides additional metal lines as a post-

fabrication process over conventional silicon LSI’s. The metal lines are thicker

but whose processing accuracy is lower than those of silicon LSI’s. Filter induc-

tors for a buck converter do not require the processing accuracy but prefer thicker

metal lines as described in previous sections. W-CSP technology therefore comes

to one of the good candidates for filter inductor implementation. Two types of

buck converters shown in Fig. 23 were designed for power efficiency comparison

between on-chip implementation and W-CSP implementation of the filter induc-

tor. Components other than the output filter inductor are completely the same.

Several design values where chosen to the described values according the optimi-

zation theory when the outer diameter of the filter inductor was set to 2 mm. The

two types of chips were fabricated in 0.15 mm SOI-CMOS process and whose

microphotographs are shown in Fig. 24. Values of tL are 10 and 500 ns for on-

chip and W-CSP inductors respectively.
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Figure 25 shows the measured results of power efficiency for D ¼ 0.5, 0.7 and

0.8 when load currents are swept from 0 to 80 mA. VDD was fixed to 1.0 V which is

the standard value of the process. The maximum measured power efficiencies are

61%, 79% and 89% for the W-CSP implementation, while 46%, 62% and 71% for

the on-chip implementation. The W-CSP implementation improves the power

efficiency by more than 10% in average, compared with the conventional on-chip

type implementation.

3 Hybrid Operation of Linear Regulator and Buck Converter

3.1 Quick Wake-Up and Power Gating

Efficient voltage regulation with fine-grained adaptive supply voltage control and

integrated power gating are essential components for power-constrained, high-

performance microprocessors and digital signal processors. Distributed on-chip fast-

transient DC-DC converters are required for fine-grained power management of

individual block voltage control [14]. A hybrid buck converter with a linear transient

accelerator architecture is proposed for fast wake-up and high power efficiency.
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Figure 26 shows the proposed on-chip hybrid DC–DC converter architecture

with a buck converter, linear transient accelerator, and stable transition enabler

realizing smooth transitions among buck, linear, and hybrid regulation modes.

High-speed voltage transition is achieved with the linear transient accelerator,

while improved steady-state power efficiency is achieved by the buck converter.

The voltage transient time of a single buck converter is larger than a linear transient

accelerator due to the time constant limitation and the ringing issue of the LC filter.

Figure 27 describes the operation mode sequence of the proposed on-chip DC-

DC converter. In the stand-by mode, two PMOS transistors M1 and M2 in Fig. 26

act as leakage cut-off switches. Since M1 and M2 are made with I/O transistors

which have high VTH and thick gate oxide, stand-by leakage is completely cut-off

without power-gating switch inserted in series to the load circuit block. The

proposed leakage cut-off mechanism which is integrated in the power supply unit

solves the issues of the conventional power gating approach such as extra delay and

area overhead. When a wake-up signal is issued, the linear transient accelerator

alone is activated and transistor M1 supplies the load current. Once the output

voltage is settled, the buck converter starts to operate as a hybrid mode. Then, the

linear regulator starts to gradually fade out while the buck converter is getting to

operate in full power. Finally the buck converter alone operates to achieve high

efficiency. Circuit stability in the hybrid mode can be guaranteed by proper design,

which was shown in [15], although the purpose of [14] is to cancel a ripple of a buck

converter with a linear regulator and it does not act as a transient accelerator being
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different from this paper. Refs [16–19] also describe hybrid systems of a linear

regulator and a buck converter to achieve higher efficiency over wide range of load

current level, but does not use the linear regulator as an accelerator.

Figure 28 shows the simulation results of mode transitions for the load current

ILOAD of 6 and 60 mA with and without the proper buck converter starting

technique proposed in this paper. In this paper, an additional transistor M4 is placed

to set the output of the error amplifier at VERROR_BUCK at the starting phase of the

buck converter. By doing so, the starting duty ratio of the buck converter is fixed at

the level when the output current equals to zero because the linear regulator is

supplying the whole current at the start. Without M4 and this special care, voltage

ringing as high as 1.3 V occurs as shown in Fig. 28a, which impacts negatively to the

quick mode transition and the reliability of the load circuits.When the linear converter

fades out, if the linear regulator dies very rapidly by decreasing VREF_LINEAR at

the rate of �1 V/ns as shown in Fig. 28c, a large voltage droop of 250 mV will

be generated. This droop can be suppressed to 30 mV by gradually turning off

the linear regulator by decreasing VREF_LINEAR at the rate of �2 � 10�5 V/ns

as shown in Fig. 28d. Since the slower transition decreases the droop monotoni-

cally, the slope of VREF_LINEAR can be designed taking trade-off of the droop

and total power efficiency. Longer transition consumes more power by the linear

regulator. Thus design care should be taken at the start of the buck converter

operation and the stopping of the linear regulator using the methodology pro-

posed above.
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3.2 Measured Results

Figure 29 shows the measured waveforms in mode transition from stand-by mode

to linear mode. In the stand-by mode, two orders of magnitude smaller leakage

current is expected compared with the conventional power-gating due to the

elimination of gate tunneling leakage at 65 nm technology by using I/O transistors.

The measured leakage current in the design was 100 mA range. I/O transistors are

necessary due to higer input voltage. The voltage transition from VDDL ¼ 0 V to

VDDL ¼ 1.0 V is measured to be 80 ns. Without the linear accelerator, the buck

converter alone shows the wake-up time more than 400 ns. Thus more than five

times acceleration is achieved. As shown in the right side of Fig. 29, the controller

logic of the buck converter turns both of the switching PMOS and NMOS off in the

standby mode and in the linear mode. When the linear regulator turns on, the wake-

up time in the linear mode is determined by the accelerator size and the load

capacitor. As soon as the output voltage is settled in the linear mode, the buck

converter can start the operation.

Figure 30 shows the measurement results of the transition from the linear mode

to the hybrid operation mode in two different time scales. Stable mode transitions

without ringing issue as shown in Fig. 28 are observed in both cases.
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Figure 31 shows the measurement results of the transition from the hybrid mode

to the single operation mode of the buck converter for load current of 60 mA where

the linear regulator is gradually fade out. In the measurement, VREF_LINEAR was

decreased with the slope of �8.3�10�6 V/s even slower than the simulation in

Fig. 28. By using the slow transition, no visible voltage droop is observed.
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Figure 32 shows the measured power efficiency in linear and buck modes for

VOUT ¼ 1 V and 1.5 V. 59% higher stead-state power efficiency in buck mode is

observed compared with the linear mode at VOUT ¼ 1 V and ILOAD ¼ 160 mA.

Figure 33 shows the measurement setup of the proposed converter. An off-chip

inductor and a capacitor were mounted on a circuit board. Power lines were

connected by multiple bonding wires. Figure 34 shows the microphotograph of

the fabricated converter. The layout area of the linear regulator was 100 � 150 mm
while that of buck converter was 350 � 400 mm.

Table 3 summarizes the measured performance of the proposed converter.

Fig. 33 Measurement setup

Fig. 34 Microphotograph of proposed converter
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4 Conclusions

Two types of buck converters are presented in this paper to realize distributed

power supply systems. The first one is the 3D-structured high-efficiency buck

converter. The measured results show the maximum power efficiency of 71.3%

with a planar filter inductor implemented on a FR-4 interposer. A filter inductor

implemented by W-CSP technology also improves the power efficiency by more

than 10% compared with an on-chip inductor. The second one is the buck converter

with hybrid operation scheme to realize built-in power gating. The measured results

show 80 ns fast wake-up time from standby-mode, which is 5� faster than the

conventional buck converter. The standby current of 100 mA range and stable

transients during converter mode transitions are measured as well.
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Sampled Analog Signal Processing:

From Software-Defined to Software Radio

François Rivet, André Mariano, Yann Deval, Dominique Dallet,

Jean-Baptiste Begueret, and Didier Belot

1 The Software Radio Concept

1.1 Introduction

Wireless communication systems are faced with the emergence of various standards

dedicated to voice transmission, data transfer and localization. The past decade has

seen a fast evolution regarding the standards. Data rates have been increased. Carrier

frequencies are higher. Modulations are more complex. Considering these changes,

conventional architectures cannot challenge the multimedia convergence in the case

of mobile terminals. Thus, new architectures are to be studied in order to respond

to mobile terminal constraints. This chapter presents an overview of new solutions to

overcome technological matters.

1.2 Definition and History

The wireless industry is looking for new RF architectures. The concept of Software

Radio (SR) is part of the solution. It aims at designing a reconfigurable radio architecture

accepting all cellular and non-cellular standards working in a 0–5GHz frequency range.

Our researches are focused on commercial handsets. Software Radio brings

flexibility and adaptability. Many gains are expected by telecommunication industry:
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l Gain of compatibility: a common system can address any kind of standards and thus

can be used wherever in the world. A mass production leads to a cost reduction.
l Gain of production time: research and development time is optimized between

the apparition of a new standard and its use. Only updates (design, software) are

required to accept new standards.
l Gain of performance: a SR system is able to reconfigure itself depending on the

context (place, data rate, etc). It can adapt the data rate, the bandwidth using the

most effective standard.

Performances of SR are not only technological. Industrial ones and easiness are

thus proven. A Software-Radio receiving architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. The

concept is to bring as close as possible the antenna to the analog to digital conversion.

Thus, the ideal system is composed by an antenna, an ADC and a DSP. The DSP is

reconfigurable by software and can address any standard, known or unknown. This

architecture can adapt itself to any kind of radio context and treat any RF signal.

But, nowadays technological bottlenecks prevent from realizing such a utopian system at

the lowest cost. Intermediate solutions are studied to achieve the Software Radio concept.

The US Army is the first to study SDR projects. The aim was to secure

radio communications between operational units on a hostile battlefield. Radio-

communications had to be reconfigured rapidly in order to escape to listening and

jammers enemies. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

financed researches. Project “Speakeasy” gave the first result at the beginning

of the 1990s. The evolution was first to handle several standards on a 2 MHz to

2 GHz frequency band and reconfigure “on the fly” the communication device

with one known standard. It went on the implementation of new standards through

known standards in order to switch rapidly on a new way of communication. This

necessity found obviously all its meaning in the military market.

1.3 Technological Bottlenecks Constrained
by Mobile Context

SR ADC requirements are given by:

l At least a 10 GHz sampling frequency is required to convert from analog to

digital any RF signals. This is imposed by Shannon theorem.

Fig. 1 Software radio receiving architecture
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l A 16 Effective Number Of Bit (ENOB) is required to accept any dynamic range

among all defined RF standards.
l The power consumption is directly a function of the sampling frequency. The

higher the frequency is, the higher the power consumption is. In a context of

mobility, the battery life is the major parameter to take into account.
l Silicon area is important as it determines the cost of the component. CMOS

technology is preferred because of its low cost.

Given the Fig. 2a, such an ADC is not feasible nowadays at low power (Fig. 2b)

[1], at high frequencies with an acceptable accuracy. Extrapolating current A/D

converter characteristics the A/D converter for SR would consume about 1 kW

(Fig. 2b). This is too much for handsets. The progress in A/D converters at the same

power level (at the same sample frequency) is about 1.5 bit in 8 years [2]. As the

power consumption issue depends on frequency and resolution, the next paragraph

gives clues to understand the technological bottleneck [3].

Two mains limiting factors are thus exhibited: frequency and resolution. Power

consumption is considered as depending on those factors. A/D convertors perfor-

mances are mainly limited by three physical phenomena: thermal noise, jitter and

quantification (minimal resolution). Currently, ADCs found on the market have

specifications from 1 MHz with a 24-bit resolution to 2 GHz with an 8-bit resolu-

tion. These specifications are under the requirements of an ideal Software Radio

system. It can be determined that at least 15 years of works is required to target a

low power ADC answering to SR constraints, if one day it is feasible!

Technical information given show how critical is the A/D conversion. ADC

suiting strong SR requirements is not expected to be achieved soon. Designers must

find new architectures which relax ADC requirements to achieve a SR system,

structures in rupture with traditional ones. In a first time, a Digital Software Defined

Radio receiver will be presented. Then in a next part, as the digital domain is on

obstacle to a SR system realization, an analog signal processor will be presented as

a key for a true SR system achievement.

Fig. 2 (a) ADC feasibility – (b) ADC power consumption
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2 Digital Software Defined Radio Receiver

Wireless front-end receivers of last generation mobile devices operate at least two

frequency translations before I/Q demodulation. Frequency translation increases

the system complexity, introducing several problems associated with the mixers

(dynamic range limitation, noise injection from the local oscillator, etc.). Herein,

the position of the analog-to-digital interface in the receiver chain can play an

important role. Moving the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) as near as possible to

the antenna, permits to simplify the overall system design and to alleviate require-

ments associated with analog functions (filters, mixers). The analog part has a

substantial impact on the size and the cost of a component. Shifting the ADC closer

to the antenna, allow eliminating some analog functions such as amplifiers, filters

and mixers (integrated circuits and/or external components). These functions can be

easily implemented in the digital domain, reducing the receiver complexity and

therefore the power consumption. Nevertheless, the bottlenecks are the ADC

required specifications, which become more severe with the antenna closeness.

2.1 Heterodyne Front-End Receiver Architecture with IF A/D
Conversion – “Digital Receiver”

The principle of the so-called digital receiver architecture (Fig. 3) is to convert the

analog signal as close as possible to the antenna [4]. The A/D conversion requires

prior an extremely selective filtering of the desired channel. The antenna RF filters

(BAW or SAW) can not perform this operation because of their wide bandwidth.

Therefore, this conversion is generally not carried out directly on RF signal, but

rather on IF signal. Moreover, the channel selection at RF frequency would require

a filter array bank or a variable-frequency filter.

The frequency of the local oscillator is variable in order to translate the desired

signal to the defined IF (placed in the center of the channel filter bandwidth).

RF Signal

MixerLNA

Antenna
Filter

Channel
Filter

fLO

LO

fRF fIF

Image
Rejection

DSP
Signal

Digitizing

ANALOG DIGITAL

Fig. 3 Digital receiver architecture
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The usual I/Q demodulation was performed after the signal digitization.

This allows simplifying the overall receiver architecture which, in digital receivers,

uses no more than a single mixer. This aspect makes digital heterodyne architecture

competitive in terms of power consumption and design complexity, compared to the

conventional analog receiver architectures. Nevertheless, the use of an IF passive

filter, which integration is still off-chip technology (SAW), limit the scale integration

of the receiver. An active filter can also be used in place of the passive one. However,

the power consumption of the active filter increases when the IF increases.

In this type of architecture, the requirements for the A/D converter become more

severe. Even though the channel filter in front of the A/D converter conserves the

dynamic range, bandwidth and linearity requirements, the sampling frequency

should be at least twice the IF frequency. Moreover, dynamic range and linearity

requirements are more difficult to meet at higher frequencies due to circuit non-

idealities and parasitic effects. All these restrictions make the A/D converter for

high-IF digitizing much less efficient in terms of power consumption compared to

baseband A/D converters.

These currently requirements have led to a great effort in designing high-

resolution and high-speed ADCs. Delta-Sigma (DS) modulators are popular nowa-

days for A/D conversion applications. There is an increasing interest in designing

DS modulators using continuous-time circuitry for the loop filter. This is because

continuous-time DS modulators allow dealing with higher clock frequency com-

pared to discrete-time DSmodulators. Consequently, for a given oversampling ratio

(OSR), the conversion bandwidth is greatly increased. However, it is known that the

continuous-time DS converters suffer from performance degradation due to non-

idealities such as excess loop delay and clock jitter in the DS modulator loop. To

perform the conversion of analog signal into digital one near to antenna, Band Pass

(BP) DS modulator architectures using high-frequency resonators need to be devel-

oped. Band pass DS modulators sampling at high-IF allows reducing analog hard-

ware and further realization of fully-integrated software-programmable receivers.

2.2 Digital Receiver Using Band Pass Delta-Sigma
A/D Converter

The band pass Delta-Sigma converter architectures incorporate the idea of digitiz-

ing the analog signal directly into intermediate frequency as proposed in [5–7]. The

BP DS converter is based on the principle of oversampling the analog signal.

Indeed, the sampling frequency fs is chosen according to the desired OSR:

OSR ¼ fs=2B

where B is the signal bandwidth.

The ratio between sampling frequency fs and the center frequency of the

resonator is chosen generally equal to four (fs ¼ 4.fin) in order to simplify the DS
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modulator design and I/Q demodulation [8]. However, this ratio may be different.

For example, to reduce the sampling frequency and therefore power consumption,

this ratio could be equal to 5/4 [9] or 4/3 [10]. On the other hand, a reduction of this

ratio implies a reduction of the OSR and thus a reduction of the SNR.

Figure 4 shows the implementation of a band pass DS modulator within a radio

receiver. An IF filter is placed between the output of the mixer and the DS
modulator to perform the channel selection. While DT modulators necessarily

require a channel filter to avoid spectral aliasing [11], CT modulators can be

implemented without this filter thanks to its intrinsic anti-aliasing filtering property

inferred in its signal transfer function (STF) [12].

The CT band pass DS converter architecture is presented in Fig. 5. The analog

signal is converted by the band pass DS modulator in a low-resolution and high

frequency digital signal. Thus, a decimation filter is used to convert the modulator

output in a high-resolution and low frequency digital signal. This signal is equal to

twice the bandwidth (or the Nyquist frequency).

The DS converters use two fundamental principles to improve the SNR.

First, the analog signal is oversampled in order to spread the quantization noise

on the whole spectrum [13]. Then, the modulator feedback loop imposes quantiza-

tion noise-shaping: the quantization noise is rejected out of the desired bandwidth.

These two features allow DS converters to achieve high resolutions without
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requiring severe constraints in terms of analog blocks, such the anti-aliasing filter.

This makes DS converters very interesting in comparison with Nyquist A/D con-

verters, because these last ones require a very selective anti-aliasing filter.

2.3 Proposed Continuous-Time Band Pass
Delta-Sigma Modulator

The architecture proposed is based on an association of resonators

[H(s) ¼ As/(s2 + oo
2)] with two different types of feedback Digital-to-Analog

Converter (DAC). It offers a full control over the noise-shaping behavior, leading

to the so-called multi-feedback architecture. This architecture allows the achieve-

ment of a higher order noise-shaping which maintains the modulator stability. The

DAC used are return-to-zero (RZ) and half-return-to-zero (HRZ). The quantizer

implements a 3-bit flash architecture. We choose a 3-bit quantizer instead of a usual

1-bit quantizer in order to reduce the quantization noise and to improve stability, at

the cost of introducing mismatch errors [5]. The quantizer employs an input adapter

amplifier, seven comparators (one per comparison level) with associated latches, an

encoder matrix and three output buffers. Figure 6 shows the Continuous-Time

Delta-Sigma modulator architecture.

A behavioral model of the proposed architecture was developed using

VHDL-AMS. The input frequency is set to fc ¼ 1 GHz and the sampling frequency

to fs ¼ 4 GHz. The results were analyzed within a bandwidth of BW ¼ 20 MHz

[14]. Figure 7 depicts the output spectrum of the proposed multi-bit CT BP DS
modulator. Note that the noise is large everywhere, except in the desired band
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around the carrier. This architecture achieves a SNR of 87 dB in a 20 MHz

bandwidth. The SNR in a narrow 1 MHz bandwidth extrapolates 100 dB.

3 A Disruptive Software Radio Receiver Architecture

3.1 Sampled Analog Signal Processor

3.1.1 Principle

A Software-Radio (SR) architecture was proposed to challenge frequency and

resolution constraints. It is composed by a LNA, an analog processor to perform

low power analog calculations at RF frequencies, a low frequency ADC and a DSP.

A component located between the LNA and the ADC pre-conditions analogically

the RF signal (Fig. 8). Technological bottleneck of the ADC is consequently

avoided. This component was called Sampled Analog Signal Processor (SASP)

[15].

The SASP carries out basic analog operations on analog discrete time voltage

samples. Its purpose is to reduce the RF signal data rate before digital conversion.

The processor is fully analog and allows working directly at RF frequencies at

acceptable power consumption. It is reconfigurable by software through analog

parameters defined by a DSP. The SR concept dedicated to mobile terminals

is consequently addressed by a hardware component fully controlled by a DSP
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which is able to adapt all the receiving chain by itself at RF frequency and low

power consumption. Whereas the digital conversion technological bottleneck is

avoided, new challenges appear in the analog domain.

3.1.2 A Fast Fourier Transform

The SASP selected a spectral envelope of a RF signal among any RF signals. The

SASP processed analogically the RF input signal spectrum thanks to an analog

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to reach that target, the. Once the spectrum

processed, voltage samples representing the signal envelope to be treated are

converted into digital. The selection of few analog voltage samples among

thousands replaces the classical mixing and filtering operations. These both opera-

tions are done into the frequency domain at the same time by the only conversion of

the desired signal envelope. It reduces dramatically the A/D conversion frequency

from GHz frequencies to MHz frequencies (Fig. 9).

3.2 Architecture

The SASP implements basic analog blocks to provide an analog FFT calculation at

RF frequencies. It integrates three main parts to carry out the FFT (Fig. 10) [16].

l A continuous-time signal pre-conditioning (Filtering)
l A sampler and the analog FFT
l A RF signal envelope selection unit and the Analog to Digital Conversion

Fig. 8 SR receiving chain

Fig. 9 SASP principle
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3.2.1 A Pipelined Analog FFT

The SASP processed the FFT algorithm of Cooley-Tukey. A radix-4 pipeline FFT

was chosen to improve the speed efficiency. The FFT uses log4(N) stages to process

analogically the RF signal. Each stage implements one basic module which runs

with two processing phases [17, 18]:

l Summation/subtraction and weighting factor [19].
l Feedback storage.

3.2.2 Design Matters

The signal is processed using analog voltage samples. As their values represent

complex numbers and are stored analogically, real and imaginary parts of the FFT

have to be calculated separately. Thus, a basic module implements the basic

operations through the three main parts (Fig. 11):

l A delay line
l A Processing Unit [20] composed by a Weigthing Unit and a Matrix Unit to

process the basic analog operations on voltage samples
l A feedback delay line

Every stage described in the DFT part of the SASP architecture is designed

thanks to this architecture. Differences lie on the depth of the delay line and the

coefficients applied in the weighting unit.

The delay line is composed by capacitors and switches. A differential structure

was chosen to improve accuracy during the charge transfers. A digital signal ClkIN
governs voltage sample load into the capacitor (Fig. 12a). The charge is stored

Fig. 10 SASP architecture

Fig. 11 Stage architecture
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during a given delay time and output on the digital signal ClkOUT command

(Fig. 12a). The charge is buffered to avoid any loss during storing and transfer.

Figure 12b exhibits a charge transfer simulation.

3.2.3 A 64-Sample SASP

The circuit considered here is a 64-point radix-4 FFT processor (Fig. 13b). It is a

demonstrator designed with 65 nm CMOS technology of STMicroelectronics.

A Post Layout Simulation is proposed (Fig. 13a). The sampling frequency is

500 MHz. A sine wave with a frequency of 56.64 MHz is sent. Real and Imaginary

part of the spectrum are output by the way of 64 samples for a given FFT. Only the
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desired sample among the 64 is stored and displayed during a FFT time. As the sine

wave frequency is not an entire number of the sampling frequency, the spectrum is

expected to change every processed FFT. As 56.64 MHz is exactly 7.25 times the

frequency resolution of a voltage sample, four different kinds of spectrum are

noticed (Fig. 13a). This observation leads to think to SASP applications such as

frequency demodulation and concurrent reception.

The SASP demonstrator has a die area of 1.44 mm2 (Fig. 13b). It maximal

working frequency is 1 GHz with a dynamic range of 200 mV under 1.2 V supply

voltage. It consumes 360 mW.

3.3 A Software Radio System

3.3.1 SASP Configuration

The SASP is able to receive any RF signal. But, its configuration ruled by the

sampling frequency and the number of samples taken into account has to be adapted

for a given standard. The maximal number of samples is 65536. That is why a

65536-sample SASP is the chip to be designed to be integrated in a mobile phone

[21]. Configurations are exhibited in Fig. 14 for known standards. The number of

Fig. 13 (a) 64-sample SASP Post Layout Simulation – (b) 64 sample-SASP die photography

System Carrier Frequency Channel Bandwith Modulation Number of samples fsampling
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4.368GHz
5.041GHz
5.461GHz
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3
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12
250

GMSK
GMSK
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GFSK
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925–960MHz 200kHz
200kHz
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Bluetooth
802.11g

Fig. 14 65536-sample SASP configuration
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samples represents the number of sample of a signal envelope to convert into

digital.

System

Carrier frequency

(MHz)

Channel

bandwidth Modulation

Number of

samples

fsampling
(GHz)

GSM 925–960 200 kHz GMSK 6 2.184

DCS 1,805–1,880 200 kHz GMSK 3 4.368

UMTS 2,110–2,170 5 MHz QPSK,

HPSK

65 5.041

Bluetooth 2,402–2,480 1 MHz GFSK 12 5.461

802.11g 2,412–2,472 20 MHz OFDM 250 5.243

3.3.2 Frequency Demodulation

Figure 15 depicts the example of a BPSK modulation. The input bits are encoded

through a binary phase shifting. The RF signal amplitude remained the same, but as

Fig. 15 Frequency demodulation example
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the phase changes, the real and imaginary output spectrum were not the same

depending on whether a ’0’ or a ’1’ is encoded. A BPSK demodulation could be

optimized with the SASP by a relevant interpretation of the output spectrum

(Fig. 15). A VHDL-AMS simulation of a 4096-sample SASP was done with a

carrier frequency of 500 MHz for a matter of simplicity. The BPSK modulated

signal received was first windowed. Its length was sized to be the timing of a

modulated bit (here 2.048 ms). The sampling frequency was 2 GHz. The spectral

accuracy was thus 477 kHz. Only the voltage sample among the 4096 is selected.

The output data rate is consequently 477 kHz. The direct lecture of the spectrum

enables a direct demodulation of the modulated BPSK signal. It is easy to imagine

for any kind of modulation an optimized algorithm into the frequency domain to

perform the signal recovering. A costly Inverse Fast Fourier Transform is no more

required. In the example (Fig. 15), the working frequency was divided by more than

1,000. The ADC and the DSP constraints are relaxed.

3.3.3 Concurrent Reception

The envelope selection carried out by the selection of only few samples at the

output of the SASP was not limited to the selection of only one RF signal envelope.

The output samples representing several envelopes could be buffered to be con-

verted at a lower rate. This is the concept of concurrent reception. Figure 16 depicts

the capture of samples representing two signal envelopes among N samples output

by the SASP. It is just a matter of selecting the samples of both envelopes processed

from the same received RF signal. This principle enables to receive different

standards at the same time, like GSM and Bluetooth. A common configuration is

just to be defined.

Fig. 16 Frequency demodulation principle
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4 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of Software-Defined to Software Radio

systems de dedicated to handsets. Technological bottlenecks were exhibited and

two solutions were proposed to answer it. The first one is an intermediate frequency

digitalization solution, but it is a narrow band system that locks the architecture to

the Software-Defined Radio concept. A degree of reconfigurability is given by a

second solution. It is a sampled analog signal processing system that allows to

access to a full Software Radio architecture. This disruptive system opens

researches to a new kind of radio architectures.
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